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ABSTRACT 

During the past decade, Integrated Science curricula am courses 

have lIIJShroaood all over the world. Likewise the Mauritius Integrated 

Science Project cane into existence in 1976. Ilq)lied i s that this 

'new' science course is also a 'better' course. Is it an:i can it 

be :inproved? 

After ret racing the hi.story of Mauritian education am showing 

hclw bhe education system was shackled to the powers that be, nention 

is JTBde of how the wirXi of change started blowing over the education 

system. The birth of M.I.S.P is hailed ; its a:ilII3 am objectives are 

then discussed . 'Ihis centres on the nea.ning of Integrated Science, 

its canpositian a.rxi where M.I.S.P stan:is with regard to it. 

Philosophical concerns for the nature of science, the relevance 

of science education as well as the social inplications of science 

education,all these concepts are treated. at length. It is the thesis 

of this author that if these f.hree concerns are not taken into 

consideration in aurriculum development work for a science course at 

primary arrl secon:lary education levels, then we would only be scratch

ing the slrlace. In consequence, an irHiepth analysis of the scientific 

method is called for. How tar the M. I .s .P teaching approach di verges 

from thia eoientific method is then exposed. 
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'nne dichotOII\Y between the process of science and the product 

of science is .t'ully discussed. It is suggested that school soience, 

based essentially on the pnxiuct of science, despite teaching 

approaches to the contrary i .e guided discovery nethod, will do rrore 

harm than good. It is proposed that the process is the all important 

factor in science education. Learning through science rather than 

learning sh±enq.e lis. upheld to be the goal of science education. 

Scientific thinking should predominate over scientific knowledge at 

the level of education under consideration. 'Ibis is said to have 

survival value arrl is viewed as the Education for T.:morrow. 

Proposal. far changes in the structure and contents of M. I.S.P 

is ma.de. 'Ihe inplelll'3ntation issue is errpha.sised, especially in 

terms of teacher training and examinations. 'Ihese two factors are 

considered essential to the success of M.I.S.P. Otherwise a new 

orthodoxy will set in. 
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I N TRODUCTIO N 

In the Indian Ocean, just within the Tropic of Capricorn 

an1 about 1500 miles from the east coast of Africa, lies Mauritius. 

Although it is approximately 40 miles long an1 30 miles wide , 

its area is 720 square miles. Yet its population is estimated 

at 910,000 in 1978 (Bi Armual Digest of statistics, December 1978, 

Vol. 13, No.2, Central statistical Office , Rose Hill, Mauritius). 

It is divided into (a) Indo-Ma.uritians, 65% (b) the general 

population eonprising people of European descent and of mixed or 

Af'rioan origin, 32% and (c) Sino-Mauritians 3%. SUch a hetero

geneity of the population is reflected in t he linguistic and 

ethnic differences and by t he plurality of religious derooninations. 

As a result of such varied cultural am linguistic backgrounds , 

a rather cosn:opolitan attitude has been inculcated in the population; 

however a desire to preserve the cultural links with the ool.IDtries 

of their forebears still persists. 

The History or the islarxi was one of transient settlement 

by the Portuguese, then came the Dutch who nmred it Mauritius 

in honour of their ruler, Prince Maurice of Nassau. 'lbe French 

colonized it in 1721 arrl re-naned it the Ile de France. Finally 

the British conquered it in 1810. By the Treaty of Paris, signed 

in 1814, the ne de France was ceded to the British and re-naI!ai 

Mauritius. Unde!' the terms of surrender the cultural life of the 

inhabitants was aa.feguarded and the religion, laws, language, 

customs and traditions have been preserved to this day. 'llie British 
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Crown eolony of Mauritius finally becane an :independent state 

in 1968. Though the official language is English, the lingua 

rra.n.ca is the creole languag-e, a sort of pidgin French which 

is spoken :::eather then written. Most of the local newspapers 

are written in French. Of course, the various ethnic groups 

rore or less still treasure their m:>ther tongues embracing a 

nrultitude of Asian dialects. Thus Mauritius is a centre of 

both F.airtem and Westem cultures in the midst of the Indian 

Ocean. 

A brief study of the socio-economic and political bases 

of the colonial system of education as it has existed over the 

preceding historical periods and as it persists in Mauritius, 

may liFJlt the road ahead for reconstraction. 
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EVOllrION OF SECONDARY EOOCATION 

1.1 Historical Background of Mauritian Education 

A study of the educational developments in the colonial 

society of the Island of r.Buritius has shown, through a baok

gt"OUild of social stratification, the econorcy and the polity, 

that both the F.rench and British colonial systems of education 

were not based on an assimilationist ideology (Prithipaul 1976) 

rur:i.ng both regimes, the educational system was closely 

geared to the policies of social control and ecooomic exploi

tation used by the respeoti ve colonising powers. Its content 

was determined either by the colonial goveI'!'lment that was in 

power at dif.ferent tines or by such dcminant groups in the 

society as were able to acquire a participatory role in the 

managenent of education. There is a masure of convergence 

between the fin:lings of Prithipaul (1976) and the ins~ts 

reached by the British sociologist of education, Micha.el Young 

(1971: 24-41), he described how dam:i.nant social or professional. 

••• 
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groups do utilise the school system to legitimise their 

position of superiority by ~ of the organisation and 

selection of knowledge, and in establishing the appropriate 

evaluative channels, to set their class apart from the rest 

of society. 

In the case of Mauritius um.er British rule, there were 

other daninant groups such as the French upper classes who 

asserted their cultural superiority tbrougP the nedium of the 

educational system. Hence the developrent of educational sys

tems stenired not :fran the point of view of manpower needs 

generated by the diversi.fication or expansion of the econorey 

only, but also in terms of its effectiveness in enslll"ing a 

certain type of economic and politioal control which was 

typical of the colonial society at different tines. During 

the British colonial era, the educational system becam9 bilin

gual and biculturaJ.. When soon arter the 1880's all examining 

privileges were delegated to English University Examining Boards, 

the measure helped perpetuate the belief in the permanent and 

unchangeable character of' the curriculum :in the very few schools 

in Mauritius. &sides the bilingualism, the Mauritian school 

came to inherit the sane organisation pattern an::l curriculum 

\8B a British gramnar school (Prithipaul 1976). 
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However, British rule resulted in rapid eco:oomic developllE!Ilt 

arrl nany fumammtal social changes. A significant event in 

1833 was the abolition or slavery when a large rn.mDer of freed 

slaves, of African arig:f.n, refused to contirrue working on the 

land for Sll@9r cane production. To replace them, the French 

planters recruited llrlenttn'ed labour from Iniia.. With this 

labotn" force am. inproved nethods of cultivation, sugar produc

tion expanied sonsiderably during the succeeding years tmtil 

it has I!Bde the sugar imustry, the backbone of the isl.am's 

eCOD:>II\V. 

Efforts, h~rever, have been tJBde to lessen dependence on 

a single crop econaey by encouraging other forms of agricultural 

ard irrlustrial developll'!nt, tea and tobacco being already aroong 

the roost in;xrtant secomary products. Light :fniustries have 

been started to manufacture clothing, shoes, soap, edible oil 

arrl so on, with a view to diversifying the econaey. '!he islani 

has oo mineral resources of its own. 

'Ille seoon:3ary educational institutions of Maln"itius have 

functioned along the mxiel of the English Gramrer Sclx>ol . It 

was cruy just before In:lepemence that Mauritius had a 

Universicy established in order to upgrade technical am 

nenagerial sld.lls :(r.mzrltius Annual Report 1967 :69) . Previous 
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to that , there was no institution for ~er education. 

students had to go abroad for University training, roostly at 

their ~ expense since scholarships were scarce. Moreover, 

as education \'13.S considered the pathway of social JIDbili ty, 

higtler education becmoo a I11JSt for those who could afford it 

and was directed towards fields of errploynent that were rost 

rerunera.ti ve. 

'!be problem of education does oot stem essentially tram 

lack of educational services. Instead, it would seem to lie 

in the area of developing an educational system that takes 

into consideration the economic, socio-cultural and political 

fea~s of the isl.am. . Most , if not all schools are bi-lingual, 

in spite of the nrulti-racial am IJl.llti-cultural society. Such 

a society with dif:ferent ettmic groups sharing the sane polity 

and bourrl by the sane eoorx:rnic structure, needs an educational 

policy which can contribute to greater socio-ecorx:mic and 

cultural integration am:mg the different ethnic groups. 'Ibis 

inplies that, besides equality of educational opportunity at 

all levels, a curriculum D11St be devised which renects the 

religious, cultural arxl linguistic heritage of each oarm.mity 

rather than short-term econcmi.c suooess in order to bring 

about the cultural arx1 emtional integration of the dift'erent 

ethnic gt'C)UpS. Hence there Dl.18t be a basic tD'x1erstaBling of 
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the structure of the Mauritian society as well as the political 

goails of the people so as to attain sone degree of congruence 

between education and the 3 major institutions basic to a 

htnran society: 

EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM 

STRATIFICATORY 

SYSTEM 

1.2 Rationale for change in Secondary F.ducation 

POLITY 

ECONOMY 

The necessity for change was given off-lcial sanction in 

the tenns of reference of a recent Conmission of En:Iuiry on 

Secondary Education (Glover Report 1978) which included, 

am:> · other recamemations, the following: 

(a) To consider problems arising out of the changing 

heeds of the country, bearing in mind the relationship 

of Mauritius with the international conmmity; 

(b) To rrake recormendations, having regard to the 

social, cultural and economic circtmistances of the 

cotmtry. 

Previous to this, the Mauritius Governnmit 1972-1975 Plan 
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for Social and Economic Development had set in nntion the 

na.chinery required to transform the old education system of 

Mauritius into a m:xiern one geared to rreet the requirements 

of a newly independent nation. It stressed the need to 

broaden the educational structure in order to provide students 

of various aptitudes with an education relevant to the needs 

of a f'ast changing society. During this plan period, education

al developrrent will be adjusted to neet the socio-econonrl.c 

needs of the country. In particular, steps will be taken to 

diversify the curricula and to make an integrated approach to 

the concept of education as a life-1~ process for the develop-

11ent of a well-balanced.personality. 

Two previous Conmittees of Enquiry, the Richard Conmittee 

of 1965 and the Ranphul Corani.ttee of 1973, had pointed out 

in varying degrees, the unsatisfactory state of secondary 

education in Mauriiius. However, none of them I!Bde proposals 

which were suffl.ciently firm and far-s~ted to cure the ills 

which they had themselves pin-pointed. It was only in July 

1976 that Unesco, in a report prepared following a visit to 

Mauritius by one of its missions, recorrlll!Died the best, Weed 

the only appropriate, solution to the problem, which is direct 

and massive Goverrmmt participation in the running and control 

of secomary education. 
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Consequent upon this ~ the historic decision made as 

soon as the present GoveI"J'l[OOllt cmre to power after the last 

general election in Decenber 1976 to introduce free secomary 

education in ~.auritius. Moreover, this J1DI1entous step, for 

which quite clearly there had been no sufficient planning, 

appeared to c~.tch everybody off balance an:l a r ather chaotic 

situation developed when schools resuned in January 1977 -

which prarpted the Governni:mt to set ~ the Glover Corrmission 

of Entuiry for Secomary Fducation. 

'I'1e Comni.ssion found that there was general consensus on: 

(a) 'llle need to provide at least three years of general 

post-prin:ary am secondary education up to the age 

of about firteen which ia the mi.nim.un age for eJll)loynent. 

(b) Teacher training, or rather the need for an expanied 

system of teacher training, in particular, the lot 

of the teachers in private secomary schools was 

said to require special attention. 

( o) 'lbe need far a national examination at the em or 

the third year of secomary sclx>oling which would 

determine whether the pupil was fit tar two rurt..'1er 

years of academic training or whether he was nm-e 

suited to a technical fom of education or still 
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.further, whether he should not straight away be 

diverted towards the la.botn' nerket with appropriate 

training, if necessary. 

(d) 'lbe dangers of producing a ma.as of tmiform citizens 

who did not know how to bJrl.nk and to solve problems. 

( e) The separation of occupational training from the 

provision of a general broad-based secon:lary education. 

(f) 'Ihe setting up of teacher centres o~ teacher resource 

centres. 

1. 3 The Whys an:l Means for Change in Secondary Education 

As a result of the reconmm:Jations of both the Richard 

and Ranllhul Comnittees of En::luiry for the educational developnent 

of Mauritius, the Mauritius Institute of Education Project was 

approved in 1973 with the following intez-related comrdtnents: 

(a) Curricul\.nn DevelopI£nt and Research 

(b) Teacher Training 

(c) Examinations 

'lhe Project Document (UNDP - Mauritius 1973) gives the 

follCMing details: 
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1.31. Backgrour!i 

'lhere has been a deepening concern with evident 

naladjustmmts at all l evels of schooling, particularly 

in the area of clll"riculum teaohing, !Ur e:xanple, between 

the fonnal inherited pattern of a selective educational 

progratille sorting out those woo continue education am 

the social am economic realities or a society roving 

frail sole rellanoe upon a single, ~ Wustrialized 

agrioultura.l crop to a predcminantly :inlustrial econaey; 

between a rapid expansion of education in the pr1 vate 

seccnUl:ry schools ard a lack of prof essiona.lly trained 

secorrlary school teachers; between a curriculum suitable 

for tll'ban education in EngJ..arrl of Sate years ago am that 

needed by t he citizens or an islarrl nation in a dit'ferent 

historical, geographical am cult~ milieu. 

'Ille 4 Year Plan f or Social am Ecorx:mi.o Developnent 

(see 1.2, P.5) calls for an a.cooopanying change in the 

qualit y am content or education £ran a generally academia 

enphasis to a nDre technical am. vocational orientation 

at all levels. 'lbe Plan also stresses the vital role 

teacher training assumes in securing these change•. ~ 

speoif'ioally, the objectives in the plan tor basic 

education at the pr1nary ani secondary levels are: 

(a) Free education far all children at the first 

level (primary); 
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(b) Opportunity for secondary and vocational 

tre.dmrg for at least 60 percent of the boys 

in the age group 15 - 19 by 198o; 

( c) a balanced curriculum which will include 

technical subjects and integmted. science at all 

levels; 

( d) technical and vocational orientation of education 

at the secon:lary and post-secondary levels; 

(e) equality of educational opportmlity for all 

according to their educational potential. 

The Goverrlnslt of Ma.uri ti us is wholeheartedly 

comnitted to the realization of the above objectives and 

\!Ork towa:ro.s their achieverrent has been underway for sore 

years. 

1.32 Justif'ioation far the Project 

In the r.Buritius 4 Year Plan for Social and F.cooomie 

Developneut it has been stated that the roost fnt>ortant 

resource of Mauritius is its manpower arrl that a well 

iootivated labour force possessing the requisite nental 
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and physicaJ. skills for a m::xlem econorey is the rost 

valuable national asset. In order to neet the denmid 

generated by prospective economtc develoJ;J?ent, enphasis 

is being placed not only on increasing the availability 

am range of aeoomary education but m:>re inportantly, 

on inp:roving the quality in terms of efficiency and the 

suitability to national needs and aspirations. Ille 

Goverrnrent has therefore initiated the setting-up of an 

Institute of Edueation.(Mauritius Institute of F.ducation 

Act 1973). 

(a) Curriculum Developm:mt and Research 

With the achieverrent of participation ofvery 

nearly the whole of the nation's children in prinRry 

education am with an increasing nuni:>er pabticipating 

in secondary education, there is energing a growing 

concern as to the adequacy of the existing pattern of 

teaching and learning in the schools. At the seaon.;ary 

level this concem relates, in the context of Mauritius, 

m:>re particularly to the several language skills so 

inportant ,in a rm.U..tilingual society, to the adequacy 

of nuneration sld.lls am related mthette.tical concepts, 

to the kmwledge, skills and attitudes that are relevant 

to an active understarxl:ing of the physical and biological 

envirorment a.rrl to problems of enriching the curriculum 
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with the purpose of selecting activities that have 

relevance to the world of work, and to a society where 

technology is playing an increasing part. 

A major concern of the Gove~nt lies in the area 

of Curriculum Development, there being an urgent 

necessity to systemize this area of work. 'llle breadth 

am ccnplexity of the curriculum developm:mt process 

are often un:ierestirrated. 'Ihe planning of new program

nes a.Di the writing of' nxxiern textbooks am teacher's 

guides that reflect the latest developnents and are 

responsive to national needs involve ruch tine, call 

for expert guidance, an:l clear identifications of the 

elements involved. 

In such a context a CU.rriculum Unit should be set 

up within the Institute. 'Ibis Unit should develop the 

130rk of the Curriculum Developrrent Carmrittee which has 

been already established. 'Ihe nejor effort of this 

centrally co-ordinated, institutionalized centre will 

be on the developnent of progt'anlies and materials that 

pep.resent the best in JIDdern thinking am. that are 

oriented to the needs of Mauritius. 
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(b) Teaeher Training Ftmction of the Institute 

The Goverrment decision to develop cutTioula 

entails a new approach to teacher training. Further, 

latest figures available (October 1971) indicate that 

there are 1,763 teachers in the private and public 

secondary sector. Of them only 82 a.re trained €!:1fa

dua.tes, whereas 313 are untrained graduates, 569 possess 

h:igler school certificate and a.re untrained and 84 have 

no qualifications. The staff /student ratiol'l.is approxi.

mtely 1: 30. Since under 5% of the total teachers' 

force is trained, the urgent requirenent for teacher 

training at secondary level is clear. The position 

will be further aggr-avated by the proposed extension of 

the public sector by four new secondary schools including 

a sixth form college and by increasing demand made upon 

the private sector by an approximate annual output of 

18,cm, that is 90% of 12 year old pupils who do not 

obtain state aided education. Further, the majority of 

teachers in subjects that have a practical errphasis, 

e.g. technical education, coonercial subjects, art,craf'ts, 

nusio, pbysioal education and hone economi.c and agd.~ .. 

vu.re have no formal training whatsoever. This is 

particularly so in the prirrary and secondary schools. 

Yet it is precisely in these areas where Mauritius has 

a Illl8hroaning need. other than for a lind.ted BIOOunt of' 
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of post~te work, substantial teacher training 

courses, both in-service and full-time, will nornal1y 

inclooe an upgrading conp:>nent in the chosen teaching 

subject. 

(c) Examinations 

In the past, classroom activities in Malrltius have 

tended to be dominated by academic work mil preparation 

far exam1.na.tions a.lm:>st to be exclusion of all other 

activities. 'Ille characteristics of examinations per

JTE8.te the pattern of work and the enphasis within the 

classroom. In so far as the passage of the pupil through 

the school system and the possibility of participation 

in the world of work are governed in significabt tenns 

by examinations and the certification linked to it, the 

e~tions will play a relatively dominating role in 

the school system until such a time when it recast. 

However, since the cUITioultD11 is to be enriched, learning 

to be made m::>re interesting and relevant at both the 

pr:inary and secordary levels, the exmnination system 

should lose some of its inrluence on work in schools. 

In this context the education of teachers should enable 

them to uae erx>ugh lln:>vation in the teaching-learning 

process to minimize menx>rization ani encourage discovary 

and problem solving approaches. 
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&:aminations in general have been conducted 

jointly with external bodies and this has entailed a 

certain degree of lack of flexibility. .An &ram:i.nation 

:Board will be set up within the Institute with a view 

to increasing the adaptability and efficiency of the 

present examination system. 

These conmitments are specified in te:rnis of . 

F.ducatiori..al Objectives both lo~range and imrediate, as 

follows: 

1.33 ~ng-range Objectives 

T'ne Goverrment has initiated the setting up of the 

Institute of Education and has requested this project to 

assist in achieving the following long-range objectives: 

(a) To act as a catalyst in the education system and 

guide it to neet the needs of the country. Research 

will be a major function of the Institute and the 

Centre will umertake studies in identifying na

tional requirements and translate them into 

curricula specifications, with special attention 

to bridging the ~ etween general education 

an the one hand and technical ani vocational 

education on the other. 
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Issues and problems of particular consequence 

are: 

(i) Identification of the general arxi specific 

objectives of education in relation to the national, 

social, economical and cultural aims of the cmmtry. 

(ii) 'Ihe harnDniaation of study area objectives with 

overall national objectives. 

(iii) 'Ihe translation of such objectives into functionally 

active instructional sequences inpleneltable in the 

classroans. 

(iv) 'llle re-examination of the criteria by which study 

areas are selected for inclusion in or exclusion 

fran the curriculum and the re-examination of the 

criteria by which resources are allocated to the 

study areas. 

(v) 'Ille guiding of trial inplemmtation of revised 

ourriculuin. 

(vi) A re-examination or Curriculum Developnent methodology 

e!lbracing the best current views in educational 

thinking, for exanple, the consideration of inter

disciplinary am problem solving approaches in 

education; 
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(b) to inprove the quality of prinery am secorrlary 

teachers by providing appropriate in-service training 

courses and, with the assistance of the University 

Authorities, develop suitable rrethods of certifica

tion for teachers, particularly at the secondary 

level ; 

(c) to develop, test am evaluate learning naterials 

including new teaching texts, audio-visual rce.terials 

am teaarers' mmuals' which will incorporate new 

curriculum content ani nethods, using where possible 

:inligenous resources ani involving teachers and 

stuients alike in these activities; 

(d ) to incorporate activities presently perforimd by the 

Mauritius Examinations Section pertaining to the 

develOJltellt arxi administration of examinations ani 

to study rerorm arxl certification at the ~, 

Secorr:lary and Poet-Seccmary levels. 

1.34 Immdiate <l:>jectives 

In order to raoilltate the achievement of the long

term objectives, certain :inmrliate objectives may be 

identified: 
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(a) A departrmnt of Meditnn and Curr:i.cultnn Research 

and Development shall be set up within the Institute. 

'Ibis project will assist the Curricultnn Departnent 

in the fonm.Ua.tion and int>lerentation or a phased 

curriculum reform and developm:mt progran:me and to 

this end will: 

(i) initiate a research programre and supervise 

studies of direct relevance to reaching 

curricula decisions; 

(ii) co-ordinate, plan and write curricula materials 

by translating def'ined study area objectives 

into sequential instructional prograrmes, as 

indicated in the Fam' Year Plan. Enphasis will 

be accorded to practical subject areas in 

Woodwork, r~talwork, Technical Drawing, AgricultumJ. 

Education and fields of language study; 

(iii) supervise the preparation am developrrent of 

m:xiern syllabuses at the pr:ln!lry and secon'lary 

levels including learning materials, teaching 

texts , teachers' IIEilU81s, visual aids, etc; 

(iv) supervise the gt"adtl8.l trial. application of 

new mterials and IIBthods at the class level 
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and evaluate their use. Necessary adaptations 

on the basis of these findings will be recom

nended; 

( v) Analyse the strength and weaknesses of the 

present exantl.nation system and make necessary 

reoonmendations for the integration of the 

examinations with the new subject. approacaes 

within the schools; 

(iv) advise on literature searching and on the 

dissemination of infol'DB.tion together with 

the developnent of a Resources Centre. 

(b) In the area of teacher training the proj eot will 

assist the Institute to: 

(i) continue and intensify the developnent of 

in-service training progr'SillreB with a view of 

bringing secon:iary teacher training into one 

continuing prograIJ'l'Te up to the level of the 

Bachelor of Education (B.Fd) degree for selected 

candidates. 
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(ii) initiate and supervise training progrannes 

for the supply of teachers with the requisite 

subject expertise and professional training 

including the various aspects of educational 

technology; 

(iii) integrate theory and practice as well as pre 

and in-service into the training progr>a11100s 

and use regularly suitable educational teclmo

logy such as micro-teaching; 

(iv) develop administrative am supervisory 

training for inspect ors , headmasters and 

senior t eachers ; 

(v) supervise the establisbnent of master, co

operating teachers in schools which will be 

used for practice teaching; 

(c) 'Ihe nucleus of a Mauritius Examination Syrxiicate 

will be established within the Institute. The 

proj ot will assist this unit to: 

(i) assume responsibility for the entrance and 

certification examinations of Teachers' 

Training College (for prlnary schools) ; 
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(ii) assume gradual responsibility at the 

standard VI primary school leaving certificate 

level ; 

(iii) assist t he Goverrment in irrplementing 

decisions to be taken with regard to the 

Form III (age 14/15) exand.nation, a selective 

examination for pupils leaving school after 

two unsuccess.f'ul attenpts and those going on 

to higher academic studies; 

(iv) desi~, pre-test and apply suitable neasuring 

instI'1..lll'ents to evaluate the knowledge and 

attitudes obtained through the use of curricu

lum materials produced at the Institute; 

(v) develop and ooniuet courses in Research 

Methodology, Testing and Measurenent for local 

staff and tndn counterparts in teaching 

these subject areas. 

{ d) '!he project will keep in view the need to articulate 

the work or the Institute and Teacher8' Training 

College such that they work together on oonmm 

institutional and teacher educational problems. 
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1.35 Inveatnent Potential 

'!hough it is difficult to work out the economic rate 

of return of the project, the inlirect econanic benefit that 

will accrue to the econorey as a result of the inpl ementation 

of the project, designed t o l ead to the formation of the 

human capital required for accel erating the economic deve

lopmnt, should not be urrleresti.IIE.ted. 
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CHAPTER 2 

'!be Mauritius Integrated Science Project 

2.1 History of the Project 

'!he Mat.n:-itiua Institute of Education (M. I.E) started 

its operations in January 1976 with two of its main f\mctions , 

namely Teacher-Tra.:ining arrl Currlculum Development. 'lhe 

training course is a two-year tull-time or three-nar part

time com-se involving studies in education, two subject 

fields (for e~le, EZlglish and French or Biology arxi 

Chemistry) and teaching practice, leading to a Diplorra in 

F.ducation certificate {an 1.U'Xlergraduate course) • Integrated 

Science was not offered as a subject field of study for 

teacher training until two years later because the learning 

materials for schools were then being planned, o~zed 

arrl in the process of being written as trial naterial to 

be used in pilot schools. The Integrated Science syllabus 

for teacher-trainees stresses the need for keeping science 

as a care subject in the school otnT.i.oultDD and the advantages 

of an integrated course for pupils of FOI'!lJ5 I and II, 

together with practical work tran am discussions of nethods 

arrl contents in M. l,S. P. Pupils' Books for years 1 and 2 . 
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In fact, writing learning materials for pilot schools 

beoane the ma.in thrust of the Ctn'Ticulum Developnent work 

in the initial stages of life or the M.I.E. 

'lhe Integrated Science course for schools forms part 

of the 5 'Conpulsory Broad Core' subject areas in the ccmoon 

curriculum leading to the National Fonn III Examinations 

(C.J.S.E) , the other subject areas being Ellglish, French, 

Social stuti.es arxl Mathenatics. '1his C.J.S.E examination 

will be held for the first tine in October 1981 am it is 

a selective examination (see 1.34(e) (iii) ) • 

'Ihe Mauritius Integrated Science Project (M.I.S.P) 

was origi.nal.ly rooant to cover the first three years of 

secomary education, i.e . Form I to Form 3, for the pupil 

age-group II to 14 (see 1.31 (c) ) • HCMever, after 

discussions at meetings between teachers arrl the curriculum 

writers (Apperxiix A), it was decided to divide the project 

into 2 parts: 

(a) an Integr:-ated Science course for Farms I - II. 

(b) a Form III Science course made up of loosely linked 

Chemistry, Physics am Biology 00ln98e8. 

In the em, M,I..'5.P appeared in the form of trial 

learning mterials as follows: 
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1976: Fonn I Integrated Science Pupil's Book am 

Teacher's Guide 

1977: Fonn II Integrated Science Pupil's Book and 

Teacher's Guide 

1978: Fonn III Science in 3 vol~s as Matter & Life 

(Biology), Matter & FMrgy (Physics) arrl 

r.tttter & Its Reactions (Chemistry) • Teacher's 

Guides will follow. 

'lbe Form III Science course was a conprcmi.se to allay 

the rears of specialist science teachers who wanted a 

foumation course leading to School Certificate (Fonn V) 

Examinations in Chemi.stry/PhysicsJBiology/Physical Science/ 

Htunan and Social Biology. It would be useful to quote what 

is written in the "Introduction" of' both M.I.S.P Form I 

and Form n texts in order to outline the aims am objectives 

of the course and to coopare them with the Educational 

Cl:>jectives (see 1.33 am 1.34). 

'lbe "Introduction" says: 

M.I.S.P is a two-year course interried for the first 

two years of eecomary schooling. It is written so 

as to suit children of all abilities arxi is published 

in four parts: 



Year I Pupil~s Books 

Year I Teacher's Guide 

Year n Pupil's Book 

Year Il Teacher's Guide 
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No previous scienti1'1c lalowledge is assumed for those 

beg:iming the c~e, altho~ it f'ollCMB on the bnl8d aims 

ot the envirormmtal science syllabus row being developed 

for primary BCh:>ols. 

'Ibis Fonn I am II course otters the same degree of 

integmtion as its elder brothers, the Scottish, Nigerian, 

East African and West Irxlian Integrated Science Projects; 

it is inten1ed mainly as a contribution to general education 

but will also serve as a basis tor the stU'ly of Form llI 

Science {loosely linked Chend.stry, Physics am Biology 

courses) lea.ding to School Certit'icaile in Chemistry/Physics/ 

Biology :I :E't\vaical Science!Ht.mBn arrl Social Biology. 

F.ach year's book is a guide to activities to be perforued 

by pupils. '!be sequence is graded, beginning with tecmiques 
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in science, e.g., 

neasurenent of tine, weight, tenperature • • • followed by 

observation am experimmtation on sinple topics, e.g., 

air, water, substances, living things • • • • and leading 

ultimately to the ronnation of oonoepts, e.g., 

force, enerf§, resources, conservation. 

mrl.le equ:ipnent required for this course has been kept 

as sinple and as inexpensive as possible, every effort sl'x>uld 

be made by school and to obtain suffiaient equipnent 

am materials so that the pupils themselves ney carry out 

the aotivities. When IJBterial such as caterpillars, nowers, 

tin cans are required pupils should be encouraged to bring 

their own. 

A teact,rer's guide is provided for each year's work. 

Finally, it is considered that the objectives of integrated 

science studies would be usefully stated here. 'Ihese are 

g:l ven under three llBin headings. 

~ AND UNDERSTANDIOO 

1. Recall or essential facts a.rrl concepts. 
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2. Ability to apply kmwledge arrl umerstaming 

gaimd in formal experinents to naw practical 

situations in everyday life. 

3. A scientific urrlerstanling of in:portant aspects 

of the local envirorment. 

SKILIS 

1. Eir;:lhasis on accurate observation, recording an:i 

interpretation of results. 

2. Acquisition or an ordered approach to carrying 

out practical work. Tid.iress an:i care are enphasised. 

3. Ability to obtain an overview of the enviroment 

am. relate different aspects of it to one amther. 

4. Ability to camunioate with others outside the 

sclx>ol about ideas an:i krx>wledge of science . 

1. A taste fOI' the active use of the scientific method 

as a usetul. tool 1n inproving everyday lit"e. 

2. A taste for action both irxlividual am. collective; 

the value or te81'1'1rork. 
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3. A realisation of the ~ of, an1 respect 

for, other 11 ving things in t 

4. Sci ence has an ilr;xxrtant part to play both in the 

econcmic developmnt and the pre tion ot the 

•. ..._,"'.-_._tian environment. 

FUl~mni~, .I.S.P Form ll te"-1; elaborates on the 

coocepts of the eJ'l'lirolmmt an1 t ac1entit1c thod ot 

study. 'lhU8 on (iv) ot the t ~ it is a.aid: 

'lbeae8 6 - 11 deal with the Human !!mironmnt - y~ 

enviroment. '!ht main ot is to help 

you know al'¥1 tand better your pl c thin t he 

surroundings in which YoU li , in the hope that you 

will to appreciate it and gi r.xre eoosi-

OSl'l!!Licn to it. Far it haa been that there is 

a VfJ1:'1 close relationship th quality of humn 

lire ard the state of his envircnnent. 

It is aaar,y, throuQtlout, t.o to the ci itic 

~nt'IV. i. • to no lusioo unl.ea thia 

been by ob ervation am/or elCl:lel'1.men 

It 1a l:Jl"OoeiMlld that you utUiee the foll a le 

"8rioua 1n ientitic m.1:~. 



I observe . . . . .. . . . ••• Initial observation 

I believe that . . . . . . ••• Hypothesis 

It is believed that • • • ••• Existing scientif'ic 
knowledge 

I find out • • • . . . . .. ••• Expe~ntal verification 

Now I knaW' a little rore ••• Conclusion 

Any can.olusion is, of course, to be regarded as a 

a basis for further observation and }\ypothesis and rot to 

be final. 

Finally, the "Introduction" of each or the three Form III 

text-books (Matter and Life, Matter and Energy, Matter and 

its Reactions) to be studied concurrently adds: 

'Ihe ma.in aim of this science 'package' in Fcbnm I - m 
is the developn:mt of a scientif'ic conponent to the 

general education the pupil is acquiring. It is hardly 

necessary to state the vital inportance of science to 

education for the world of toda8 and tom:>ITOW 

With the advent of f'ree education in 1977 and the Mure 

introduction ot the C.J.S.E examinations in the early eigpties, 

all secomary schools had to start teaching the Integcoated 

Science course as one of the five core subjects with effect 
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.ffun Janua.:cy 1978. Private schools cane unler the jurisdiction 

of a newly-created institution called the Private~ 

Schools Authority (P.S.S.A) whereas the State schools rerra:i.n 

under the aegl.s of the Ministry of Education. So M.ItS.P was 

adopted a.J..nnst overnigpt, its dissemination occur.Mng without 

sufficient trialling. However, trialling did take place on 

M.I.S.P Year 1 at the em of 1976. A discussion of the results 

of the trials will be umertaken later. 

2.2 Rationale for M.I.S.P 

In the Project Docum:mt, nention is nade, under the 

title of Basie Science and Envirormmtal studies, of the 

introduction of enviroreental studies in the priJmry school 

whereas ror the secondary education sector, a study of 

science education will be tmdertaken by the Institute of 

Education to specify operational guidelines for developing 

an inte~ted science curriculun. No details are given as 

to what is meant by integrated science. It is left to the 

curriculum developers to decide what m terials to produce 

taking into cooaideration "the need for Basic Science and 

the general education to be provided for the needs ot the 

oOW'ltey". 

'lhe curriculum developers fell back on work already 

./ 

I 

I 

/ 

/ 
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wroa.uced in the Integrated Science field, namely the Scottish 

Integrated Science, the West In:iia.n Integrated Science, the 

Nigerian Integrated Science ar:rl the Fast African Integrated 

Science, to the extent of having the saim degree of integration. 

This is stated in the Introduction of both M.I.S.P. Book l 

ar:rl Book 2. However, oo mention is ma.de of the sort of inte

gration that has been used. It is not as if the our.rieulum 

developers wanted to make a 'paf)-pourri' of the various inte

grated science schemes; rather these achenes served as beacons 

along the unfamiliar routes which the curriculum developers 

have had to mp out. 

1hus, as in the Scottish Integrated Science Curriculum, 

the syllabus is designed to be essentially process-based and 

taught a.lrooat totally by laboratory work itself performed 

by pupils, including field work. It is an integmted scieme 

syllabus 1lBde up of topics from Biology, Chemistry and Physics 

together with a heavy enphasis on enviromental studies. How 

nuch integration is there of the topics of the various subjects 

is a matter to be debated in the light of what is neant by 

:integrated science or of what integl"a.ted science studies stani 

for in a given context. However, the envirormmtal studies in 

M.I.S.P fonn a starting point for the integration or the sciences, 

especially biology J chemistry am physics. en the Integration 

Matrix proposed by Blum (1973), the Scope of M.I.S.P covers 

3 science disciplines whereas tts intensity is a loose com

bination of these disciplines, ani in certain themes, the 

topics are unashan:edly studies in biology, chemistry am 
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physics. They are not, thotl@1, classified as such. In 

Science Form m, the learning materials are unreservedly 

topics in biology (Matter & Life) , chemistry (lVIatter & Its 

Reactions) arrl physics (Matter & Energy) 

The objectives or M.I.S.P have been set out in detail 

in Chapter 2 (2.1) based essentially on knowledge and under

standing, Skills and Attitudes. Finally a brier review of an 

evaluation of M.I.S.P Form I undertaken in 1976 will now be 

given. 'Ihi.s evaluation is based on the end-of-year Evaluation 

Test administered to all the 24 pilot shcools in Octo , 1976, 

i.e at the mid of the first year of trialling of M.I.S.P 

Form I. 

2.3 Evaluation of M.I.S.P Farm I 

The Teett Paper was made up of two sections: A and B; 

and pupils were required to attempt all questions set in them. 

Section A was of the m.lltiple-choice type with one rigpt ans

wer out of 4 alternative answers. Section B was of the 

struotured ~ with 4 questions made of several parts. 

An analysis of the Test Paper showed that the majority 

of items were meant to assess knowledge and umerstaming; 

fewer iteuB were meant to test skills - of the "process" type 



(in contrast to the "manual" skills) - and none was set on 

attitudes as such (Chung 1977) • Chung (1977: 24) four:rl that , 

whilst assuring a fair level of pa.as (86.0%) in the best 

schools , this Integrated Science paper would result in a 37.8% 

pass in the weaker io·chools, t he pass ne.rlc being 50%. 

Chung (1977 :28) added the following: 

(a) 'lbere is sane strong feeling that the level of the course 

is too high for the pupils in Private schools (weaker 

schools). Such topics as "chronatography" is being skipped 

as it is thought to be too difficult. 'lhe State Schools> 

however, N.nd tr..e Units rather easy and some have expressed 

concern over the level of constituent subject fields 

which will be taught in subsequent years. 

(b) It is abundantly clear thatnmmy schools - the "Private" 

ones in particular - lack necessary equip~nt and facilities. 

'lh:i.s surely affects the quality of teaching which C expec

ted :in this new approach (process) and ie probably affecting 

pupil performance in the pilot schools. 

(c) '!he teaching Units themselves are to he written in a clear, 

sinple language the choice and level or which is to be 

"sta.rxlardised" ; technical terms which are tho~t to be 
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in:lispensable JTDJSt of course not be le.rt out. 

(d) Giving advice to teachers/ groups of teachers via school 

visits could prove to be extx~ly help1\11 in the sense 

that there is "ir.dividualieed" attention and direct 

applicability to parti(;'Ular topics being dealt with at 

the tine. '!his technique, .oowever, has limited scope -

both in terms of t~ spent and syllabus coverage - wD9n 

it is conpared with the semtnars orientation course wmre 

teachers are genuinely given the opportmdty to delve 

into all sorts of unthinkable problems oomected with 

their trade. 

( e) 'lhe biggest constraint is doubtless the big @1:lP between 

the aaademio perf oruance in state schools an:l that in 

the large najority of Private Schools. 'lhe attairment 

of a pupil in Integmted Science in a state school is 

thought to be on the average one-and-a-half times better 

than that of his/her peer in a pxrl.vate school. 

(t) '!he present Report IIllSt mt be taken to inply, as 

Stenlx:>use (1975) would have put it, that the ~oulum 

PI-oj eot is always "to go far solutione rather than for 

problems" - otherwise, mmy problems concerning the 

educational amancemmt or this country would continue to 

be neglected, as or old. 



(@) Inieed, the best guarantee for a curriculum project to 

continue its existence and to thrive is to have evaluation 

research placed in the forefront of its activities. 

Curriculum development and its evaluation are integral 

activities: oae of the most potent seed-beds for a 

''nroerrrl.H:r' ctn:'Tiaulum in the local scene lies in the 

interplay between the Exa.m:i.ning Body (see Project Docum:mte 

and the schools and the teachers in them. 'llie exandna.tion 

will Pl."QVide the ultimate lever that will help push the 

curriculum through when everything else seems to have failed! 

In a nutshell, this initial evaluation illustrates the 

weaknesses inherent in a teaching approach, a process one at 

that (in fact, it is the guided - discovery approach whioh is 

used), whereby the end-result is the acquisition of knowledge 

through understanding. However, it nust be stated that, in 

addition to the Integro.ted Science course being newly introduced 

in schools, the evaluation work i tsell was going throU€Jl its 

birth-pangs. 
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3 .1 INimRA'IED SCIENCE : A BEl'l'ER SCIENCE? 

In a way, it can be said that integrated science eduoatiai 

is the fashion of the day. For e:xanple, at the 1968 Varna 

(~) Congress on the integration of science teaching, 

there were only 30 -40 integrated science courses in exis

tence. '!his nuni>er has increased to, at least, 130 suoh 

curricula as reported at the 1978 NjjnegJm (Netherl.ams) 

Conference on Integrated Science F.ducation Worldwide (ICASE 

1978). Inplied is that this 'integrated" science is al.so a 

"better" science. Is it? 'lhe answer lies in the ctn"'riculum 

develoi;ment work laying the greuOOwork ani setting the 

directials for this course in science education 

Brown (1977) has doctmented the reasorm for the proli

feratial or integrated science education on three najor 

areas or OC11Cern; 

(a) oa10ema tor the nature or scieme 

(b) educatiaial cmoema 

( o) social 0a10erns 
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'lhe Varna conference drew attention to the significance 

of science eudcation as a conponent of general education, 

am the idea of ''Education througjl science" has fol.U'Xi wides

pread acceptance. At the lower seaondary level a need has 

been felt for science courses which a.re of interest to the 

pupil am which nBlte a real contribution to his general 

education. 'Ibis ney well lead to des~ courses based on 

topios am issues closely related to his clEzy•to-day experienoe. 

Such topics, by their vecy nature, of'ten require an integrated 

or interoiseiplinary approach. 

Rutherford (1978: 43-44) has sunnerized the main reasons 

given for the tea.ahing of integrated science based on assunp

tions about the natural world, science, students am. societal 

needs. 'lhese are : 

- 'lhe natural world is a unified whole. Our present 

la.ck of knowledge may prohibit us from perceiving 

that unity in all its oonplexities, but to the extent 

possible science should try to illuminate the whole 

rather than the nere ~nt that each separate 

dis1'ipline concerns itself with. QJestioos: How can 

a teacher ever get to know e~ ahrut the astrornni

cal, atmospheric, ocean, earth, biological an:l physical 
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sciences - not to mention nethemltics am. the 

behavioural arxi social sciences - to be able to teaah 

unified content? Unless teachers will agree to subs

tantially broaden their knowledge of science by studying 

sciences outside of their own field, is there any way 

they can beeone prepared to teach an integrated view of 

the world (or any part of it)?. 

~ience itself, as distinct fran nature, is DDving 

tCMard integi:oation in content arxl nethod. More am 

zoore separate congl.onerates of knowledge are being 

assenbled into a conceptually unified structtnoe, just 

as techniques are shared across diaciplims. 'Ihe 

rapid developn13nt of m::>lecular biology provides a 

drama.tic but not a typical example of what happens 

when different sciences join hanis. Questions: Can 

a teacher trained in substance, techniques and style 

of one science learn those things about one or 100re 

other science danains without extensive retraining? 

Can a teacher learn "integi:oated. science" de novo? 

Will he even try if' it takes him into areas or science 

al:>out which he ha8 no personal interest? 

Technical am career education aside, students are 

rarely interested in the ldn:ls of ciue•tion that relate 
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to the theoretical structtn"e of a given scientific 

discipline. Instead they wor:rler about the real 

world of their everyday 1i ves. Such matters willy

ni.lly eut across discipline bowXlar:i.es, and therefore 

so should science teaching if it wants to capitalize 

on natural student interest. Question: Since 

dif'ferent students have different science-related 

interests, h::Jw can any one integrated science course 

deal with them any better than a discipline-structured 

one? 

But the rationale for integrated science teaching baaed 

on claims that the uni verse is a unified whole and that 

science is becomtng unified is criticized by Rutherford 

and G~r (1968:49) thus: 

Grani philosophical notions about the "ulti.m.te:' 

nature of the universe are speculative at beat, 

and certainly views counter to the "unity" one 

expressed above, are held by sare philosophers. 

'1he nxxiern trern, perhaps, is neither to affirm 

nor to deny the Otlelll9ss of the universe, but 

rather to say that such speculation ney be intereet

ing but oot terribly usefUl.. MaIW scientists 
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would claim that what they are really doing is 

trying to solve limited problems that happen to 

interest them, whether ar not the solutions or 

these problems contribute to t he construction of 

~ unified view of the universe. 

Similarly, it is the position Jf many conte!!pOrary 

philosophers am historians or science, mt to 

mention scientists themselves, that conceptually 

am nethodologically, science is not am cannot 

beccme totally unified. 'lbere are those who do 

mt believe that eventually all of the natural 

~na of the world (whether chemical, biological, 

astronanical, geological, ph,ysiologi.cal, psychologi

cal, or whatever) can be organised arxl explained 

coopletely using physical laws. 'Imse who take such 

a view can point out that even within the house or 

physics itself, unity is illusory, as evidenced, for 

exanple. by the need to rely upon such concepts as 

wave-particle duality am by the failure to develop 

a unified field theory. 

As f'ar as the praotice or science is concerned, it 

is no longer widely believed that t~ is suoh a 
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thing as the scientific method. Instead there seems 

to be a variety of rrethods used by different scientists 

in different fields at different times. 'Ihe biologist 

ordinarily cannot sinply switch into chenrl.stry, say, 

be a productive researcher. It is not only that he 

may not be up to date in his understanding of chemistry 

but also that he will be lacking in the investigp.tory 

skills appropriate to the state of the art in that 

field. 

Moreover, the f'acets of the rationale that justify 

integrated science teaching in terms of student preferences 

an:l societal needs, are countered by Rutherford and 

~(1968) by presuppositions such as: 

So-called real-life objects or events cannot be 

explained ''holistically but oily by bringing to 

bear knowledge from the individual sciences or 

subsciencea. 

'1rere is :oo agreement in si@Pt on what particular 

knowledge is needed by scientifically literate 

citizene, on how sophisticated the lmowledge needs 

to be comected with a particular societal concern. 
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Certain kirxls of integreted science issues do not 

address societal issues or student preferences any 

m:xre than strictly disciplinary ones, am, conversely, 

certain discipline-oriented courses are able to deal 

effectively with both societal concerns arrl student 

interest. 

3.2 WHAT IS INrEGRATED SCIHNCE? 

As the Varna Congress report put it, integrated ecienoe 

teaching requires ". • • joining several subjects into a 

single course in which the concepts of science are presented 

tl'lrougp a tmif'led approach." Two conditions have to be net. 

One has to do with content , the other with fonmt. In 

terms of content, exan:ples imlude: 

- ~s that merely blem material tran different 

sub-di visions or a single nej ar discipline. 

- 'lbose that select mterial fran two or m:>re separate 

sciences (as in M.I.S.P). 

- Sane that join one or u:ore of the natural sciences 

with rmthl!matics or with naterial trcm the social 

sciences;11i!ta er b.mlmities. 
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- Ard those that put material from one or Ill)re sciences 

together with applied science and technology. 

As for fonnat, the diversity presented is even greater. 

M:>st of the courses that claim to be "integrated" can 

usually be placed in one or rrore of the following categories 

(Rutherford and Gardner. 1968)-: 

- 'lbe Conceptual achene approach in which the over

arching ideas of acienoe (conservation of energy. 

evolution, ecological balance, atani.city, plate 

techtonics, etc) provide the unifying thread. 

- 'lhe irquiry approach in \'Jhich solving problems am. 

answering interesting questions about the natural 

world takes precedence over particular content. 

- 'lbe relevance approach in which the content is 

C>I'@'fll'li.eed aroum questions of the social utility 

am inpaot of science am techoologv. 

- 'Im process approach in which e~ students 

in doing science, any science, is considered to 

be JICre inportant than student rrastery of a pres

cribed body or scientific koot1ledge. 



Which type of integrated Science is best? 

'!here is oo straigjlt answer to this question. 
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However, the point to remeni:>er is that the goal of 

general education in science is better expressed in tenns 

ot the quality am richness of the school science learning 

experience than in term9 of the introduction of any particu

lar l$irX1 of science curriculum, integrated or otherwise. 

At this point, it is necessary to give a meaning to the 

term "education" since M.I.S.P fonna part of the Core 

subjects to provide a general education at the l<:Mer secon-

dary sahool level {U.N.D.P - Ma.uriti~ject I:bcl.mmlt <") 

1973) • As argued by Stenhouee ( 1912: 39) ~ education, in 

its broadest and IIX>3t general usage, is ttie process or 

product of a deliberate attenpt to fashion experience by 

the direction arxi control of learning. Farna1 education 

refers to the process as it is carried on in sohools. Does 

mt this fashioning of experience, when appropriat~, 

lead to lesrning on one's own, i.e self-education? 

3.3 WHERE JX>ES M.r.s.P STAND? 

As stated before (see 2.2 p.31), M.I S.P is a science 

course for pupils with no previous knJwledge of ecience. 
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Primary Science is still in the hatching stage. It is 

asst.med that whatever acquaintance the pupils may have 

with science, they would have acquired it in an infonnal 

way. NCM M.I.S.P., based partly on the Sccttish Integrated 

Science course an::l som:? others, incllrles topics fran the 

3 basic sciences, 1.e Biology, Chemistry an:i Physics. 'lbi.s 

science course is process-based and pupils leanl science 

tllrougtl laboratory work umer the guidance of the teacher. 

In ahart, the course enphasizes guided~scovery in the 

learning of science or a heuristic awrc>aah. An\ the 

objectives of such a study aim at the acquisition of know

ledge an::l unierstaming, skills an::l attitudes in science. 

'lbis the.is interns to show that, apart from being 

a pupil-centred strategy, the guided-discovery teaching 

approach is oot nuch letter than the didactic approach 

in the teaching of science in so far as the cognitive 

damn is cancenled. Of course, there are gains in 

the atteotive am. psyc.honDtor doolains. ~ by 

doing, in JJB1'\Y instances J enhances the interest am DD

ti vation of the pupil and builds up his confidence by 

training him in the use ot his JIBnipulati ve sldlli. 

What about his mental skills? 'lbis thesis will concu

rrent~ discuss how their developll!Ilt can be broll@J'lt 

abrut through soienoe lduoation. 
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To a certain extent, the envirormental studies in 

M.I.S.P go sane way towards di proving tha above stateJmnt 

on the cognj.ti ve dc:mdn. All this argt.Jirent will become 

clear in the ensuing discussion. 

Finally, it is the contention of this thesis that it 

is neither the scope oor the intensity of integration of 

the science disciplines (see Blum 1973) which matters. 

'Ille crux of the problem lies in a science education which 

takes into consideration the nature of Science and education and 

social relevance. Rather, the study of science should 

lead to the tooulding of an integrated persona.li ty in the 

pupil. Not only does the pupil go to school to get I1l.m!-

ra.oy ani literacy, but scientific literacy nust also 

form part of his general education. 

What is scientific literacy? Showalter (1978! 37-39) 

has caipOUI'lded the general objectives of science education 

into e~t dimensions of scientific literacy because they 

represent eight directions along which everry person slx>uld 

neke a satisfactory degree of progress in order to be 
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'Ihus, the scientifically literate person: 

1. Understands the nature of scientific knowledg-e 

2. Understands and accurately applies appropriate science 

concepts in interacting with his or her universe. 

3. Uses processes of science appropriately in solving 

problems, making decisions, an::l furthering his or her 

own unierstan:ling of the universe. 

4. Urxierstams the val.ues that unierlie science and 

consciously ol'X>ose to apply them or not :in interacting 

with his or her uni verse 

5. Urxierstanis and appreciates the joint enterprise of 

science ani technology ani the interaction of these 
with each other an:i with other aspects of society. 

6. Has developed a richer, m:::>re satisfying, and m::lI'e 

stimlla.ting view of the universe as a result of his 

or her education in science -. seeks to exterrl this 

education throughout his life. 

7. Has developed Iltllmrous manipulative skills associated 
with science an1 technology 

8. Has developed an ability to think an the tornal. 

operations level as described by Piaget and others 

SD:Malter (1978) further says that the eight dimensions 

of scientific literacy otter a relatively sinplif'ied 

t'ranework tor science education objectives that has several 
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psycoologi.cal values such as: 

1. ~ha.sis on a relatively small nunt>er of concepts 

each of which is vecy powerful thus enabling learners 

to discern the inportant from the trivial. 'lhese 

concepts provide powerful advance organisers that 

are applicable to a large number of subsidiary ideas 

ar:rl will in all likelihood be usefUl to the learner 

throughout life. 

2. Enphasis on active doing rather than corrpletely 

passive receiving especially in dimensions of skills 

ar:rl processes. 

3. IDrphasis on social relevance as in the cliroonsions 

dealing with science, society, technology am. personal 

interest in science. 

4. Enphasis on the affective or attitudinal domain as 

in the values dimension 

5. :&phasis on cognitive developnent level so as to 

rerove the JIDst formidable barrier to :f'\rther mture 

wnerstan:iing of science. 
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As a group, the ~tons~sr scientific literacy not 

only reflect a nnified science philosophy and a holistic 

psychology but also unite these two inportant determiners 

of how and what science shall be taught. 

Note the terms how and what in relation to science 

education. These terms refer to the process and product 

of science, i.e the nethodology am content of a science 

course. Whereas previously in the era prdior to the cur

riculum developnent in science teaching (and learning) 

of the sixties, attention was focussed on the acquisition 

of scientific lmowledge (the products of science or the 

ends), now the switch in errphasis is on the way to acquire 

scientific knowledge as well as retaining it (the processes 

and products of science or the rreans and the ends) . 

However, unless great care is taken, the ends can be 

mistaken for the neans. 
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CHAPrER 4 

PROBLEMS INHERENr JN M.I.S.P 

A critical analysis of the learning mterial in the 

texts of M. I, S. P will now be undertaken to throw up the 

problems involved am tentative solutions will be looked 

for to earry through the curriculum developnent work in 

Mauritian education in general and in science education 

in particular (see Project ~ument p.12). 

It is proposed to examine at .first the various steps 

in the scientific method (see pp . 29 - 30), tiz. 

I observe ••••••••• Ii:dtial Observation 

I believe that 77•· -.Hypothesis 

It is believed that • • • • Existing scientific knowledge 

I fim out ••• •••••••••• Exper:ilmntal verification 

Now I know a little IOOTe •••• Conclusion 

in tents 0£ the learning material produced am in relation 

to scienee education. 
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4.1 INITIAL OMERVATION 

The contents of M. I.S. P Book I are divided into 5 

'lhaIEs. The first 'Iheme has as title OBSERVATIONS AND 

EXPERIMEm1S; Begirming with Page 1, the pupils are 

asked to start experinenting with THE BUNSEN BURNER, of 

which a diagram is given in the text. 

To make the discussion clearer, a verbatim reprint 

or the instructions is set out as follows: 

Nane the parts of the burner. 

Close the airhole. Turn the gas full on. Wait a 

few seconds then hold a lighted mtch about 2 cm 

above the burner to li~t the gas. 

What colour is the flane? 

Turn the ring to open the airhole fully. 

What colour is the nane now? 

'Ibis fJ..ane has two parts. The main flame am a 

blue pointed flane inside. Hold the ~ in the 

flane so that it is half-way up the pointed part of 

the fl.ame. 
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Does the gauze get hot inside the pointed 
fl.anva? 

Hold the gauze just above the pointed fl.ane. 

What ~pens to the gp.uze now? 

'furn the ring to close the ai.rhole. Hold the 

gauze in the f'l.anE. 

What happens to the gauze now? 

(4>en the a.irl'x>le again. Tum the gas tap slowly. 

What happens to the flane? 

What n:ust you do 

(a) to control the height of the ~? 

(b) to make the ~ hotter? 

'Ibis guided-discovery approach in the teaching of 

M.I;S.P learning material is typical of all the aotivities 

to be perfonmd by the pupils (divided into groups) during 

their science lessons. A cursory survey of the texts tor 

Farms I to 3 will confirm this statenent. 
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Such an approach is prescriptive in principle. The 

prescription seeks to develop certain skills such a.a the 

ability to handle scientific apparatus, to observe and 

record accurately and so on. 

fv'arly such activities involve strict obedience to a 

particular sequence ot steps in the nmm.er of a cookery 

book. If not, the 'answer' (in this ease an observed 

colour-change in the bunsen fiane) is not obtainable. 

Teachers am pupils are f'rustrated if a laboratory ex

ercise does mt 'work' . '!hat is, the exercise does 

mt consistently reveal the 'right' observation at the 

end of a sequence of instructions. Are not teacher

tra.inees or new inexperienced teachers advised to re

hearse an experiment before facing their class? 'Ihe 

idea is to save them rran losing face in front of their 

pupils. 'Ibey could, of col.n'Se, use the 'wrong' result 

as an avenue for discussion and thereby teach some real 

science! But tine is at a premium, and nest teachers 

will not repeat laboratory exercises which have 

previously not 'worked' • 'Iherefore a selection process 

has occurred. Most of the laboratory exercises which 

are in school texts will, with care, 'work'. However, this 

selection process has brought with it major sacrifices. 
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(l)servation is played d~m. A quick glance at a 

colour change, or change in snell or a ~asuren:ent nay 

be all the observation which is necessary. This neans 

that pupils are being shown by curricula what to observe. 

Consequently, what has to be observed nust be made sinple. 

'llri.s seems to be the desired aim of nx>st practical exer

cises. However this strategy is not ltikely to produce 

si.¢ficantly new observations or new interpretations in 

science. 

According to Piaget am Inhelder (1969), observation 

is not ainply the taking in of se~ts of external reality: 

''Biologists have Shown that the relat!Opship between 

an ~sm ani its envirorment • • • • is one ot 

constant interaction. 'lhe view that the organism 

submits passively to the influence of its environ

nent has become untenable. How then can mm as a 

'koower' be a f'aithful recorder of outside events? 

When man acts upon am IJDdifies the reality he 

obtains, by transf'onni.ng his world, a deeper un:ier

atarrling than reproductions or copies of reality 

could ever provide" . 

This viewpoint is contrary to the lBnBrckian position which 

oolds that external pictures are apparently being taken into the 

brain as copies of extemal reality. 
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Tinbergen, an ethological biologist who won a 

Nobel frize, attaches great inportance to observation. 

He also en:phasises this point: 

''Naturally observation is alwa_ys nuch mre than 

the passive tald.ng in of outside events; as maI\V 

authors have pointed out, all observation is 

selective, am. this selectiveness is detenn1.ned 

frail within • • • • • I believe that observers a.rd 

experinenters can find coI1JI0n ground in acknoW'

ledgi.ng with prejudices, even with hypotheses am 

that we begin to worder when we firrl, either at 

the observational or exper:i.n:ental level, that what 

we observe is contrary to our expectation; we 

:.are mm.zed at the ret'Utation of what we expected 

an:i it is this anBZement that spurs us on." 

(Tinbergen 1972) 

He fUrther adds: 

fllAn~ philosophy of the behavioural sciences is going 

to have to face the problem of what actually happens 

when scientists do observe - what they bring to an 

observation, what they select rran it - not assl.ID)! 
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it is pli~tof the inpersonal (aJ.legedly) 

observation of the PhysicaJ. sciences. 

(Tinbergen 1972: 93) 

It ean be recognised that the process otservatian 

is re~ as vecy inportant to science education. 

F\rtherm::lre, it is considered 'subjeati ve' rather than 

'objective'. This subjectivity viewpoint I1!1kes observa

tion an extreDEly carplex phenaremn. Firstly, all 

observers bring with them assurrptions, often unco:nsoiouely 

held, - 'theories' to an observational situation. What 

they get from the observational situation varies fran 

observer to observer. If the observational situation is 

in itself cooplex, then a nunber of observers may attain 

a wide variety of interpretations of t he observational 

situation. It is probably this in-built observational 

variety which allows for interpretative variety. For 

exanple, Tihbergen and W:rens (both ethologists) do rot 

aJ.ways agree about similar phencm:ma (Tir{Jergen 1964: 

521 - 539). Fach does not passively submit to the 

phenanena being observed. Instead ea.ch reacts to the 

phenarena., and the products of this interaction vary a 

deal. 'Ibis is a najar inplication for education which 

requires elucidation. 



If observation of seemingly sinple phenonena is 

variable arrnng reputable scientists two possible strategies 

are open to education. 'Ihe first is what seems to be hapen

ning at the present tine. Pupils are being shown by 

curricula. what to observe. Consequently, what has to be 

observed lTD.lSt be rrade sinple . 'Ibis seems to be the desired 

aim of mat practical exeroises. Moreover this strategy 

is not likely to proroote significantly~ observations 

or ~ interpretations. 'lheory is not advocated to assist 

in the interpretation of even the sinplest observations . 

'Ihe pupils are not encouraged to itlterpret at all. 'Ihey 

have little theory available to them in their courses with 

which to use as a basis. 'Iherefore observation in current 

science education is a 'l coom:>n denominator' type 

whet"e it is hoped that all pupils will apply e:xaotly the 

sane interpretations and neanings to identical phemnena. 

'lh:i.s EY be sufficient for the training of technicians 

who need to acquire similar skills. However, it is not 

a strategy which will give science a forward looking 

orientation, where arigina.l interpretations are being 

given to observational phenanena.. t science edu

cation favours a position whiah relies upon knowing the 
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past aah!ieveroonts . What is proposed is to allow for science 

to look to new possible interpretations. 'It is will not 

necessarily be attained by attenpting to make all interpret 

phenonEna in the saioo wa:y (an iIIpossible situation anyway 

according to Piaget and Inhelder) • 

Tinbergen maintains that observation cannot be taught. 

It seems that current science education, in trying to teach 

observation, ney be ''banging its head against a brick wall". 

New interpretations will possibly arise only if observation 

is made mre theoretical . 

Tinbergen stresses that observation is a 'creative 

enterprise' • It is not pared dCMll to a nere look or a 

smll which is the case in present science education. 

Questions are asked or the or~. 'Iltls requires ori

ginal and imependent thinking on the basis of knowledge 

or theory. Observation is used to atteDi>t to derive 

answers to these questions. Different theoretical or.f.en

tations may develop different (arxi successful) ways of 

solving problems. 
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Another quotation higPllgtits the need for upgrading 

observation: 

11It cannot be stressed too nruch in this age of respect 

for - one might almost s<zy adoration for - the 

experirr.ent, that critical, precise, and systeim.tic 

observation is a valuable an:l :im.ispensable scientific 

procedure, which we cannot afford to neglect. Particu

larly in our young science we need good observers 

arxi the sense of hurry, the urge towards spectaculal:

'"breakthro~" must not be allowed to be a kind of 

contempt for non-exper:i.rrental observation, which 

admittedly is a slow procedure but which, by trial 

and error processes, has to provide us With our 

hUnches. 

(Tinbergen 1964) 

For example, current biology attaches inportance to 

observation but only in so far as it is related to practical 

work. Any other form of observation is "mere speculation" 

(Villee 1967; Weisz 1967). 
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From an interview with Tibergen, Cohen notes: 

!A nan recently asked him (Tinbergen) what were the 

rules when he observed, what was the grarmer. And 

he ('rihbergen) . found he could not answer. He 

carpared the situation to a primitive tribe that 

aan speak its Unguage perfectly, but could not 

begin to analyse its gratmBr, the rules abstracted 

out of the way they speak. '!he same goes for obser

vation. Good ethologists know haw to do it but they 

cannot self' consciously dissect how or why. 'You 

can't for exanple teach all pupils how to observe. 

You could a.l.YIDst say, either they have got it or 

they have not' (states Tinbergen) • It surprises 

him too, how easy it is to miss things •••••••• 

observation is an Wi vidual thing, m:>re individual 

perhaps than many life scientists would like to 

admit. It is ironic, too, how little study has 

been ma.de of observation. Cbserving observation 

does sourxi a little like OM of Russell's paradoxes, 

but it is not paradoxical at all. 

(Interview with Tinbergen in ''New Scientist" vol. 55 

No. 804, July 13, 1972. P.93). 

Arn there are strings attached too! 
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'!he following quotation explains these constraints clearly 

when referring to observation: 

''The difficulty of observation lies largely in 

unsuspected bias. People forever see what they want"" 

to see, or what they ought to see. It is extrenely 

hard to rid oneself of such ooconscious prejudice, 

an:i to see what actually is there, no nDre ani, no 

less. Past experience, 'CCIJl!Dn knowledge' , arxi often 

teachers, can be subtle obstacles to correct observa

tion, ani even experienced scientists ney not always 

avoid them." 

(Weisz 1967) 

'lhlS, observation with regard to scientific work is not 

a sinple straightforward business. Unless observation is 

directed towards certain specific functions as in the training 

of skills, an:i with the observer consciously rejecting any 

concanitant stinuli as irrelevant, the act of observation in

volves an appreciable coegrl.tive iblPut r.ran the observer. 

Such an argument, if accepted, wuld mke the g1. ven exanple 

(Activity on '!be Bunsen Burner'! see 4.1 p.52) appear as a 

training in the correct use of the Bunsen burner instead of 
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being "Observations & Ex:periments 11 with a Bunsen burner. 

'lberefore the guided-discovery or heuristic approach, especially 

if' it is h:igjll.y structured, tends to put the teaching or science 

into a straitjacket mre akin to training than to science edu

cation. Despite the good intentions of the curriculum developers 

such a teaching technique perueates the structure of all the 

texts in M.! S.P with the exception of the activities in the 

Eilv:ironlll!ntal Studies Section. 

4. 2 (a) HYPC1IHESm 

Notwithstanding what the observer brings to the act of 

observation, What he gets out of it , i.e the learning outBOIJe , 

is :t'undamantal in science teaching. Now science education 

should enphaaize both the process and product of science. 

Included in the process part is hypothesis making. 'lllia, in 

fact, forms th rnicleus of any lea.ming is science. Consequently 

eypothesis maldng or theorising is central to the teaching

learning interaction in science. 

As Tinbergen said in his int rvi with Cohen: 

''We placed a trenemous enphasis upon obs rvation. 

())servation is a creative act am we have been in 

da!lger of skipping the whole observational phase. 
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\'Jhen you observe, when we observe we are hypothesising 

all of the time. We think in terms of evolution, in 

tenns of natural selection, for exanple". 

(New loientist, Vol.55, No. BolJ, July 13, 1972:93) 

Now the guided-discovery approach, by virtue of its rigidity 

due to its directed m:de of teaching as eXeD'l>lified in the M.I.S.P. 

texts, restricts hypothesis generation to a uni-m:>dal learning 

outcane. 'Ibis means that pupils are ta.uf§lt in such a ny that 

their eypothesis is forced to zero in on existing soientific 

knowledge, what is called public knowledge by Polanyi (1966) as 

opposed to his concept of tacit knowledge. The latter, the 

pupil's own~, are there but are not permitted to be 

bro~t out into the open for discussion and analysis. 

Polaeyi (1966:29), expanding on the nature of tacit knowledge, 

points out that: 

"there exist oo explicit rules by which a scienti.rio 

proposition can be obtained ft'OOl observational data, 

am. we m.mt therefore accept also that no explicit 

rules can exist to decide whether to uphold or aban

don 81'\V scientific propositltion in race or any 

particular l1!'W observation". 
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'Ibis ta.cit lmcMledge, i.e personal kmwled2)e, is leamed 

by doing science rather than by acquiring rules for doing it. 

Poianyi (1966:43) further conments that: 

"School science inparts a facility in using 

scientit'ic terms to im.icate the established doetrl.ne, 

the dead letter of science, while the University 

attenpta to bring this knoWledge to lite am to pex

haps inpart a glinpse of true scientific life an1 

judgenent. A run initiation can ciily be ~by 

the gitted few, woo thro~ close _personal. associa

tion with a distinguished naster, ~ insights 

into the tacit workings of scientists". 

'Ibe enpha.sis on the master-apprentice relationship together 

with the fact that assUill'tions underlying the process of scientific 

discovery am verification contain tacit elements' :inplies that 

scientific education is mre by assimilation than by training or 

instruction. 

'1b1s last pointon assimilation brings into foteus the question 

of theory-building in science. A theory ean be regarded as an 

optical. lens. '!here are as neny sorts of lenses as there are 

theories. ~s follows tran Po~'s thesis ot tacit knowledge. 
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Fach individual observer generates his own tacit or personal 

knowledge !'ran the aot or observation. If objects are viewed 

throtl8jl one lens, the objects that do cooe into view can be 

given the status of 'facthood' according to this theory. 

Another lens ( theo:rr3) which, when applied to the smre pheno

mena, ney bring into focus other objects different from the 

t'irst case, could also be accorded 'faethood' • 'Ibis latter 

lens ney bluia the well denarcated objects of the ti.rat lens. 

'lberet'ore sone objects, observable through one theoretica.1 

lens, ney not be observable thro~ amther. 

A proviso ITJ.lSt be incorporated at this stage. It will 

be noted that the term 'facthood' has been used. 'Ibis is so, 

because it is logically mt possible to observe facts: 

"We observe objects, processes and events. But 

facts JruSt be a different kind of denotatum, logi.aally 

different. We do not observe facts (what would they 

look li.Re?). Facts are not objeots, or collections 

Ofi objects, or constellations of objects. Facts 

are to the effect that, e.g. a bee while supping a 

fiO'ft'er's nectar ~thers pollen on its lint>s, laterr 

deposits it on other plants thereby fertilising them. 

A statement to that effect would e& ~true, or false, 
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in virtue of facts of this type - and not because or the sinple 

existence of bees and nooers, and certainly not because such 

facts ~ bees am. flowers or the gean:etrical interrelationships, 

or true statements about them. Facts are what true staterents 

state. 

(Hanson 1972) 

Hanson further anplified the distinction between 'faet' 

and 'facthood! : 

"Noting the conceptual intimacy which obtains between 

'the facts' and staterrents about the facts, however, 

suggests to other philosophers that there can be 

nothing logically less carplicated about facts than 

about the statenents themselves. Since statemmts 

are conceptually nnre intricate than names, so also 

facts nn.tst be conceptually irore intricate than 

objects; mre intricate than object clusters too." 

'lhe theory - la.den character f 'the f'acts' soon cOIOOs 

to inpress auah th:inkers even m::>re forcibly than ia the case 

with observation. For whatever is 'out there' that tmkea us 

say (truly) that the space imiedia.tely adjacent to O\ll' Bml is 

non Euclidian, or that the s~try properties obtaining within 
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Otn" universe indicate the existence of an anti-particle norres

ponding to each kind of familiar particle now lmown - these 

'whateversl rrust count as facts. Such 'whatevers' are accorded 

'facthood' beCBllSe they 'anchor' the lea.st wlnerable statenents 

within exact theoretical physics. 'lhe philosophicaj. terrlency 

here, then, will be to construe 'the f'acts' as those objective 

organisations of the objects, events, am states of affairs 

within a scientific subject matter which remer true the theories 

we hold. 'Ihe view thus arises that 'the fa.eta' are those con

ditions a subject matter m!ets such that a given theory migtit 

be applied to it - the bouOOary conditions. 

In that sense, ! the facts' are theoretically determined 

'sarewha.t as the rules of chess detenn:ine what layout the chess

board IlllSt have at the onset, and what nnves will be permissible 

therefrom so that the subsequent interchange could be describable 

as chess. 'Ihus in a Wittgensteinian view: ••••••••••• 

'the fact that it can be described by Newtonian nechanics 

asserts nothing about the world; but this asserts sonething, 

nanely, that it can be described in that particular way in 

which as a mtter of fact it is described'. 

Possible science is thus a potential infinitude of possible 

theories - scientific idea ganes •••••••••• 
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. . .... so taking ' oogpizance of the facts ' is much roore 

than sinn.llating and enulating a hypersensitive data receptor. 

On the other hand it also seems to be roore than just the clanp-

ing of a scientific theory's rules and definitions upon the 

world, thereby selecting of study only those subject matters 

which are co-opera.ti ve with the exact theories. Rather the 

faats energe as the world's possibilities for being described 

in soim available language - which possibilities will be every 

bit as 'theory-laden' as the descriptions themselves are dis-
2 closed to be. (Could E :: Mc have been expressed as a fact 

one million years ago? For whom?) • And this will be so whether 

these descriptioos ooncem only sinple colour registrations 

as in titrations, or indicate sinple IlUlTber assigrmmts,, as in 

roost stanjard cases of measurement" . 

(Hanson 1972) 

Pherxm:ma are accorded 'facthood' only when they meet the 

comitions of a theory. If the phenanena. do not meet the con

ditions of theory then it is difficult to see hcM such phenonena. 

oan be accorded 'facthood' • Facts therefore, are, to use Hanson's 

term "theory-laden". 

M:lreoveI", Hanson recognises the whole spectl'\ml of theory 
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fi'om the 'Old Wives' Tale at the one extrene, to mre or less 

pernenent and stable theories at the other extrene. 'lbese 

penmnent theories have been expressed as 'facts' • 

Hanson does not discount the nX>re 'de-facto' theories. A 

current 'Old Wives' Tale may, with tine, bring into focus nnre 

am m:>re clearly, sufficient phemnena to attain the status of 

reputable theory. Alternatively, what we hold to be respectable 

theories ~ present, may be treated with ~tterence, or even 

~ at a huOOred years from now. (Areexanple which inrtEdiate

J.y vooes to mini is the change in theory relating to the post 

'heart a ck' care of patients. Physical exercise is now, but 

was mt previously, an i.Jq;>ortant aspect in the rehabilitation 

of coronary patients) • 

If facts are not theory-laden, mr does one interpret 

~? Does,one rerely let the results 'speak tor themselves'? 

Interpretation again presupposes a theoretical position. Koestler 

(1964) strongly criticises the'oon-theoretical' position: 

"By stressing the 1nportance of the interpretation 

(or reinterpretation) or tacts, I nay have glven 

the intJreseim or UOOenlstinating the inportance of 

collecting faots, or having enpw,ised the value 
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of theory-making at the expense of the enpirical 

aspect of science - an unforgivable heresy in the 

eyes of Positivists, Behaviotn'ists, and other theo!' 

rists of the anti-theory school. Needless to say, 

only a fool could belittle the :inportance of 

observation and experimant - or Wish to revert to 

Aristotelian physics which was all speculation and 

no experiment. But the collecting of data is a 

discriminating acti vity, like the picld.ng of flowers, 

ani unlike the action of/la.wn-zoower; arxi the seleo- a 

tion tJf flowers considerad worth picking, as well 

as their arrangenent into a bou..:iuet are ultinately 

mtters of personal taste . As T .E. F..uxley ha.a said 

in an oft-quoted passage: 

"'!hose who refUse to gp beyon:'l fact rarely get 

as far as fact: and anyore who has studied the 

history of science knows that al.m::>st every step 

therein has been made by • • • • • • • the invention 

of a hypothesis which, though verifiable, often 

had little fotmdation to start with ••••••• • n . 

(Koestler 1964) 
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A stress upon f'acta makes aeimoe an intellectually 

rigorous subject. 'Ibe roore terms and neardngs that a pupil 

knows am can use ineessays, examinations and infol'!IBl 

discussions, the Dm'e 'learned' he apparently is. 'Ille 

following qootation seems apt: 

''Perhaps the 111)8t camr:>n inplicit mtionalization, 

especially with regard to the teaching of science, 

is to put the notion that •proper 8tamards' , 

'intellectual l"igotu-' can be preserved a'lly by close 

adherence to 1"aeta. It' it were true, it would be 

'~'; but it is not true, and the presen

tation of theory or hypothesis as though it were 

tact constitutes a debauch or intell€c standards. 

No wonier so JD1!U1Y students rebel ~t science 

teaching in this guiae. '!he sheer 'learning up' of 

vast quantit ':"tactual infonration is dreary 

enough in itself. en top or this the bright r 

students umoubtedly gain sare inkling of the trau

dulelo of the whole bwdnesf, ani they C81'110t help 

but be disturbed am denoralised". 

(StenOOuse 1972) 

Note t.he statement CCll'ICerning the presentatim or theory 

or hypotlwBis nuquerading aa tact. Now a tbeor7 is a poaaibUi3' 

tor deaar!b~ the world. 'lbere nay tl'eretare be JD8!\V possible 
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theories, ranging flran old wive1r tales to theories which seem 

to be so resilient that they are aocepted as fact. '!he in:portant 

point is that though one particular theory may be inportant as 

a possibility for describing the world, it is still a possibility. 

At the risk or repetition, the lens analogy will a.g;:iin be given. 

'!he analogy that a theacy is a lens seeim to be appropriate. When 

applied to phencmma, one lens will 'bring into focus' particular 

aspects. 

Aoother lens would 'bring into focus' other possible aspects. 

What cooes into focus can be accorded f"act-hood. Thus it is 

theory which determines What can be counted as fact. 'Ibis has 

been enphasised in a m.mi>er of accounts, notably Hanson (1961, 

t967), Kuhn (1962) and Koestler (1964, 1967). 

Hence, in c onclusion, the incorporation of theory would 

reduce the quantity of facts to be learmd (despite the'kmwledge' 

explosion' ) • It would also serve as a resilient 'tool for 

thinking'. 

But science edu<Jllticm does not seem to regard theoretical 

issues in science as sutt!oiently inportant. SUch a staM does 

mt a~ well for science: 
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''The Q:mnittee suggestsin several places that neny 

able stooents are deterred by the rigour of school 

science, especially when that rigour degenerates 

into a grammrian'e fonm.lism, when it is bolstered 

by an inordinate bulk or experi.IJEntal work, and when 

it is overlain by vast bodies of factual infonm.tion~. 

('Ihomton 1989) 

A recent observation of science education in America also 

serves as a warning of possible consequences: 

" "Science students are plainly 'turned off'. It 

nay be, as Jean Mayer of Harvard claims, 'largely 

the result of the Balkanization of teaching. Arxl 

it nay be as Harvey Brooks suggests, a matter of 

failing to mke non-science students socially 

literate (Harvey Brooks "Ph.vsics am Polity in 

Science" 1968) • I am aware of the problems of 

specialization. I hear the CCJ!t>lainte of iey scien

tist colleagues that teaching both science an1 the 

social inpact of science would inp>se an uri>earable 

'information overload'. I :ren&in uninpressed". 

(Kremberg 1972} 
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A possible renedy has been clearly stated: 

'"lhe remedy clearly, is for everyone to c~ to a 

a ruch better understarill.ng of what soiantific 

activity is really like. 'lhis is desperately urgent 

with regard to those who teach science at whatever 

level. A great deal of scientific research can quite 

usef\tlly be done by people lacking an ur:rlerstan:ling 

of higtier nethodology - but such a lack in teachers 

of science generates in those taught the sort of 

fundamental ndsorientation, the unhapPY results of 

which we are coming to see. Since virtually 8WJ'YQne 

uniergoes formal training of s~ sort or amther at 

the tertiary level, the innediate need is for changes 

in the education offered at that level". 

(stenhouse 1971) 

'!be inplications for teacher-training nllBt not be overlool<ed. 

A strategy llllSt be devised to mve teaehers ~ from teaching 

as they were ta~t. 'Ibis aspect will be taken up m:>re f'ul.ly later. 

However, it is in:portant to enphasise the usetul.ness of 

theorising am to show how much theorising eventually leads to 
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scientific th:i.nking, problem soh'ing arrl decision mkiI'.g. 'Ille 

dichotaey between theorising and learning of facts will lead us 

to decide Where to put the finger on in se:ienoe education. SUch 

a decision ~rl.11 set the directions for the effectiveness of 

science teaching. 

4.2 (b) 'lhe Inportance of Hypothesising 

Questions conm:>nly heard anxmg nenbers of the teaching 

profession are of the following sort: why should hypothesising 

be given a place of irrportance in education? SUrely it is the 

job of science education to deal with 'facts' an:i the practieaJ.. 

realities of hard bench research, as opposed to dealing with 

vague theories. SUrel.y it is better to get down to the realities 

of science at introductory levels with enphasis upon practical 

skills arrl techniques, in contrast to ar.ioohair theorising. Yet, 

the problem of the inaigestibility of infonration has to be 

overc01re. 'Ibis is where theory and ~sons derived r.rom 

theory becooe ini;>ortant. 

Curricul\111 text writers and curriculum nBkers seem rx>t to 

have realized the ini>ortance of theorising in eduea.tion. It 

appears that science education accepts the viewpoint that arwth:ing 

which is new is better. New ~urrieula are purported to be 
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• iq>rovenents • over the old. rnds need not be the oase. 

Far eJCSq>le, doubt has been cast oo the value or the New 

Mathematics curricula am the P.s.s.c. Physics curricula have 

lost favour (~ 1972). 'lhe text-book writers maintain a 

genel"8lly non theoretical position. '!bis theory 1o the soien

titic nethod. It is given such suppcrt by these writers as 

to count u tact . But it has been JX>ted previously that aoien

tista do not neceuar.lly apply ' 'the soimtitic method' 1n 

their weh. (Mldawar 1967). 'lbe method carn:>t therefore 

be~ aa a fact. Text writere, hoNever, persist 1n 

inoorpcrating this nitthod into texts, am preeentin£t it aa 

thoueJl it were tactual. 

b'eO'Mr, it the ,...ethod was so signiftcsnt, it would J'!1!!an 

t.hat 8l\fCll8 Who wi8hed to leam t.he ll'8thod could becane a acien

tiat. Cl.eai-ly thi.e 1a not so. Being tems.Uar with the mthod 

does mt llBke a sr-t scientist. Weed the oonveree nay be 

tl'\.W. It ia u. :lnli.vidUala mo brsak flu\ accepted mthods am 

'ID'llll' 1ltlO • became the great scientists. 

(Klim l.962; Koestler 1964; Stenhouae 1971). 

'Ibe 'lntarrmtion explosion' ia probab~ a cejor NaSOn wtv 

the'scientitic ~t~' is perpetuated. It seems that the 
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'scientific nethod' acts as an apparent org;mising core am. 

unifying concept for all science. There ~t be enorm:ms 

informational content, but the.i!e is still the nethod which 

holds a11 science together. 

'lhere is also another reason. Text writers and curriculum 

Imkers get the infonnation for col.ll'Ses arxi texts fran research 

j ourna.ls. P.ecause of the great proliferation of details in 

research journals, text writers are likezy to consult either 

the abstracts or revie\\>'B of research . If they do this the risk 

of gl.ea11ing 'misinfonnation' is ~ter, because the context 

of the deriving of the research findings is not kno\m. Soma 

research finling-s are at best tentative. Text writers an:i 

curriculum rral<:ers transf arm these to 'facts' • 

Furthennore, the WB¥ in which research is written up in 

a research journal is usually in accord with 'the scientific 

method' • fut thi..'3 way not be the actual sequence whiah the 

researcher carried out when he researched. Text wr1.ters and 

curriculum makers seem to assume, wrongly, that the research 

journal reflects the actual sequence o:f events of the labora

tory or researah activity. :rbey assurre that the steps outlired 

in the research papers ~ those which have been carefully 

followed by the researcher when he was doing the research. Yet 
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there are a nurti>er of published accounts which show this not 

to be the case. Chance, hunch, and enotional aspects are all 

invol ved,but are never roted in research journals. Text 

writers do not allow for these aspects. Thus these writers in 

science education assurm that 'the scientific ITBthod' outlined 

frc:m research j ournaJ.s is the actual way in which the research 

progressed. 

Despite the apparent order or steps in the publications 

what actually happened is quite different. Fantin (1968) says: 

'NCM the actual order in which the exper:Unents were 

done was quite different from this. The course of 

research shows quite clearly the :i.rrportance of 

authority and cont~oracy fashion in directing 

one 's attention to phenomena. It also shows the 

importanae of the illati ve sense in :reaching 

conclusions. It shows the in:portance of oontenpo

rary m:xiels an:i the :i.rr;>ortance of the aesthetic 

and enotioral aspect in :bitiating :research. Moreover 

the developnent of the work underlines the inportance 

of chance - tho~ the elemmt of chance is that 

with whioh a scrurnha.lf is familiar rathero than that 

of a winrmo in Premium Bonds". 

(Pantin 1968) 
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By 'illati ve' sense, Pant in rreans a 

"spontaneous divination by the rnirxi that a conclusion 

is true, which uses every k:in:i of information expe

rience has given us, and which uses it in a way 

different tran Chogical inference. 

Research publications are less "illative" than the actual 

research. 'lliative' characteristics, chance, and enntion are 

consciously kept out offresearah publications. 

A major• intention of the text writer is to be able to trans

pose infonri.ation to students in as s:llTple am ooncise ITB1111er as 

possible. This has a number of consequences. Firstly, the 

tentative natl.Il'.'e of hypotheses is neglected. That research 

is a progression of developing hypotheses am findings is 

neglected a.a carrplications.which could confuse students. 

Saeondly, the 'illative' sense is neglected in textbooks 

and research publioationsi" It is assUired. that actual research 

is mirrored in the wa;y the research publication is presented. 

Biographical anecdotes are mt considered. As a result, the 

'scientific nethod' is inplicitly given inportance. 
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Therefore a substantial dose of hypothesising or theorising 

actually reinforces the 'scientific method' in action. Science 

has progressed through research being a progression of developing 

h,ypotheses ani fimings. Consequently, the learning of science 

in schools rrust leave the lion's share to pupils' efforts at 

hypothesis-naking. Such a learning experience develops the 

pupils' scientific thin1d.ng. In briefest terns, this is the 

gathering, selection am use or evidence to arrive at ani test 

generalizations. Ea.ch word can be exparxied to list roore detailed 

aspects, for exan:ple ways of gathering evidence include observa

tion, neasurenent am experiment, but the brief statement is 

perhaps all that is necessary in this context to point out that 

we are defining a process. There is no doubt that familiarity 

with an:i a continual use of such a process will help the pupils 

in decision-making. Apart !ran its relevance in daily-lif'e, 

decision-nraking has survival value ani this is especially so in 

this era of .iJIJ>ending nuclear holocaust. A general broad-based 

education, as advocated in the Project Docun1mt (U.N.D.P 1973), 

includes practice at decision-making 1n cm:ier to avert the dan

gers of producing a IJBSS of unifonn citizens who do mt know 

how to think am to solve problems (see l.2p.8 ) . The germ of 

the developnent or an unoriticising aoommity would be avoided, 

thereby wrecking the policies of social control am econanic 

exploitation of daninant social or professional groups 

(Prithipaul 1976; Young 1971; see 1.1 p.l). 
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Science is now nx>re ft!iequently being viewed as a humm 

aativity, closely linked with social issues of responsibility 

and values. For exanple, at Ordinary level the Schools' Council 

Integrated Science Project (S.C.I.S.P) contains a unit entitled 

'Science and Decision Making' , while candidates taking Nuffield 

Advanced Chemistry are expected to be aware of a variety of 

social responsibilities. 

Such trends as these are in line with recomnemationa 

made by various educational bodies, :incluling the Association 

for Science E'ducation (A.S.E) which in its eigtlt page poliay 

statenent of 1971 ma.de the general assertion that: 

"Scientific knowl~ has been arrl is being 

accunulated over the years through processes of 

discovery which are the ~t of hunan endeavour. 

Science teaching should reflect this endeavour, 

am science should be presented in ways that show 

how its applications influence the patterns of IIX>

dem life ani social o~sation" . 

(A.S.E, 1971:3 "Science & General E'ducation" 
(~). 

Further on, the A.S.E (1971) policy statement stated: 

"It is aIIX>ng the .functions or the science teacher •••• 
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the 
to help pupils to undebsta.rd the thinking of /scientist 

a.rd to provide sane knowledge of the kind of problems 

which are capable of solution by scientific reana, 

thereby avoiding misconceptions prevalent am:mg non-

scientists today11
• 

M:>revver, the tentative nature of hypothesising is given 

support by Nelkin (1976)" 

"Perhaps the mst difficult concept to convey to toose 

who are not scientists is the delicate balance bet-

ween certainty a.rd doubt that is so essential to the 

scientific spirit. Textbooks in particular tend to 

convey SJ.""lmssage of certainty to the non-specialist, 

for in the processuof sinplit.ication, findings may 

becane explanations, explanations rnay becore axioms, 

and tentative judgem:mts rnay becare de:r.in:itive con

clusions. Few- textbooks are careful to enphasize the 

distinction between fact and interpretation, or to 

suggest the intuition and speculation that actually 

guide the develOIJDEmt 0£ scientific theory. 

(Nelkin 1976: 218) 

As a rea4t; pupils ¢n an image of science education 
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from schooling which is both mistaken and off-putting. 'Ibis 

poj.nt has been raised by Bullock ( 1976) , Bondi ( 1975) and Layton 

( 1973) • In 13&"ldi' s terms pupils are presented with a false 

prospectus. 

Progr>ess in science requires scientists with imagination 

and vision. 'Ibis does not refer only to the relatively few 

nrl.nla capable or originality an:l imovation, but applies also 

to the bulk of the scientific conrnunity whose minds need to 

be open to new and challenging ideas. It falls to a science 

education to foster such imagination. '!here is evidence that 

we are failing to make Btn>e that it does so, or at best we 

are failing to include imagination sufficiently in the inage 

of science presented to yollllg people. In consequence those 

woo have and value imagination are discouraged f'rom continuing 

with science ; and 1JB11Y a potentially inspired scientist has 

been prevented from gaining even the rudinentary insights 

into what he or she would have fourri to be an exciting,challen

ging ani ful.f".illing ca.rl!er. We are all the poorer without the 

contribution of such lost talent. 

An exanple will illustrate the above argLUnent succintly. 

Coosider the case of the boy who attributed the acceleration of 

a talling bocy to its Jba.ving a gr-eater wei~ of air above it 
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as it ~ts nearer to the ground (and refused to accept that 

this was disproved by all the usual school experinents including 

libe Guinea and The Feather) may well be showing IIOre of the 

talent we wish to encourage than one who uncritically draws the 

"correct" inferences from a sequence of experi.nents care.fully 

chosen to make them unavoidable. 

(as g:i. ven in M. I' .. S. P Book I 'Iheme 5 : 78-80) • 

Bonli (1975) ma.de the point thus: 

'"Ihat science is so utterly hunml that it is based 

on the very concept of fallibility - that is terribly 

important. But how IM.nY school children can ever 

appreciate this?" 

Bullock (1976) too would want to roove away from the dehurm

nised image of science, and to establish a view of science which 

includes inBg:i.nation and compassion as well~as observation and 

analysis. In m:my wa:ys these are i deas which have had sone 

effect on science education already. 'Ihere are three aspects 

to the argunent. Science is an utterly human activity. Every

hh:ing in science depends on theoretical contracts Which a.re 

of human manufacture and which change .t'rcm ti.Ire to t:iltv!. 'Ibis 

process comes about througp the interaction of' mind on mind, 
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Bron:mski (1970) made the point when he wrote: 
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"'Ille society of scientists is nrre inpartant than 

their discussions. What science has to teach us 

here is not its techniques, but its spirit, the 

irresistible urge to explore". 

However h\.D'l'lall the nature of science, the hunanity has not 

always been recognised by tlx>se outside science. ~ ( 1963) 

attributes this to the fraudulent TTeans of conmmicating used 

in the scientific paper. 'Ihe inportant point to enphasise in 

T·~rar' s work is that when cormu.nicating his work forne.lly 

the sci entist does not attenpt to reconstruct the process but to 

recast it into a m:>uld which gives a false representation of 

what went into it, and consequently a false prospectus of the 

lire of a scientist. 

'Ih:i.s recasting for conmmication is a problem fam1 Har 

to the teacher. Pedagogy also demanis a recasting or koowledge. 

As well as learning the science, the pupil is also learning 

the skills am attitudes associated with the process or becaning 

am finally being a scientist. There are interactions between 

oowly received knowledge am previous~ acquired knowledge an:i 
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the knowledge-getting process itself. As he or she cones to 

know more, the pupil has to be constantly reconstructing what 

is alread,y known. The pupils have to do this themselves; but 

it is a mistake to take this to mean that they are necessarily 

doing for thernsel ves and in their own way. Pupils receive 

knowledge in the context of the teacher's overview, and m::>re 

often than :oot the pupils' successive adaptations of the struc

ture of the subject is a progressive approx:i.mtion to the teachers' 

or the textbook's categories. In a letter to Jihysics Education, 

Sparke (1974) describes the textbook presentation of science as 

being designed to achieve clarity, ease of reference and a sinple

to-remember structure. This he calls the 'logical approach' , and 

goes on to say "the trouble with the logical approach is that 

it hides the very nature of scientific theory it is attenptDing 

to describe" . Certainly it hides the hunenity of the scientist. 

!Byton ( 1973) recognises the problem in this wa:y: 

''But fran the starxlpoint of general education ... 
the very steps which have increased the power of 

science as a m:xle of intellectual in:J.uiry have gene

rated formidable problems associated with its 

teaching an:l learning". 

He attributes the restricted contribution science has made 
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to general education to the developnent of a cUITiaulum based 

on an internalist view of science. Science teaching has nx:>ved 

a:wey from an authoritarian presentation of a body of knowledge; 

but although giving greater enphasis to science as a process of 

establishing knowledge while it renains a study of science as 

an end in itself, it remains educationally no longer defensible. 

By concentrating our efforts an inproving our 100thods of teaching 

science, we have lost sight of the educational value of what 

we are doing. 

'Iherefore, hypothesising on the part of the pupils is a 

very inportant factor in their general education. All the 

3 danains, cognitive (thinking, decision-making), affective 

( el?X)tions), and psychorrntor (practical work in science) partake 

in this educational process. As it is sometines said, it is 

better to travel than to arrive (the means are JOOre interesting 

than the er:rls!). 'lh.e "scientific method" will be the richer 

for that. 
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4 • 3 EXISTING SCIDlr!FIC KNCM.LEIXlE 

Text writers often for reasons of expediency and clarifi

cation make apparently descriptive st atenents act as cloaks 

for prescriptions. But to present a prescription as a descrip

tion is to give the prescription a degree of 'factuality', arrl 

few people, students, or teachers inplen:enting curricula, dare 

to a-ogue with 'facts' (stenhouse 1972). 'lbe acceptance of 

tentative findings as thoueti they are facts is terned 'faotuallsrn' • 

A perhaps statement is written into a text or a curriculum 

as an 'it is' statement. 'lbe student can then learn it as a 

fact. '!be trans.formation of prescript ions is another source 

of the general comition of 'factualism' currently being enpha

sised in scienee education. 

"If a prescriptinn is put forward openly, people 

may diasagree with it. There i s a healthy streak 

of 'contrariness in m:>st of us , If it is put for

ward as though it were a descriptive statement of 

fact, l'x:Mever, JlD8t of the 'contra' reaction is 

inhibited. Nobody wants to look es though he is 

arguing against the facts"" 

(Stenhouse 1972) 
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On the other hand, theory am theoretical issues in 

science would praoote 'contra' viewpoints. But present text

books and curricula do not allow for this. One reason is that 

of expediency. Description (and even the rigidly structured 

guided discovery n00e of teaching} is easier to present in a 

text or curriculum than to have a long conplicated type of 

discussion with lJE1V provisos about theoretical issues. It 

is also mre expedient for a teacher to teach 'facts' with 

cramied class progranmes. Preparation needed for theoretical 

lessons mx1 tiscussions would take longer am be m:>re intricate, 

than the preparation necessary to present facts by didactic 

exposition, practical work or dem:>nstration. 

As 8tenhouse (1971) says: 

"It saves trouble if theories and hypotheses are 

presented as facts. Nobody is then tempted to argue 

against them. The ti.De and tenper of the teacher 

is saved. The fact that urrler this sort of regine, 

education has degenerated into mis-education is either 

not mt iced or else is 'expl.ai.n:!d away' by some fa

cile rationalisation". 

(Stenhouse 1971) 
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The general situation at present in science teaching is 

to stress experinent and fact, as opposed to observation and 

theory. Far i:natance, Brian ( 1968) states: 

"Science teaching nowadays in too mmy schools, is 

rather too faotua.l, too dull,and not obviously rele

vant to hunan arrl social affairs. Young people get 

a nental picture of science as a rather arid an:i not 

really challenging subject. 

(Brian 1968) 

Far from creating interest, auoh an enphasis on the 

acquisition of facts may have long-tenn consequences: 

"Ore of the valuable discoveries which the Dainton 

Camnittee has to report is that students following 

science tend to be looked after by well qualified 

teachers. '1be question now is Who should tell these 

talented people that they IIDJSt spend less time 

behaving as it th~ were teaching in Universities. 

(F.ditori.al in "Nature" Vol.217, rvm-oh 21, 1968:792~ 

Teachers in science appear to have difficulty in breaking 
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from the ways they the:m:3el ves were taught at school. Yet there 

is a need to break away from such a situatio9, i.e teachers 

teaching as they were taught and pupils bent on learning facts. 

Maybe there will be no 'drift' f.rom science in developing coun

tries in the near future since science is, perhaps, mistakenly 

associated too closely with technology; what is m:>re urgent is 

to generate a fdrili' toward science as, otherwise, a great 

deal of talent will lie fallow. 'lherefore, for science education 

to provide a general broad-based education, enphasis ll1.1St be 

more on theocl.sing and leas on learning ot facts. 

'lbe following quotations illustrate these points clearly: 

''Undergraduate education in science cones after a 

long and varied exposure to science and nathematics 

in prirMry arrl secomary school. 'Ihe quality of 

this earlier encounter is probably the roost decisive 

factor in determining attitudes and rrotiva.tions or 
students for ruz:.ther science study arrl in generating 

the sustained generation that a career in science 

so atten requires. It is typical of the state of 

educational research that little effort is being-made 

to evaluate this experience". 

(Doty ani Hindberg 1972) 
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"Psychological, m:>tivational, economic and sociological 

factors work together over a period of several years 

to predispose an individual towards a particular type 

of occupation, while his opportunities in other direc

tions becons limited by his education" . 

(Nature, Vol.217, March 23, 1968) 

Note the re'ferenoes to quality an:i limitation or a pupil's 

edueation. 

M.I.S.P has hatched an Integrated Science course which is 

one of the 5 core subjects to be studied at the lCMer secon::lary 

school level. As it is a corcpulsory course, does it follow that 

it can be unattractive and uninteresting? = ·· 

Mc Pherson (1968) puts the dilenma succintly when he states: 

"If science were coopulsory, it IlllSt be attraotivet 

if not attractive, it will suffer if made conpulsory; 

and if it were attractive it would oot need to be 

conpulsory" • 

Even where ettmtasare 11Bde to reduce the factual content, 

the enpbasis can still be misdirected. 'lheary may be taken to 

mean that which opposes the practical. Current curriculum makers 

inpl.y this when they make statenents of the following sort: 
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"The intention was rather to keep the volume of 

factual and theoretical mterial to a :minimt.mt •••• 

'lhroughout the course, great enphasis is placed on 

practical work and on the developmmt of associated 

skills". 

(Senior Biology Revision Project, N.Z Curriculmn 
Developnent Unit, Departnent of Education 1970). 

Sate text writers and currleulmn nakers react to the problem 

of over.factual content by claiming to enphasise Tthenes' or 

principles and processes instead of masses of detail. others 

develop progi:>amred learning type texts, as in M. I. S .P. (Smallwood 

and Green 1968). Or "~uiry processes" (Bl:>uner 1960) are steessed 

in science education. But the problem of the 'knowledge explosion' 

still rerra:ins: 

'"Ihe expansion of teaching courses need to be propor

tional to the 'knowledge explosion' only if their 

purpose is the mere inculcation of factual information 

Everyone pays lip service of oourse, to the notion 

that teaching leads to 'urxierstam.ing principles' 

rather than 'knowing faots' - but in practice the 

teaching of science despite all recent advances, the 

'discovery' mtthod, the 'activity• approach, an:l so 
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on remains largely a matter of ~ing .factual information. 

Or rather, information is :in:parted as tho~ it were factual, 

when much of it really is not". 

(stenhouse 1972) 

'Ihe lip service paid to 'en:iuiry processes' is well exenpli

fied with the following statenents taken from the Introducflton 

of M.I.S.P. Book I ar Book II! 

"It (the prescription) plaees great enpha.sis on the 

Developnent of lmowledge and Urrlerstaming,Skills 

and Attitudes. 

Urrler knowledge and Un:lerstanding appears " The 

RecaJ.l of essential facts and concepts" at the top 

of the list of priorities of learning outcones". 

It will be noted that what has to be recalled is everything . 

which ney be ~t in the science course. '!he 'concepts' arrl 

'principles' are all i.nplicitly given the properties of racthood 

to be ram:mi>ered. 'lhe tenptation is great am even unbearable 

due to pressure of examinations to short-circuit the "el'Xluiry 

processes" and revert to didactic exposition. No doubt, this 

is what occurred in many schools using M.I.S.P texts (see Chung 

1977: 27-3'). 
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The didactic teaching approach presupposes an :irrplicit 

faith in the teacher as an authority giving pupils the in:pression 

that there is little unknown in Science. As Koestler (1964) and 

Hudson (1968) put it: 

"In the synt>olic year of 1899 the f oreioost German 

biologist Ernst Haeckel published a best selling 

book "'!he Ridd.les of the Uni verse" which becane the 

bible of II\Y youth. Hae«kel was the first propagan

dist of Darwin in Germany, and the first to draw 

up a genealogical tree of various orders of aniJJBls. 

Like Spencer and Huxley in Ellgland, he was a typioa.l 

bepresentative of the buoyant ani arrogant optimism 

of t he nineteenth century . His lhook enurierated s 

Great Riddles of t he Uni verse of which six were 

'definitely solved' - including the Structure of 

Matter ~ the Origin of Life; She seventh was man's 

experience of freedom f'rom choice . However this was 

oot really a ~iddle but a 'ptu"'e do81JB' based on an 

illusion hatJfing no real existence - so there were 

no DDre riddles left" . 

(Koestler 1964) 

"Both at school and at University, this confrontation 

with intellectual authority is especially acute . It 
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is nade apparent to each of us, not thro~ the nalig'11 

noti ves of our teachers, but f'.rom the force of our own 

ignorance, that if we want to succeed, our best course 

is to do what our teachers and examiners expect of us. 

For this reason, there exists a strong tenptation not 

only to accept all authoritative judgenv:?nts as given, 

but to accept the horizons of school and university 

syllabuses as the boumaries of all sensible en:iuiry. 

'lb.e llBSsive largely unavoidable insistance on autho

ritative knowledge races the atudent with an unenviable 

choice: that of lmuakling urrler and being rigJ.i.t; or 

of being indi vidualistio, self" sufficient and wrong" . 

(Hudson 1968) 

'Iheoretical outlines can therefore map out unk:oown groun:i. 

If students in science are discussing great inventors, and 

discussion cones rourxi to likely inventions in the future, they 

corrm:>nly reply that there is very little else to be invented. 

'!heir generation will never invent anything - it was easier 

for ~, Pasteur, Marconi and Bell, because the oiDcumB

tances were riE1it arxl science was on an upsurge. Invention am 

discovery al~s look as thougi the process was sinple in an 

historical context. However, it would seem that a general lack 
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of theory in all science has contributed to this frustrating 

situation. I t all seems known: 

''1Ihere is little curiosity about science; 

so nuch is now establishe<i fact" . 

(A student's connent, Potts 1968). 

Current text writers in stressing what is known also 

enphasise authoritarianism (Hudson 1968). students in science 

education llll.8t submit to the authority of the text-book and 

to the 'facts' therein. 'Iheoretical mtions, if incorporated, 

would encourage discussion and argllllent, thereby reducing autho

ritarianism in science education. Much doubtful and dubious 

infonna.tion could be harboured unier a shield of authoritarianism 

- the stronger the authoritarianism, the greater the likelihood 

of their doubtful infonmtioh. If this was so, science could 

develop into a cult. Science would change to 'scientism' and 

do~ would prevail (Frankl 19~9 ) • 

At present with errphasis upon the authority of fact, 'what 

is kmwn' is being cultivated at the expense or 'what is not 

~' • And generations or pupils are learning what others 

before them have learnt. Igrx)ranoe is not given enphasis in 
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current texts, courses or curricula. A science, to be vigorous, 

Jll18t sbt.X-1 that it is tackling little knoWn areas. '.Ibis is surely 

a way of adVancing the state of scientific knowledge. At present 

thi does not seem to be the case. If it ~, a great cleal of 

eup.asis WC'A1ld be placed upon theoretical discussion in intro-

ductar:1 sci education. 

eqilaS....,._, ......... past achievements, sane of which nasquerade um.er 

an icriu.;~~ or f1rlality. (Stenhouse 1972). A return to a 'tmwai!'Cl' 

looking stance necessary. 

Tinbergen sets the problem when he ref'ers to the puklica.tions 

or r..uris (1967) am IDrems (1966): 

"Aa example I select Kol " Iorens ' s book 'On Agression' 

am 'The Naked Ape' by De a. Both boolas 

\'m'e best-sellers from too start. Ethologists are 

naturally deli#lt by this si€11 of rapid growth of 

interest in our science ( t~ the growing-·-

at times a little to en:!ure) . But at the 

tiim at l t I am. 

the eni:>.n!Jloua sal or 

tbeae and other such book&, it 18 evident that • 

MASSEY UNIVERSITY 
LIBRARY 
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nental block ~t self' scrutiny is weakening -

that there are :rrasses of people who, so to speak, 

want to be shaken up. But I am apprehensive because 

these books each admirable in its own way, are being 

misread. Very few readers give the authors the bene

fit of the doubt. Far too ne.ny readers either accept 

uncritically all that the authors say or equally 

uncritically reject it all. I believe this is because 

both IDrena am lVbrris enpha.aise our knowledge rather 

than our igrx?rance, (and in addition present as 

kn:Jwledge a set of atatenents which are after all no 

roore than likely guesses) • In themael vee brilliant , 

these books would stiffen, at a new level, the attitude 

of certainly, while we need a sense of doubt and won:ier, 

and an urge to investigate, to :i.rquire". 

(Tinbergen 1968) 
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~ 4 EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION 

Curricultun nskera, text writers and mmy teachers hold 

that 'experinent' is inportant for science to inprove. For 

exanple, the detail devoted to expm-:i.roontation in texts such 

as M.I.S.P and others seems to indicate that 'experinent' 

is actua.lly the mst inportant aspect of science. However 

it is necessary to higJllight sane of the characteristics of 

an 'experim:mt' in the context of science education. 

Firstly, 'experinent' may mean any practical exercise 

which involves laboratory equipnent. Secorxily, it may 

involve the sinplification of phenooena to a single experi

nental variable which can be used against a 'control experi

roont r to test an cypothesis. '!he 'principle of parsinxmy' 

is applied where carplex reality is pared down to its barest 

essentials. 'llrl.s can be labelled the 'classic' meaning of 

'experinent' , outlined for exanple in Otto and Towle (1969) 

and in Villee (1967). 'Ibis particular interpretation is 

usually the one incorporated. into diacussicn of the 'scien

fific netOOd' • 

'lhirdly, in the educational context, 'experiment' may 

IJEan 'doing original practical work'. 'Ibis could involve 

applying the classical experimental procedure, or any C1bber 
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procedure, to any investigation. In this case, the student 

would be acting as a scientist doing research work. '!be si

tuation where the student is an actual scientist has been 

outlined (Ausubel 1965). 

FourthlY, a 'field exercise' may be labelled 'experinental' • 

Usually the exercise involves data collection, and enpirical 

procedures. 

Fif'thl.y, 'experiment' is made use of to help students 

acquire practical skills. Being acquainted with apparatus is 

ilrportant for all science students. Skill in the use of every

day basic techniques IllllSt be incorporated into courses and 

curricula. But once a skill has been developed to an acceptable 

degree, there seems little need to continue with repetition 

of the san:e sldll, especially when tine is at a premium. Yet 

many practical exercises .;.elabour the obvious and involve repe

titive use of the s~ skill for a mmber of exercises. This 

claim aan be justified, because nm\V of the exercises involve 

a scientific principle, very obvious to students, which could 

be presented to them fonnally. 'lllere seens little need to 

inpede the carprehension of a sinple prineiple by having to 

apem a great deal or time upon strict obedience to a set or 

instructions in a practical rrm+w- using already well 
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acconplished laboratory skills. 

As Thornton ( 1969) says) : 

''The CoIIIni ttee suggested in several places that 

rnaizy able students are deterred by the rigour of 

school science especially when that rigol.ll'" degene

rates into a gramnarian's fonralism when it is 

bolstered by an inordinate bulk experinental work 

and when it is overlain with vast bodies of factual 

infonna.tion". 

(Thornton 1969) 

Nevertheless, 'experirmnt' forms an inportant arrl 

integral part of the ' scientific ~thod'. 'Ibis method is 

p!'OIIDted in mny text-books. It seems that it is the only 

way in which hypotheses can be refuted or conf:i.rned. (Weisz 

1967) • Also, the findings conf:i.rned by 'experim:mt' are 

thought to be JOOre real than findings derived fl7an '~re' 

observation. Experimental operations are apparently IIBant 

to ascertain the reality of any given situation 'truthfUl.l.y' 

arxi 'obj ecti 1y' • 

"A J:\Ypothesis nust be subject to sone sort of 
, • 

experimmtal test - it nust mke a prediction whioh 

can be verified in sone way - or it is mere 

speculation". 

(Villee 1967) 
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''EJQ;:>erinentation can provide the neoessary evidence, 

am. whosoever then exper:i.n:ents after guessing at 

answers becones truly 'scientific' in his approach, 

be be professional scientist or not". 

(Weisz 1967) 

" 'Ihe scientist IID..lSt set up an e~rinBnt in which 

the hypothesis will either be supported or contra

dicted. While it is often difficult to do, all 

factors except the one to be tested, IIUlSt be 

reuoved or accol.ll'lted for. We refer to this one 

factor as the single variable or experimental 

factor". 

(Otto and Towle 1969) 

Finally Hanson (1971) puts the positi on strikingly: 

'"Ihus the naj or !\motion of t he scientific enter

prise - to wit, the attairm:ent of theoretical 

understanding of :kmwledge - should be hanpered 

as little as possible by laboratory 'busy work'. 

Refinements in oonduitry am circuitry, in beam

foousing, in spectraxetry, thennonetry, am 

eydranetry - these m\Y lead to xoore decimal places 
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as one reports the results of neasurenents, but 

they rarely determine a new fonn for an equation 

or a new kind of inference concerning old subjeet 

natter". 

(Hanson 1971) 

Hence, in any curriculum developnent work in science, 

the curriculum developer nust bear in m:in::i the needs of the 

clientale in relation to science education and then choose 

the appropriate laboratory procedure to neet these needs. 

For instance, is the practical work to be used to give a 

broad based education through the learning of science or is 

it to be used for specialization in sorre fields of science 

and/or technology? Such a strategy will enliven the study 

of science by making it roore interesting, .nnre useful and 

mre relevant. So experimentation has a very inportant role 

to play in the teaching o~ science provided its fUnctions 

are clearly urxlerstood and inplemanted. 

4.5 COOCLUSIOO 

'lllis part, as given 1n the M.I.S.P. f'rane of reference 

for the scientific nethod, is supposed to represent ''Now I 

know a little more" after the stl.Dy of a topic in science. 

Buch an outlook, tho~ er:quiry processes may have been used, 
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also interprets learning from a beha.vlhouristic f'ranEwork. 

(Mowrer 1960; Koestler 1964). Now behaviouristic principles 

are trowned upon in certain quarters: 

''We are constantly assured that the crudely 

mechanistic nineteenth century conceptions in 

biology, medicire and psychology are detid, and 

yet one constantly comes up against them in the 

columns of text-books and technical journals and 

in lecture rooms • .In all this, Behavi~ 

psychology occupies a strategic key position. 

This is the case, not only in the United States 

wrere the Watson - Hull - Skinner tradition is 

still i.rmensely powerful and keeps an invisible 

stranglehold (by negative reinforcenents) on 

academic psychology. In Eng1ani Behaviourism has 

entered into an alliance with logice.l positivism 

arxi linguistic philosopcy" . 

(Koestler 1967) 

In stressing Behaviourism, science educators seem to 

avoid the issue that learning has essentially biological roots. 

A najar reorientation in their pedagogical e!J1)hases would have 

coincided with the renewed current interest in the Biological 
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nature of llBn, am how be t.baves. (Tinbergen 1963, 1968; 

Hi.me 1966; Lorenz 1966; Morris 1967, 1969; Fletcher 1968; 

Braltel"i>rUler 1968; Bowlby 1971; stenhruse 1973) • Smi>risingly, 

ourrioulum makers do not seem to b aware of the research 

fimings, am the nethods an1 rationale (theory) of' ethology, 

as it related to laaming in man. Introductions to courses -

'aims am objectives' - naintain that learning has occured 

when the desired respooses (aill'B) are seen to be 4CQUired 

Learning in this context is a set of eponses which are 

previously determined by the appropriate external environmental 

C01'¥iitions. 'Dlese introductions inply this when they give 

specific details as to the exact types of desired attainable 

responses. A laboratory nenual states: 

''Q\ly by experience in the laboratory is it possible 

to see what soienee ~ is. . mtter how mich 

you leam abalt t he f'acts of science, you will never 

quite ur.derstarr.1 that what DBkes science the force 

it is in h1stary, or scientists the ldni of peopl 

the)' are. until you haw participated in such an 

experience'' . 

~ol.ogical Science: Proceuea en1 Patterns", 
Laboratory Manual, 1970 VII - VIn). 
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Apparently, the aims which are given in detail, and 

subsuned un:ier enquiry processes, can be 'stanped in' during 

lessons an:l laboratory sessions. 'Ibis asstmles that the students 

are orgpnisms who are passive receivers of stinuli from the 
\ 

external envirormmt. 'Ihis particular a.ssunption is behaviourf:;i-

tie- Copies of external reality are taken in. A stinulus i~ ' 

applied to engender an appropriate response. It is the stinulus 

(the external envirolTient) which is :in.portant. It IJllSt have 

certain properties to elicit an appropriate response. Apparently 

the 'a.inB an:l objectives' supplied in these publications are 

sufficient an:l adequate responses. 'lhe behaviouristic approaches 

to education are outlined in any current educational texts, and 

in Hull (1943), Skinner (1957), Koestler (1964,1967), an:l 

Fletcher (1968). The position which incorporates behaviourism 

as being the ~ neans to learning is sonetin:es labelled 

'learning theory' (Koestler 1964; Mc:llmer 1960) • 

By contrast the subject natter of ethology has shown that 

learning is an activity which has errlogenous origins. ('lhorpe 

1963; Koestler 1964 ; Fletcher 1968; stenhoose 1973). '!hat is, 

an organism reacts to an environn1mt. Organisms are not passive 

receivers of stinuli. Insight is involved. "Learn1ng theory" 

does oot appear to accept erxlogenous origins. It prefers to 

stress the inpartance of the external. corxiitions as a pre-requisite 

far learning. 
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Piaget an1 Inhelder (Koestler 1969) have outlined this 

positiai as follows: 

"&piricism has engendered nErW ditterent ideas tran 

naive concepts of lmailodge as a copy of reality, 

to the roore refined forms or • tunctional copy' 

(li1ll 'a behaviourism) to logical positivism which 

a.inl3 at reducing kmwle1ge exclusively to phy8ical 

experience an:l to language. If' we look tor CamDn 

tactora in these diverse approaches we nm a cen

tral idea. The function ot cgwitive mchanisms 

is to submit to reality, copy;i.r¥5 its features as 

closely as possible 1 so that they may produce a 

l"!Pr<>duction which differs. little .nun external 

reality. 'Ihis idea of e::piricism inplies that 

reality can be reduced to its observable features, 

am that laotledge llllSt limit itself to transcribing 

theee features'' . 

Current acienoe;;ourricula seem to 88S\.ID9 that it the 

right extema.l ccnlit:lcns are supplied, then what is leal"'md 

will be an exact (em correct) copy ot extemal reality. ~t 

and Imelder CCll'ltinae: 

" - such a concept maeta with three 1\.n'dam!ntal 

d1tt1cult1ea . Biologiata haft shown that the 
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••• l'l!lationship between an organism an:l its envirorunent 

is one of constant ~tion. 'lbe view that the 

organism submits passively to the innuence of its 

envirol'!llent ha.a beoane untenable. How then can mm 

as a 'knower' be simply a faithful recorder of outside 

events? In the second place arrnng fields of hurran 

knowledge and emeavour, ma.them.tics far one, clearly 

escapes fran the constraints of outer reality. nrl.s 

discipline deals essentially with tmObservable features 

an:l with cognitive constructions in the literal sense 

of the word. '1hird1y, man acts on, and m::>difies 

reality, ~ obtains by transforming his world, deeper 

urrleratan:ling than reproductions or copies of reality 

could ever prorlde •...•• " • 

". • • • the exact cormtezpart of behaviourist enpiricism 

in biological theory is a doctrina long since ~ 

by biology itself, not because it was wrong in what it 

maintained, but because it i@?red all that has since 

proved essential to an un::ierstanding of the relations 

between the organism an:l its environment; we are refer

ring to the Ismareld.an theory of variation am evolution. 

Soon after lhune had so~t the explanation of the~ 

mma. of the mi.rid, in the nechani.sns of habit and 
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association, Lamarck too, saw the key to the 

rrorphogenetical variations of the organism and of 

organ-formation in the habits '>.dof}ted under the 

influence of the environrrent. Admittedly, he was 

also speaking of a factor of C!"'"'"~"l.ization, but 

he thought of it as a capability of association, 

not of corrposition, and the essential aspect of 

acquisitions was for him the way in which living 

things received, in nxxlifyjng their habits, the 

imprint of the eatterna.1 mi.lieu" ••.• 

''But Lamarck's theory lacks the basic principles of 

an endogenous possibility of nutation am reccm

bination, and above all those of an active capacity 

for self-regulation. When Waddington or fubzansky 

today put forward the pheno-type as a 'response' 

of the genetic pool to environroontal 'incitenents' 

this response does not rrean that the organism has 

simply been nerked by an ex'cernal action, but that 

there has been interaction in the tull sense of the 

term i.e. that as a result of a tension or :i.rrbalance 

provoked by environr:rental changes, the organism has 

invented an original solution gy neans of reconi>ina.tions, 

resulting in a new equilibrium. llius, when we conpare 

this concept of 'response' to that used so long by 
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behaviourism in its fannus stimulus - response schena 

( S-R) we are rum.zed to find that the behaviourist 

psychologists have retained a strictly I.anarclrian 

outlook, as ir they had ignored the contemporary 

biological revolution. 

In the exclusively Lamarckian context of behaviourist 

theory, the response is sinply a sort of 'ftmctionaJ. 

copy' (Hull) of the st:inuli in their particular succes

sion. Consequently, the i"tmamsntal process of 

acquisition of knowledge is considered a learning 

process in the en:piricist sense of obtaining information 

through observation of the envirornrent • If this were 

true, 11E1tal developnent as a whole would then be thougpt 

of as the result of an uninterrupted series of bi ts 

of leaming in the above-nentioned sense. If, on the 

contrary, the basic point of gi v:i.ng certain responses 

i. e the 'conpetence' , learning would not be the same 

at different developrmnt levels, and would depend essen

tially upon the evolution of 'carpetence' • '!he true 

prd>lem would then be to explain their develoi:nent, and 

for this the concept of learning in the classical sense 

of the term wculd be inadequate. In out' opinion,!!_ 

cannot but follow the J¢.nciples discovered by cantenpora

ry biology. This imans a fumanental ahange in the 
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psychological interpretation of nental developnEnt". 

(Piaget and Inhelder :in Koestler 1969). 

Science curricula seem to portray two assunptions which 

are inportant :in this respect. 'lhe points subs\Jlmd um.er 'ainB 

and objectives', 'recall', 'use of er:quiry processes', 'use 

of practical techniques' , ':interpreting data' , all seem to be 

presented in a manner which is apparently obvious am 'pure'', 

ani can be innediately stanped :into the cognitive apparatus. 

Secar¥ily, the position which a.ssl.llles 'ptn'e' experience is 

well exanplified with laboratory exercises. The oul.rrd.na.tion 

of the exercises usua.l1y involves a sinple observation of 

colour changes, of obvious mvenents ; (Cl>servation has been 

out down to a level where all wtX> have basic sensibilities 

can observe). Apparently this par:ing ~ of oooplexity allows 

for exact copies (colour changes, mveioont) to be taken in as 

stinul.i which are ooopletely 'unbiassed' arrl hence 'truthful' • 

Madawar (1967) rotes that observation is mt unbiassed; 

Tinbergen (1972) also rotes this. 

Yet curricul\.Ull DBkers accept the Iamrc1d.an view that 

'exact copies of ~ality' are taken as !\motional copies. '!bat 

is, presentation of aims am objectives, 'obedienee' science 

am laboratory nanuals advocate those aspects or external rea-

1.dity which can be sinpl.if'ied and then 'st.eJped into' the students, 
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a.a though external realities can ee intermlised as copies. 

By ackmwledging ethological theory, cU?Ticulum nakera 

would probably II£ke nejor contributions to education as a 

woole, througp giving learning a biological bias rather than 

a behaviouristic bias. In that sense, the ·Now I know a 

little nmoe' conclusion tci'.l.lCM:i.ng a science study would be 

nearer to the tacit knowledge pararooter than to the public 

knowledge one. If this inference is correct, then the 

scientific nethod is an urmrella umer which a gmre is being 

played with the utm:>st seriousness according to certain rules 

or steps but the gmm itself is as fluid as ever. 'lbis ~ 

is the study of science. To keep the gaim alive and on-going, 

the players (scientists) need to have abilities covering the 

whole spectrum of talent. There is no one scientific type. 

"Scientists are people of very dissimilar tenperammta 

doing dif't'erent things in very different wa,ys. ATIDng 

scientists are collectors, classifiers am. ccmpul.sive 

tidiers up; ~ are detectives by teuperanent am. 

mar:w are explorers; sam are artists arXi other ar

tisans. '!here are poet-scientists, and philosopher

soientists, am even a few IeyBtics. What sort or 
mini can all these people be supposed to have in 

acmoon? 

(Medawar 1967) 
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Although a scientific activity involves both the process 

am the product or science (the imans an:i the ends), the process 

is the 11Dre int>ortant conponent. In the p:roduct conponent, tacit 

knowledge predanina.tes over public k:nc1'iledge since consensus is 

ttm"e of an inposi tion than anything else. 'Ihe process part 

generally can give rise to scientific thinking by learning througti 

science rather than by learning science. For e~e, Coltmbus 

could be regarded as taking on the activity of an innovative 

scientist - he created in his mini an unknown by disobeying or 

negating currently established am accepted patterns. The 

initial ~tion phase at first begins at abstract theoretioal 

levels: 

"'lhe established paradifg1l in suah a ca.sf, nust be 

dethroned before the new facts can cam to ootice. 

In terns of logic, then, this neans that the previous 

paradigm JI1.1St - provisionally at least - be negated 

or held in abeyance ••••• 

'1he logical structure of the situation nsy be 

illustrated by reference to the popular (though 

quite erroneous) version or the discovery of Anerioa 

by Coltmbus. Acaording to this stoey, Colunt>us 

was a brave pioneer who sailed westward across the 

Atlantic 'into the unkrown' t 'lbe point whiah JDJat 

be kept in mini is that so far as Collmt>us' contem

poraries were concerned, he was not sailing 'into 
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the unknown' • He l!J8.S sailing into the known. 'Ibey 

knew very well what would happen to him: he would 

sail on until he reached the edge of the world, and 

then he and his ships would :fall over the edge and 

be destroyed! ... 

In short Colunt>us had to create an unknown before 

he could sail it on a voyage of discovery. To do so 

he had to negate the currently accepted 'known' • 

(stenhouse 1971) 

Weed initial 'ne~tion' of accepted rules may be an 

:i.nportant feature for science. A scientif'ic activity therefore 

is to oold in abeyance, or to negate currently accepted views, 

to attenpt to create an \.lllkoown, and then to explore the rami

fications of this unknown. If logic is also involved, then 

theoretical and philosophical notions are crucial to the process. 

Initial inpetua in the 'braking of new grourXi' in science is 

obtained f1rstly at a theoretical level. This nay involve 

breaking 8J118Y &an conformist thinldng in science. It would 

seem therefore that it is better to develop a logically based 

theoretical position am ccniuct soientific activity on this 

basis, than it is to mdntain an apparent rDl theoretioal 

position. Hence theorising is an essential constituent of 

scientific activity. It leads to critical thinking and 
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contributes to ecientitic llteraoy. Canaequently, the 'Now 

I l\l'Oll a little mre' conclusial should be directed t:Dre 

tcmroa the means to &CQU1N knowledge rather than tGwards 

acquiring the knowled(,a itself. Knowing~ ia l!l.ICh nx>ro 

useful than knowing ~. 
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CHAP1ER 5 

PR'lPOSED CHANGES FOR M.I.S.P. 

Havi~ discussed at le1'gth the shor'teanings apparent in 

the saientif'.l method as advocated tor I .I.S.P, this chapter 

is go~ to look at al'la.nges that can be to bring this 

mtOOd into line with the spirit or oientifia investip:;ltion. 

While do , other conoomi tant p will be dealt wibl'l 

as tooy erq> up. 

5 .1 A Hodified Guided Discovery Approach 

Referrlng a?,a.in to the experinent with the Bunsen burner 

in TII!1 ~ I of II.I.S.P Book I (here see Chapter 4: 52-5~) ~ the 

instructions for this experirrmit can be gi. ven fullows: 

"Yru are to learn 1 t,o use a &Jr.sen burner correctly 

t gas tap and ~ting the issuing 

~ouan the top of the bumer. 'Inks care not to let 

5''fll'~ i..'l the l'OCl!l. 

th hole t th bott of t buns 

i8 vale. to test how hot 

t'1am 1a. 

CaN~ d>aerve the tlamas you obtain. llt'8W labelled 

41.agrams. lain ae ". 
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The pupils are thus given freedom to invest~te by trial 

and error. Observations and hypothesising follow. Possibility 

is given to the pupils to discuss their fin1inga and to write 

out, in their own words, their observations, thougtits and con

clusion. In this ~, the pupils can experience science in 

action rather than carry out nechanica11y, as in a cookbook, 

the instructions for the practical work. Tacit knowledge 

provided with an opportunity to express itself openly here 

before t he teacher, in discussion with the class, works towards 

a consensus called public koowledge (see 4.2 (a) p.64). With 

this teaching approach, the constituents of the scientific 

ITBthod are bro~t into play. Observations, hypothesising, 

experinentation, conclusion, not necessarily in the order given 

are all brougpt to bear on the investi.g;3.tion at hand. The 

cogflitive, affective and psychonDtor donrdns of the pupil par

take in the work. (Bloan 1956). 'Ihe illative sense may not be 

absent either (see p.80). Altho~ the scientific method has 

been used, it has not been constrained within the logical se

quence of science research reports outlired by Medawar(l967). 

Whereas in M.I:.S.P, the pupils are required to answer 

questions by Yes/No or naming the colour of the flame or gi v.ing 

wry brier answers, the proposed teaching-learning approach 

enables them to participate by tat.king and writing. 'Ihese 
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tunctions of talking am writing are to be used as neans by 

which the learner can rmke sense of the world. Teachers too 

o:rten treat talking am writing solely as a medium of exchange 

am thereby fail to exploit their potentiality as instrunEnta 

for interpreting the world. Bruner (1966) puts it sucointly: 

"Language • • • • ends by being not only the nedium 

of exhange but the instrurrent the learner can 

use himself in bringing ordm'> into the envirorment". 

(~r 1966) 

The purpose here is to focus attention upon the functioning 

of language as an inatrurll2nt of und.erstan:ling: this can be 

done mre readily when the focus of attention has been provided 

by a teacher (or the text) but the cognit ive strategies for , 
approaching the topic are umer the l earners control. As an 

example, here is a talk between two t en-year-old boys, who 

are observing fall.1ng drops of water, and discussing their own 

attenpts to draw the shapes of the drops. 

Pupil 1 : Would you ·say that's the size of that drop? 

Pupil 2 : Yes 

Pupil l Now we have to .find out what shape it is as it 

drops. 

Pupil 2 You'll never f'irrl out ••• It's :inpossible, see. 
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Pupil 2 

Pupil 1 
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It isn't irrpossible. Get a rovie canera on it • 

It's something in the region of rourrl with a 

point at that side. 

If it is,, and that's going clown like that,, that 

will probably catch up with that •••.• and so it 

would be :rrore round. 

Pupfl 2 It's like that • • • • . when it's dropping. 

Pupil l It's getting straighter 

Pupil 2 It's getting rounder,, I think 

Pupil 1 It'll be rore room as the air pushed up,, won't 

it? 

(Barnes 1977: 141). 

They are organising their understanding rationally through 

talk by using language to give outward fonn ~ro their own thinking. 

There is no mistaking the reshaping of thought which is going on 

in utterances such as: "If it is, and that's going roum like 

that, that will probably catch up with that ••••• and so it 

would be m::>re row'ld." 

Caught in this transcription we have tP.e epitoroo of 

exploratory talk in which the speaker reflects upon and inproves 

his own thinking in the process of putting it into words, pertly 
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far else but (perhaps mre ittportantly) also tor 

hims.elt. The purpose ot the task l\irl.ch their science teacher 

gave was to explore ways of representing the ohang1ng shapes 

which the boys observed, and both drawing am talld.ng played 

their put in this. 'thus it would be inappropriate to value 

this talk as if it re merely an unsuccesst'Ul. tteupt at a 

tonna.l. statenl!nt: its f\mction i different. It is precisely 

the ... oruolet~es, the inconsiste ea, a"ld t 

interre to am formrd as a 

reason tor s ch talk. The cl1a.racteristioa are 

easential to its exploratory function; explt.ratory talk is 

not merely an inter or s stitute tor dogrll!.tic assertion, but 

a heuriat_e tool in _ts own rit;J:t. 

s ex-: loratory talk is a far cry from · short ans rs 

required or !.I.S.P te:r.ts. _ B'"illock CGmnittee's report 

( 975) p ~cea a aWl.$ll' errphe.a a upon the functions of talting 

wr t:L .., n leamine, an:! relates this t o the lea.nYJr' a 

probl . o oorning to ., with the unfa."liliar frar.e ot fe-

nce by n teacher. "What the t acher ha!s in m1n1 may 

ll be til 

• 

C:n...L .. -ai.le deatirlation or tbinldng proce "; but 

th familiar to the 

PoSees.see to t hich he 1a to 

to oak journey in 
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thought for himself" . (Bullock 1975). When a child writes or 

talks in an exploratory ne.nner he is trying to relate to what 

he knows al.ready soma new observation or unfamiliar wczy of 

looking at things. Arn he is thinking all the tine! Does 

not this technique help to minimize the dangers of producing 

a mass of uniform citizens who do oot know how to think and 

to solve problems? (see p.8) 

How far is children's ability in this way of IlBking sense 

of the world utilised in classroans a.n1 laboratories? If one 

looks closely at a typical sequence from a lesson (exanplified 

by IJBl1Y of the Activities in the M.I.S.P texts), it will appear 

that those abilities which have been illustrated above are 

seldom called upon in class teaching. 

For exanple: 

Teacher i .. · 'What was there in t he bottom of the tin? 

Pupil Holes 

Teacher And? 

Pupil Big ones am BDBll ones 

Teacher Rigtit. A large hole that lets the gas in, 

am three small ones • • • • Pat, what's going 

l:ntlibOse S1JBll l'x>les? 

Pat : Air 



Teacher 

David 

Tea ah er 

David 

Teacher 

David 
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Air, rigtlt •••• Now, what have we got in 

the oan now, David? 

Gas 

.Arrl? 

Air 

How would you expect those two to be ndxed? 

Would you t there to be a layer of f?1:1S 

and a larger of air, or what? 

lJiixed. ••••• 

SUch a pattern of question-answer-evaluation is of course 

typical of teacher-class dialogue. 'Ihe 1fCIDal1 teacher's strategy 

is first directed towards isolating an:l making explicit those 

aspects of the phenonenon that she wishes her pupils to atteni 

to, the holes in the can, and its contents. '!hen she goes on 

to ask for a hypothesis about the state of the contents. Later, 

af'ter the deIIDnstration, she will use similar questioning to 

isolate aspects of what happened, am to elicit e:xplanatiol'l§1 

Although this teacher works through questions, her purpose is 

to present to her pupils a mdel or how this pherKXJ'eoon is to 

be perceived and explained. She c0118tructs the ~al patterns ; 

all the pupils have to do is to follow, as the predaninance of 

short answers irxlicates. At m point does a ·pupil construct a 

meaning at length: even the hypothesis at the em becooes the 
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single word ''mixed", already offered by the teacher. The 

experimmt with the Bunsen burner follows the sane pattern 

of question-answer-evaluation but this tine, the teacher-class 

interaction is written as well as spoken. As explained at 

length before (see Cha.p.4) the guided-discovery approach in 

M.I.S.P inhibits hypothesising in a sim:iJ.ar was. 

Directing pupils' attention to the relevant aspects of 

phenonena, an:i guiding them towards acceptable nndels of expla

nation is clearly a necessary ~'--t of science teaching. Nor 

is there reason to criticize the teacher, who is carrying this 

out very ski.1MJ..y. 'lhe question to be asked is whether the 

whole of pupils' verbal or written participation in science 

ilessons should be confined to putting words into slots, or 

rather to attenpting to intuit the teacher ' s intentions. 'Ihis 

would be to ilglore the pupils' power of constructing ~. 

am to fail to give them active experience of scientific 

thinking: finiing questions, fornW.at ing 11,ypotheses, d!iticizing, 

using evidence, arrl so on. 'Ihe purpose here is to ask whether 

pa.rt of children's introduction to science should not be the 

experience of taking responsibility for thinking, am this im

plies that they should be required to 'think aloud' in explora

tory talk am exploratory writing. 
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Here is sone writing which is clearly not exploratory . 

(The spelling has been corrected). 

Object 

~tlxx:l 

Result 

Titration 

We filled a pipette to the 25 cc mark with an 

alkali and put it into a beaker. We filled 

a bubrette from 0 cc to 50 cc w:i. th an acid. 

We added a ff!'{l drops of universal indicator 

(Teacher's correction: methyl orange) to the 

alkali. We added drop by drop the acid until 

the colour turned green (Teacher's correction: 

orange) • 'Ihen do the experinent again am 

evaporate until we get a solid. 

It needed 14 cc of acid to turn the indicator 

green w.til!ich is neutral. We did the experimmt 

witoout the in::licator arrl added 14 cc of acid. 

'Ihe solid lef't after evaporation was ~. 

One might ask what value there was for a thirteen-year-old 

in writing this after a lesson. '!he enpha.sia falls not upon 

umerstaniing but upon a cookbook procedtn"e. 'Ihere is ha.roly a 

sign of scientific thi.nging in thia piece of writing: it appears 

to be a verbal routine carried out ·solely to fulfil hcmework 

requirements, am addressed to the Teacher as Examiner, that is 
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it was "writing which the child appears to be prodlllcing sinply 

to satisfy a teacher's denand, and on which he ~eta to be 

judged or assessed". Suoh writing is a display or competence 

external to the writer's concerns, and thus neither a reflective 

attempt to un:ierstand nor an exchange of ideas with the teacher. 

"'Ihrougti the~ of the Pupil", a collection of children's 

writings about science selected by the Science,;'l'eacher Education 

Project (S.T.E.P), well illustrated. that writing can be an 

instI'l1IJ'ent of thinking even for young and less able children. 

The children in their writing clarify that they know, ask ques

tions, formulate l'zypotheses, plan or describe practical tests, 

interpret observations, and search for general principles which 

can integr>ate and e:xplain what they already lmow. Clearly. all 

this writing arises f'rom skilful teaching, since it rwst have 

been teachers wh:> helped these pupils to focus their attention 

on a topic, arrl yet at the saim time were able to persuade 

them to take on the responsibility for their own thinking. Far 

a teacher (and curriculum er) to exercise his authority in 

ways which increase pupils' participation is oo abdication of 

responsibility: in:ieed it requires considerable planning arrl 

self discipline. 

'lherefore, for the pupils to experience science in action 

(like Freire's praxis (1972) involving a notion of 'dialogi.o 
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education' in which teacher and student e~ together in a 

critical approach to 'reality'), h,ypothesising through talking 

and writing must be given f'ree rein. 'Ihe pupils must be allowed 

to think am. discuss the various aspects of a problem; in so 

doing they exercise their mind in looking at the different 

facets of the problem and train the.rnselves at decision-making. 

It is not so ruch relevant, at this stage and in this context, 

that a decision be right or wrong. What is rrore inportant am 

urgent is that the citizens of torrnrrow learn how to take deci

sions after weighing up the pros and the cons . 'lhis kind of 

education is Education £or tomorrow. It has survival value. 

Such an education is essential if we are to survive in a fast 

changi.ng, technical and scientific age. ve need a citizenry 

which i s adaptable and can easily adjust to changing comitions. 

Such an adaptation is fostered by an ability to think critically 

which itself can be engerxlered by science education. For an 

overpopulated sr.rul island like Mauritius with its alm:>st t otaJ. 

dependence on a single cash crop and its lack of mineral resources 

(see Introduction), there is no doubt that an appropriate science 

education will be of innenae value. 

As Young and Whitty (1977 : 35 - 37) say: 

'"Ihe recognition that there is no one ' reality' will 

anable pupils to develop a 'pernenently orit ical 

approaah to "reality" •••• • ••• 
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" •••• lmowledge is seen as inextricably linked to 

nethods of corning to kmw ani any supposed dichotorey 

between them is therefore false" . 

(Young and Whitty 1977) 

Once again, it is shown that hypothesising nust supersede 

knowledge in int>ortance in the context of the school science 

education. 'Ihe guided discovery approach is too reatricti ve 

am must be roodified into a course with great fiexibility in 

which observations arrl hypothesising play a leading role. 

5.2 A REWCED EMPHASIS ON KNOilLEOOE ACQUISITION 

Despite what the "Aims ani Objectives" of M.I.S.P purport 

to say, an analysis of the texts of M.I.S.P or a look at the 

Integrated Science Teaching Syllabus (Appernix B) will show 

that the knowledge content annunts to a great deal. For exam

ple, in Matter and its Reactions (Form III Chemistry), the 

ooourrenee artJ./or preparation, the properties and uses of netals, 

11011-m!tals, gases, acids, alkalis arxJ. sam conpounds are listed. 

In Matter am Ellergy ( ronn III Physics), the concepts mn defi

nitions ~f force, work, power, energy, temperature, heat, heating 

effects, heat transfer, mgnetism, electricity - static and 
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dynamic, light and so\ll'ld, are all to be treated in breadth, 

if not aonetirres in depth. In Matter and Life (Fonn III Biology), 

investigating living things, nutrition, ecological studies, 

transport, breathing am. energy production and reproduction are 

to be studied. 

As outlined previously (p.25), the Form III Science course 

is a concession to specialist science teachers who already want 

as from Fonn ID a preparation f'or School Certificate (Form V) 

Examinations in scienoe subjects . 'lhia m:i.gtit have been a workable 

solution in principle but for the fact that at Fonn III, the 

National Examinations constitute a terminal course for school

leavera (see p. 7) • Teachers, pupils am their parents migtit 

wish to use the Form I work as a foun:lation course for Form III. 

No one can bl.ane them for such a scrani:>le. Consequently, the 

errphasis an knowledge acquisition nnves down the line in spite 

of teaching strategies suppos · to the contrary. The nein 

stunbling block is that teachers teach to a syllabus and, rrnre 

o.ften than not, for examination purposes. So any changes bearing 

on the reduction of the l<nowledge enphasis have to centre on 

the syllabus and the overarching examinations. It is unierstood 

that an appropriate teaching approach is used to bolster suah a 

soheme, that is, a scientific nethod is adopted whereby observa

tiais, hypothesising and experinentation predan:f.rate. 
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By syllabus is reant also the accoopanying M.I.S.P texts. 

Now scienae texts, considered as farma.l vehicles of transntl.ssion 

of an image of science, find Kuhn (1970) remiming us that "a 

concept of science drawn from them is no m:>re likely to N. t the 

enterprise that produced them than an image of a l}ational cul

ture drawn f'ran a tourist brochure or a language text". By 

this, Kuhn neans that much of science education, as practised 

in the classroan, is currently unscientific: science is regarded 

only as a body of knowledge and teaching baSyb one purpose 

which is to transmit information. 'Ihis sounis 1ika a bold 

statement, perhaps overstated, yet it is close to ~. 

For exanple, Young (1974: 51-60) ~'! 

"Historians of Science, and, as Kuhn discusses, 

textbook writers, provide througti their ctmUlative 

conception of science a view of science at a parti

cular time as an achieved product or body of 

knowledge. 

Prevailing notions of science educati:on present it 

as an a.lm::>st paradign aase of passive socialisation. 

Not only nature, but learner-scientist, Kulm (1970) 

argues, get forced througJ:l the conceptual boxed of 

Jlhe dominant scientific theories of the tine. Criteria 

of adequate science, drawn like notions of 'structure' 

trcm the specialised activity of the few, are used 
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to construct courses and examinations for the ~, 

100st of wtx>m becorie failures or reject it themselves. 

The activities of science teachers are as reproducers 

of the knowledge produced by others rather than 

e~ in irXluirY with their pupils". 

Solx>ol science, the pedagogically Wuced inege of science, 

is a sort of 'Ieythical' or cold science. School science perpe

tuates an inEge of scientific activity ani scientists whioh 

has little in ccmwn with the actiVity in which scientists engage 

in the laboratory. 

As Surrl and 'Irowbridge (1967) characteristically renerk: 

''Unfortunately, a student can learn science as a 

body of l<rnfledge without urxierstanilng it as a 

process am without knowing what e~ involves. 

'Me recorded knowledge of science is history pro

duced by m:m using scientific processes . Teachers 

have traditionally enphasized thi.s product or science 

but have failed to give stuients an umerstaming of 

the means of solving problem, ooe or the l008t valua.

ble educative objectives for science instructicn". 

(&nl arxi Trowbridge 1967) 
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It is quite clear that ~cool science concentrates on 

the knowledge conponent rather than on the el'kluiry conponent. 

There are two reasons for this. The first one is to initiate 

the leamer-scientists into normal science by forcing them 

througp the conceptual boas of the dominant scientific 

theories of the tine (Kuhn 1970). 'lhe second one is to edu-

eate the menbers or technological societies in the use or 

technologv in the home and at work. 'Ihese two reasons are 

quite untenable. 

I.et us comiser the first reason. It is inpartant to 

enphasise that teachers of science, like all teachers, cannot 

concentrate their attention on the potential entrants to the 

profession of scientist. Bullock ( 1976) sees this as only 

half the job: 

II ..... the to~r but equally :i.rrportant part is 

the education in science of the Illlch greater nurrber 

who are not going to becane scientists and have no 

special aptitude for scientific studies ••••• " 

(Bullock 1976) 

Bondi (1975) quantified the problem in a neat calculation 

which estine.tes the proportion of our pupils destined for acade-

mio saience as less than one percent: 

" .•.. it is surely not ri~t that we should roodel 
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the education of 99 perccent to any extent by the 

needs of the 1 per cent. We must not forget that 

1 per cent, but we I!llSt not be dominated by its 

needs''· 

(Bondi 1975) 

Layton (1973) is less exact about the proportion\ but 

argues t hat t he educational requirenent is two-fold: 

" .... to produce scientists and a laity with 

sufficient un:ieratanding of science and its 

influence to participate in fruitful debate". 

(Layton 1973) 

These quotations indicate that school science could 

contain less factual knowledge. Yet the current trend in 

science seems to be to push highly sophisticated principles 

and teahniques f'Urther arrl further down the educational 

levels. For instance the transistor which was once taught 

at University level is now being ta~t to Form V pupils as 

part of their science course. Indaed it seens that to attenp\. 

to inculcate complex principles to younger arrl younger stu

dents is an educational virtue, to be looked upon with favour 

in current education. 
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De Beer (1969) attacks this ootion on the grouMs of 

biological principles. Firstly, he eqmasiaes that this educa

tional strategy engeniers educational precociousness among 

students. stooents lack an appreciation or a wide variety 

or subject areas. He contrast this edueational strategy with 

biological pr.i.nciple 1ntx>rtant to mmm beings - ' dela¥ed develop

mmt' • Secon:lly. he inplles the biological principle or the 

'critical periods' hypothesi (Scott 1962; Bowlby 1971). (It 

seei:m that Children are imre iti to leaming certain 

concepts and language t one and oot t other s or 
de l()IJ1Ent) • .Furthernmoe, if' a mrl.ld misses a critical period, 

it will be to his detriment: 

"The ecom great mistak was to go on the principle 

that as roore and JIDre is discovered, nx>re am mre 

UUJt be ~t. 'Ibis inevitably leads to a premium 

en precociousness, tor ecanamic limit 

the time during which a student can be kept at 

uniwrsity, time is borrcued, or rather mrt , 

t the other' lier end or currlculum, ard specia-

tion pre back into the sohoola. 

jeot introduced ~ at the AYl'llllM'\'lA 

ot subject , 

titi nature or VAC1"11.1.1a 

ocious ob is the met 
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opposite of one of the nnst inportant processes 

responsible for the evolution of nen: delayed 

devel~nt •••• 

Besides this, subjects introduced prenatimely are 

only in;:>erfectly appreciated, and at the expense 

of roore basic subjects which are :increasingly 

diffl.cult to acquire at later ages . Ma.thematics 

and mxlern languages do not cOTIE so easily to 

students after they have spent so mc.h precious 

young tine with test-tubes and dissecting dishes". 

(De Beer 1969) 

It would seem that if educators appealed to biological 

theory they may have a great deal to contribute to many areas 

in education: 

"With the progress of science during the last ha.11'

century, the situation has really becone easier 

to cope with, without anyone's noticing it, not in 

spite of the progress, but because or it. Sir Peter 

Medawar has rem1med us that whereas in the early 

decades of this centtn9y, the different branches of 

science were in obaos, the discoveries that have 

since been JIBde throw light on general principles 

of inoreasing breadth Which require far their tea

ching a few well selected exanples 1 leaving the 
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whole mess of unwieldy detail grc:Mi.ng like a snowball 

to be floquired later, ani to fall into place if 

necessary. In biology at any rate it is all so much 

mre tidy that there is oo justification ror the 

precocity scrant>le •••••• 

'!be situation has also beoone easier because of the increasing 

realisation of a great truth of which sight should never have been 

lost; the rrental processes involved in observation, verification, 

arrl use of im9gination·.in producing ideas are ~ntally the 

sane in poets, essayists, artists, nusicians, and scientists. 

'Ibis is why the notion of 'Two Cultures' is exaggerated". 

(De Beer 1969) 

'lhe second reason concerning techoology is open to ~nt. 

It is probably true that not one of us can avoid using the products 

of advanced technology even should we wish to do so. But is there 

a pressing need for t:OO user o1! a particular nachine, be it tele

vision, a mtor oar or detergent, to un:lerstand either its 

particular nechanism or the general principles on which its operation 

is based? Ivbst of us can continue to walk safely and comfortably 

in igoorance or the chemistry, biology arrl physics that into 

the design and mmu.faoture of any particular synthetic soled shoe. 
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Ignorance in ~ form i s ldom desirabl , but the point at 

issue is that it is not always inhibiting. Being unaware of, 

or failing to um.erstand t.he aonoept which umerpin our teoh-

tology s not prevent adequate, tent or even skiltul. use 

of that technology. F'or as long as sci is not necessarily 

an 1ng joy for those wbo are DBde to tudy it, nor obviously 

relevant to their future careers will good reas<Xl8 to 

insist on teaching it to t • How wr, it is an advantage, am 

at t it is very inportant, to know the tical relevana 

ot ecien to everyday ill . For knowing the princi le 

that evaporation rerooves he t oan lp to realise that 

can Uy catoh a chill if he tands in the wind with hi 

t bod1 after a · • He Jil18t dry himself very quicltly. { s ~ 

M.I.S.P Book I pp. 59-60). Caning back to the .tirst reason 

concerning the 'kmwledge explosion' am its inposition at the 

eohool l 1, there is m doubt that a lot or pruning has to be 

done on chool acie texts. 'drift' tram science 

t~ the boredcxn or learning a:~o~ o unconnect 'racts' 

90Uld be a; ? For le, in .I •• P I THrl€ 3, the 

tatien great tor the p ils to ~,-u, by rote or~ , 

the acticn of air in ditti it it ti 

and C:<Jllloe1tion ot ili. Yet the i 

work w.l.tb 8D1 d1tti t • 

a from i.I •• P 

as 11 as the properti 

to carry out praoti 
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COlil'aI'a.ti ve study. 'Ihe dang-er exists that pupils may try to 

conmit them to memory. Or in Matter and Life (Fonn III Biology), 

the structure of the alirrentar-.r canal on page 33 and that or 

the heart on page 72, or page 86 with the diagram of the breathing 

system of man, all their labelling ney be learnt. 

It is not that facts are not useful but they nrust not be 

allowed to clutter the pupils' min1s. Bondi and Clark ( 1977) 

see the need to redefine the aims of con:pul.sory, fOI'JlB.1 ed.uca-

tion, am. do so as follows: 

''Education baa to be suprene.zy usef\tl to a child in 

at least three directions, It II!lSt help him to 

contribute to society by ea.ming a living, to understan1 

the forces - especially the persuaaive forces -that 

shape the society in whioh he lives and in which he is 

called upon as a responsible citizen to make decisions, 

and to enjoy nnre fully the experiences society can 

offer" . 

(Borxli and Clark 1977) 

Througjlout, the knowled~ con:ponent in science education 

is downplayed for the benefit of hypothesising. M. I.S.P has 

to be viewed in tru- term: greater eJJt)hasis on observations 

and l\vpothesising at the expense of facts, principles and 

concepts nasquerading as facts. Esoteric koowledge nust not 

have a large role to play in science education. A radioal 

' change is needed in M.I.S • .P to bring the stated objectives' 
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closer to reality. What about exper:i.m:mtation? A closer look 

at exper.inentation is also advisable in order to separate the 

chaff from the wheat. 

5.3 A REOOCED EMPHASIS ON EXPERIMENl'ATION 

Although e:l1per:im:?ntation is an in:porta.nt conponent of the 

scientific nethod, its misuse can be as deadening as the enphasis 

on scientif'ic knowledge. Very often, laboratory exercises bela

bour t he obvious, wasting a great deal of valuable teacher and 

student time. 

"Yet science courses at all a~ademi.c levels are 

traditionally o~sed so that students waste nen.v 

valuable hours in the labor'litory collecting and neni

pulating enpirical data, which, at very beat help 

them rediscover or exenplify principles that the 

instructor could present verbally and aerwnstrate 

visually in the matter of minutes. Hence, although 

laboratory work can easily be justified on the 

grounds of giving students sore appreciation of the 

spirit and methods of scientific inquiry, and of 

prorr.oting problem solving analytics, and nera.lising 

ability, it is a very time consuming and inefficient 

practice for routine purposes of teaching subject 
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mtter, ~ illustrating principles, where didactic 

exposition or sinple denonatration are perfectly 

adequate". 

(Ausubel 1965) 

Moreover it may hinder students in their appreciation and 

interest in science: 

"'llle unsophisticated scientific mind is only confused 

by the natural conplexities of raw tmaystema.tized 

enpirioal data, and leams IJUch oore from schema.tic 

IOOdels arrl diagran!3,; and following laboratory manuals 

in cook-book fashion, without adequate knowledge of 

the relevant ITEthodological and substantive principles 

involved, confers about as nuch genuine appreciation 

of scientific ITEthod, as putting on a white 'lab' 

coat and doing a T. V. comnercial for "Holl-Aids" • " • 

(Ausubel 1961) 

Laboratory work ney become deadening am torma.l. Yet it 

has been introduced into courses apparently to reduce'rote 

meroorisation' • '!he type of laboratory invest~tion presented 

in science is likely to favour the very process they seek to 

prevent: 
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"Problem solving can be just as deadening, just as 

fonnalistic, just as mechanioll, just as passive, 

am just as rote as the worst form of verbal 

exposition". 

(Ausubel 1961) 

Furtherm:>re, the shortage of apparatus in m:::>st r.Buritian 

schools as reported by Chung (1977: 28) prohibits an extensive 

array of experimentation. 'Ibis restriction is in live with 

the advocated equality of educational appcrbunity (see p.10) 

unless ore wants to favour the elitist schools. For the latter 

category of sc00ola however, supplenentary learning material 

is available so that those pupils of greater educational poten

tial are not held back. 

It is psychologically def eating for teachers and pupils to 

open their texts of M.I.S.P Form I for their first practical 

work at page 1 ani to realise that they camot do the experiimnt. 

f>t>st schools do not have a Bunsen burrer. 'Ihis handicap is 

extenied to the next two activities oo Guessing Homes • an:i 

Me~ Hotness in which the burner is supposedly needed for 

heating pn'p<)SeS . 

&!rely it would have been m:>re to the point to use a lighted 

carxile (see Act.1.4 in M.I.S.P. Book I ) for the first praotioal 
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work. lftle pupils could have done Cl>aervations and Hypothesising 

with it : investigation on Solid, Liquid arxl Gas states of the 

cal'Xile, physical and chemical changes, its name without a 

continuous input of air. 'Ihis experinent would be familiar to 

the pupils but this tine they would be studying it in a syste

matic or o~ed fashion. 

THEME 3 work requires magnesium, sulphur, Bunsen btn'ner, 

tripod, gas jar, tro~, conical flask arrl 8CXlE oUler"~weces 

of apparatus. Many or these are not available arrl so a lot of 

pupils are penalised. But many an enterprising teacher gets 

rourxi the problem by tackling these activities through didactic 

exposition. So the pupils are happy; they get the 'facts' 

fran the teacher and proceed to learn them by rote. Where does 

soienoe ~ into it? Scientific lmiwledge is given and reified; 

the process is non-existent. 

Tin-foil, less striking than magnesium on burning, could 

have been used am its burning oarpared with the non-burning 

aluminium metal in the form of pots and pans. AB various 

ehemioals are not available in nany schools, it is mt advisable 

to give practical work on them unless alternatives are suggested 

an:!\ 'Jbtir . .aaiJahility Dllde certain ar a scheme is devised 

whereby equipient am apparatus are nade available to schools on 

loan or on a donation basis. 
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Visual aids in the form of charts arxl drawings pertaining 

to the activities in the texts or beyond need to be available 

for use. 'ibere is one field of interest of extreiie .inp)rtance 

to M.liS.P which is coming tilto the picture. It is the concept 

of locally made science apparatus ccrrm:ncy called low cost 

science apparatus making. 'Ibis scheme is urxiergoing developilEtlt 

at the M.I.E. 

SUch a achene has mny advantages. Firstly the lack of 

apparatus in schools has an adverse effect on the teaching of 

science. How can pupils study science thro~ observations, 

hypothesising and experinentation if there is not the sinpleat 

equipnent arourrl? Teachers will be forced willy-nilly to fall 

back on didactic exposition. Evidence f'.rom nmv countries has 

shown that lack of suitable apparatus is the nain cause of the 

pupils' failure to achieve the inportant objectives of a m:xiern 

science course. 

Seconily, the development of local low-cost apparatus 

enables a great saving in foreign currency exchange to be achieved. 

A great deal of relevant apparatus can be nade locally, am by 

the teachers themselves, at a cost mar\Y t:i!ms less than the cost 

of imported nateriala. 

'lbirdly the apparatus would be mre relevant ani effective. 

'!be ability to :inprovise is an essential part of aey mxlem science 
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course, and teachers and students IID.lSt be trained to develop 

this ability. It is inportant that a science course which aims 

to develop initiative, imagination and adaptability in pupils, 

ImJSt assutre sinrl.lar qualities in the teachers. 

Fourthly, the essenae of development of low cost apparatus 

is that the mterials chosen are cheap and easily available. 

'Ihe naj or item in the rreki.ng of apparatus is wood. Ideally 

blle wood used should be easily available to teachers in schools 

who, when trained, wish to prepare further items for their class. 

'Iherefore the obvious choice is wood from packing cases and 

era.tea, for this is readily available and very cheap.consider

ing the quantity 6f wood obtaimd in this wey. Also the wood, 

though rougp, is ideal;fy suited to the sche~ for it is very 

easy to work, does ·not require a preparation workshop and does 

not split when used nth nails. Use of crate wood also enphasises 

the inportance of using scrap IIE.terials am thus saving m:mey 

for glassware am. other equiIJrent that cannot be nade. By IlBking 

apparatus out of wood am metal, rost items are very strong and 

can be treated very roughly without damage. On the other ham, 

I!llCh of lCMer school nenuf'aotured equipment is made of plastic 

which is easily broken and difficult to ner:rl . 

Students use low cost apparatus mre readily. 'lbere seems 

to be little doubt that an expensive piece o:f apparat7us has a 
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strongly inhibiting effect on a young student. Faced with an 

expensive apparatus, the inexperienced student will either not 

risk using it at all or will do precisely what the teacher says, 

and no roore. But a low cost apparatus can be knocked over 

without ham. 'Ihe studant is far m::>re willing to !lave a go and 

try out his own ideas. 'lbe low cost ~paratus can be made to 

illustrate a precise principle. For e:xaDt>le, a balance bar 

(see M.I.S.P Book I p.88) made locally is used to introduce the 

concept of the Monent of a e. It is desi~ with oflly 

three holes each side. 'Ibis keeps calculations extreIJely sinple. 

In addition the bee.'!l will either stay level or tall ri~t down 

one side if the laws of nanents are broken. 'lhis results in 

the bar being very easy to use so that even young children can 

have fun with the exper:inents am. master the concepts at the 

s~ tine. 

Again, in electricity, a switah is a sinple circuit breaker, 

but in a real switch this fact is apt to be hidden (see M.I.S.P 

Book n p. 73) • '!he mechanism is often COIJl)lex, and the works 

hidden in plastic so that the student cannot see clearly hCM 

it works. '!he switch made for the Integrated Science Project is 

cheap and sinple; it shows quite clearly the f\Jnotion of nBking 

and breaking a circuit. In fact when properly designed, ham 

tIBde apparatus can be superior to ~t naterials for teaching 

basic principles am have direct relevance. At the m:m:mt, the 
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M.I.E Science Department is $ak:ing prototypes of apparatus 

needed for M.I.S.P and is training teachers in the making and 

use of them. The next phase might be large scale production 

to supply schools with low-cost apparatus. 

5.4 CHANGES m IBE STRUaIURE AND CON.rENI1S OF M.I.S.P. 

Fran the arguments on the 'knowledge explosion' , the 

overloading of teaching syllabuses and the aasuned precocious

ness of pupils, it is necessary to have changes in both the 

structure and the contents of M.I.S.P. 

5. 4 (a) SrRUCIDRAL CHANGES 

At present there are 3 texts being used for Fonn III Science. 

'Ibese are Matter and Life, Matter arxi its Reactions, and Matter 

and Energy; they use assuned names when, in fact, they represent 

Biology, Chemistry and Physics. AB outlined before, they are 

a conces ion to specialist science teachers who want a rore 

academic bias to prepare the grol.D'ld for later single science 

discipline studies. But, as Bonii and Layton argued, this 

academic bent attracts only a small propertion of the school 

population in terms of future relevant careers. 'Ihus this 

aoademi.c emphasis on the three basic sciences is tmtenable des

pite the fact that, beyom Fonn III , the pupils will have to 
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receive a scientific training in what Kuhn (1970) calls the 

nonna.l science para~. However, it l1!lY be argued that pupils 

who have overcone the Form III Examinations in 5 core subjects 

and 1 elective subject (out of Hone Econani.cs, Cormerce, Art 

and Craft, Agricultural Education, Technical F.duoation, Aesthetic 

F.ducation and Oriental Languages) are intellectually capable of 

learning the specifics in normal science as from Form IV. Wh,y 

cram the young minds with masses of detail when the nEj ority of 

them are not going to participate, ore day, in the shared posses,. 

sions of the normal science conm.mity (Kuhn 1970)? It follows 

that the 3 texts can be corrbined into one single text with a 

reduction in cootent. The latter aase will be discussed in 

the section on CHANGES in the M.I.S.P. CONI'El\frS . 

Another inportant point concerning the grouping of the 3 

texts into a single text is based on tine-tabling diftd.culties. 

Most schools allocate an average of 5 periods per week per 

core subject arrl 3 perior.is per week per elective subject. As 

pupils are allowed to take a mininnlm of' SIX subjects ( 5 core + 

l elective) arrl a maximum of EIGHI' subjects (5 core + 3 electives), 

schools have to mke an allowance of 8 subject fields of study 

(the c.J .s.E Regulations booklet refers). This being so, the 

core subjects need 25 periods per week while the elective subj eats 

require 9 periods per week giving a total of 34 periods out of' 

a school week of 40 periods. 'Ibis leaves 6 periods for physical. 

education, library study, religioos or oultm-al activities an:l 

tree periods, it any. Sane sohools work on a 35-period weekly 
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tine-table. Now with 3 cooponents (Biology, Chemistry, Physics) 

for the Fonn m Science course am. 5 periods per week available. 

for the science teacher(s) to share , those teachers who get 6 

periods per week are indeed fortunate. r.bst of the teachers 

clmoour for 9 periods per week, i.e. 3 per science cooponent per 

week. 'Ilrl.s seems to be a reasonable request in the present 

state of affairs (see Teaching Syllabus in Appendix B) • 

A reduction in content material am the use of a single 

science text in Form m means that a single teacher will have 

to deal with the work. At the nnmmt, 3 specialist teachers 

teach the 3 science conponents in many cases. To provide a 

general broad-based education, the single teacher is in a better 

position than his specialist colleague . More of this discussion 

will be aired int~ section on teacher training. It is to be 

enpha.siaed that we are IOOre concerned with providing educalion 

(see Project Document p. 8) than training in the Kuhnian sense. 

'Ire Form III F.xaminations (C.J.S.E Exams) in Integrated 

Science ca1Sist of 2 papers (see Appen:iix C) • 

Paper I (1 hour) has 40 nultiple-choice questions based on 

work den! in Fann I, Fenn II aDi Form III. 

Paper II (ll oours) has 12 structured questions baaed on 

work done in Fom m only ( 4 questions for each of the 3 science 
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components) • 'Ihe objectives to be tested are (supposedly) not 

only the acquiring of a knowledge of Science (i.e recall) but 

also con:prehension, application, skills, positive attitude and 

interest in Science. 

'Ihere is a wide gap between stated objectives and the 

testing of these objeOtives in examinations. For e:xanple, 

Chung (1977) in his analysis of the Fonn I (1976) Evaluation 

Test wrote on the Behavio~st content Grid as follows: 

''From the analysis of the Test Paper in terms of 

the broad objectives of the Form I syllabus, it 

is obvious that the rrejor:i.ty of items in the test 

were meant to assess knowledge arrl understanding. 

Fewer items were meant t o test skills - of the 

"process" type (in constrast to the ''manual" sld.lls) 

- and none was set on attitudes as such" . 

Appendix E gives the analysis in tabular fonn while the 

Question-Paper ia in Appendix D. 

Unless great care is thlfen, examination papers will otherwise 

provide sanoti.on for the over-en:phasis on the acquisition of 

acientif'ia knowledge with recall masquerading as understanding 

and application. 
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Ch3 way to attenuate the problem is to base t.l\e C .J .S.E 

Examinations on In grated Science on the work or Form m 

'9only, leaving M.I~S.P Form I a.rd Form ll examination 

tree troJt the official point or view. In aey oase, it is only 

Paper I which tests the work done on the 3 years or M.I.S. P. 

en a pro--rata basis, the work in tlle t1rst two years should 

cover ~o-thirds or tt-e fi\.te tions in terms of ot contact 

'41ereas it wcu1d cover two-titths ot the questions 1n teJ:'!m or 
texts • ver, expecting ls to answer questioos 

at the ot the third year on three y work dennitely 

toroes them to tall back on rote Dl!!'lm'1.zat1on unl s a spiral 

• A spiral curriculum invol V88 the 

topics being treated at a ter depth as the years f!P by. 

All in all, M.I.S.P Form I and Fam ll exmnimtion 

tree would be m:>re educationally sourr:t. 'lbe explicit reunval 

or the is on 9'D:lw oquisition would e the stul.1y 

or eoimce mre interesting an1 onally valuabl • 

5. 4 (b) CHANGE3 IN '!'HE C0?1l'Em'S OF M. I .S. P 

Until the Prinarf Scienc Curricul 

it can 

bee a reality, 

start their seccmary 

without 81\f tonml science 9Ql.llmticn. What Jdn1 of 

ecia'ace UJey be confrcnted with? ly t the learning ot 

detinit!ona ot eoientitic terms, lawe, pl , oonaepta 

ao oo aboll14 a'IOided. What is la en introd.uctary 
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course which interests the pupils and arouses their curiosity. 

'Ibis can best be done by activities involving largely observations. 

Scientific interests seem to develop at a vecy early age 

(Butcher 1968). And maey scientific interests begin with biology. 

Very young children seem to have a natural curiosity for living thipgs 

(Comstock 1911; Leach 1946; Beggs 1954). Children are favourably 

disposed to nature-study even at primary school age. 

Beggs (1954 ) advises teachers to: 

"Concentrate attention on living things which are 

real to the child, rather than upon generalities 

which are reIJDte from his world of thol@'lt. One 

live sparrow will hold his attention better than 

any discussion on bills and legs of birds". 

(Beggs 1954) 

'lhis teaching approach provides the 'raw sense experienee• 

to pupils in a farnBl situation. 'lb.us M.I.S.P Farm I can start 

by intrcxiucing observational studies after the style of Nature 

ltudy. 'lhis approach is presented in a readily available form 

(see Bailey 1903; Be~ 1954; Cotmtock 1960) • Nature etudy · 

enphasises observation in natural surroun:D.ngi:s, and it capita .. 

lises upon the keen interest of children. Also ob serva.tions, 
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as explained before (see p.64) are theory-ltaden. 'lbe 

incorporation of Nature Study (as with the incorporation of 

theory) woold be inexpensive. Equipnent for observing organiSIIB 

in the fii· , and for keeping them in 'intemal habitats' in 

the laboratory , coats considerably less than sone sophisticated 

experi.nental equipnBnt currently being purchased. Beggs (1954) 

continued thus: 

''With iey subject, of course, your first eoncem as 

a teacher is to make it live for the child, so that 

when you cone to teach nature study which deals 

with living things a child can touch, watch grxM, 

am. look after, your work has already begtm for 

you. Because plants and an:i.nals change and ioove, 

children are innediately interested in them. But 

to keep the child's interest alive you should be 

JOOre concerned with habits an:i a.dpptations of living 

creatures than about their external forms and out

lines. A primrose far from being nerely an exanple 

of botanical form, is a forerunner or spring, a 

thing to be looked a.f'ter, with petals that attract 

bees and et'feotive devices to use them for cross 

pollination. 

(Beggs 1954) 

In this way, pupils would be made aware of their surroun-

dings am no.re so than if they were doing laboratory experimmtatinn. 
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'lhus, Beggs (1954) enphasises 'observation' and 'theory'. 

He is quite explicit about the susta.llled interest which can 

be generated through theory, field observation am. live 

organisms. The rationale and nethods of Nature Study are 

outlined in Bailey (1907), Beggs (1954) and Constock (1911). 

All authors stress field study, 'creative observation' (as 

outlined by Tibbergen) am. biological theory (adaptation, 

'survival value' arrl natural selection) • 

In fa.et, these 100thods are already being used througp 

the enphasis which is currently being placed upon ecology. 

One is l'emin:led of Wu.is .Agassis' faIOOUS aphorism: "Study 

nature, mt books" (quoted in Allee et al. 1949). 

In Tinbergen' s opinion, observation is an inportant arxi 

necessary preliml.nary to experinent. He said: 

"I believe that we should observe arrl describe befOI'e 

we exper:lmmt; arrl secom, with regaro to behaviour 

(as with all life processes) we should ask the ques

tion "What's the use of what the ardmal does?" Does 

it contribute to the animal's success, ani if so, 

how as well as the question ''what makes it happen?". 

(Tinbergen 1972) 
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If imividuals have been previously educated in the 

problems of how local canm:m organisms overcone the viccissitudes 

of their particular habitats, through Nature Study or Natural 

History, these people are mre likely to be sensitive to the 

principles of conservation. Consequently, if Natural History 

mthods were incorporated into M.I.S.P, mre students would 

study it seriously. 'lhe sheer increase in nunbers of environ

mmtally aware individuals would serve perhaps to assure the 

survival of Manldni. 'lbus Enviro:rmental studies have an inpor

tant role in M.I.S.P. '!he Ellvirornmntal Studies already in 

M.I;S.P nust be nxxi:ified to devote mre tine and space to 

Cbservations and Hypothesising (pupils' own talking and writing 

with the teacher IlBil8ging the activitieB rrore like an adviser 

than like a purveyor of lmowledge) • Sinple classification 

work am collection of items of interest can feature in M.I...S.P 

Form I. 

M.I.S.P Farm II nay include sinple treatm:mt of solids, 

liquids am gases (the l.igpted can:lle experimmt is a typical 

exanple), of air, water, fire (heat a.rd~), force, energy, 

nutrition, blood transpotn;, breathing, reproduction all made 

relevant to daily lite rather than being g:l. ven a detailed acade

mic slant. Awareness or the inportance of agriculture (pupils' 

planting or seeds am cuttings), health and sanitation is to be 

inculcated early in the pupils. 
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M.I.S.P Form IlI (whose pupil's work is to be ex:anr:imd 

at the end of that year) should still include observations (on 

animate and non-animate objects) arx:l hypothesising on topics 

from the 3 basic sciences and beyom. No detailed f\mctiona.1 

rrechanism:i or descriptions need be learnt. The enpha.sis on 

recall is still to be minimised. Ieantlng how to do science 

is preferred to learning the pa.st aehievenents of science. 
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CHAPrER 6 

m'RAtllEGIFS FQR THE SUCCF.SSFUL IMPLEMENI'ATION OF M. I .S. P. 

Finally, we core to the rost important phase of the 

curriculum developaent of any educational project. It concerns 

the pedagogy. Unfortunately it is not possible, due to soma 

unavoidable constraints, to make an in-depth study of the problemt 

Hawever, a brief outline will be given to light the road ahead 

for the successful inplezrentation of M.I.S.P. 

6.1 IMPJ:E.1ENI1ATION 

M.I.S.P, being an officially-sponsored science course 

backed by a proposed National Examination, is nationally dissemina

ted. '1he learning materials are used in all schools in Mauritius 

but are they used in the spirit in which the curriculum developers 

intended? '1be curriculum rraker has seen i t s task as 'changing 

a system' and recognised that curriculum development in their 

terms is a long prooess with many constraints. (Stenhouse 1980:170) 

Are the disseminators making a brea.kthrol.18'l as a result of a 

well-taken pass or are they off-side '!he project is still too 

young for an accurate evaluation to be nade. 

But from the feedback from teachers at in-services courses, 
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from school visits by M.I.E staff and by P.s.s.A inspectors, 

r.rom the one or two evaluation tests in pilot schools, one 

thing stams out. 'lhe lack of laboratory facilities c~ls 

neny teachers to fall ~ack on didactic exposition and conse

quently the eJIIlhasis still remains with the acquisition of 

scientific knowledge. With the help of the low-cost scieme 

apparatus rraking and eventually its large-scale production 

(actually small by world standards~) am its d:iffusion .in 

schools, the acti_vity-based approach will be taken mre se

riously and will f lrxi a permanent niche in schools. Amther 

constraint on the pupil-centred approach will be renx>ved if 

M.I.S.P Form I and Fonn II are nade examination-free in the 

off'icial sense, as argued before. 

'lbe two main constraints remaining centre on teachers arxi 

e:xa:m::i.na.tions. 

6. 2 TEACHER TRAINlID 

Teachers are the indispensable agents of change. How can 

we get teachers to teach integrated science? This question has 

been raised at the Maryland Conference on Teacher Edacation 

for Integmted Science (Richm:>m 1974). rrhe focal point or 

concern was the soienae teacher. 1he consensus mrri ved at was 

that preparing teachers to teach integrated science out

fitting them with a proper array of knowledge, skills arxi 
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attitudes. In addition, it should be said that they need a 

deep inmersion in the philosophy of science to understand the 

processes of science. 'Ibey should realise the dichotoxcy bet

ween the process and product of science. This will open their 

eyes on the inportance of hypothesising in the educational 

context. '!here is no doubt that the successful inplenentation 

of integrated science courses :rruat wait on a eon:plete reorgani

sation of the teacher education system. 

However, in the short term, in-service and pre-service 

courses have to be held regll\arly. Not only training in teaching 

techniques is to be provided but training in the i.nprovisation 

of science apparatus is just as inportant. Teacher trainees 

should learn how to do science rather than just acquiring scien

tific krx:Mledge. Teachers' guides are necessary tools for 

them. Furthenoore regular school visits by M.I.E staff as will 

as by P.S.S.A inspectors to provide advice and support to tea

chers IlllSt oot be overlooked. 'Ihe identification of enthusiastic 

teachers will help to pick out those who can act as ''Masters" 

in their schools to pronDte the inplementation of M.I.S.P. These 

''Masters" can also act as leaders in Teacher Centres to support; 

their colleagues on a regional basis. 
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It is regrettably true that m:>st teachers teach as they 

themselves were taught. 'lbe teacher in general is often not 

only conservative in his nature, but is under strong social 

pressure to rermin so; mreover he has had little in the way 

of social training. He sees his role as that of teaching 

science ani is concerned with what he was trained to think of 

as important: covering the syllabus and getting pupils through 

examinations. 

But science education IIUSt be seen as an agent of social 

change. Its aim and outc~s IlllSt be described and defined 

in social terms an:i the curriculum work associated with it 

must be a conti.nidng social evaluation. However oo one placed 

IIDJch stress on the idea that the teacher is engaged in changing 

society. Such an idea is too rerrnte because his task an:i his 

training have been set in the dinensions of i.ImEdiacy. 'Ihus 

there is need to give to science teachers an understanding of 

their social functions which will result in their using their 

knowledge of science to aclli e social change. 'Ihe task is oot 

easy; What is to be sought is mt nerely an umerstarxling of . 

social functions, but the acceptance of a rew role as an . t 

of change. We need teachers who will produce i.rin>vators, who 

will produce critics, who will stir interest, challenge effort 

arxi instil in the mirrls of youth that di vine discontent which 

sets of'f the search for the new arxi the better. If a developing 

country like Mauritius is to have the necessary people with 
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~uir'....ng r.d.ndo (sec Project Docunent p. 8), the necessary tech

nicians mxi crartm:~n with a sense of self-reliance one of the 

highest priori t!es r.lUStt be the training of teachers or even lihe 

re-training of teachers. 

Meanwhile, M.I.S.P is here and teachers find themselves 

in a dither. As Goldsmith (1973) put it: 

"Science teachers arouru. the world are in a whirl. 

irhey are aware that their walls are falling down, 

and that their teaching is bei."'lg exposed as self 

centred and inadequate. But where are the new 

bour.daries to be constructed. An:i what is to be 

the new teaching? •••• 

We know that the conformist is always safe. Life 

is laid out for him arrl responsibility is nil. But 

that is not what the next step in science teaching 

is about. 

Integmted aoience aoould plunge into the unknown, 

with the teacher preparing charts as he goes along" . 

(Goldsndth 1973) 

'Ibis bit of advice is expanded by Kn:>x (1969) into a scien

£ific nethxl for tm teacher to use in his teaching: 
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"xou will often find a fairly precise pattern of 

:investi~tion will give the ioost rewarding results. 

Initially you should try to identify the problem 

you are going to investigate. It often pays to 

write it out as a statenent. You should then search 

the aveilab!e literature to help build your back

ground infoma.tion - it is here we hope the text

book will be or assistance. This knowledge, together 

with your own observations or the organism or situa.

tion, should then be surveyed to see what information 

can be discaroed as being irrelevant to the problem 

and what patterns or generalisations are apparent. 

Using your ba.ckground of knowledge and understanding 

of biology in general you should now seek to explain 

~ such a pattern or relationship might exist or 

appear to exist - in other words you are developing 

an idea, theory or hypothesis. You or yourclaas 

may even have several different ideas. Your next 

move i to aue,gest way of testing yotn' ideas. What 

experlloonts could you design to test your theory? 

YO\.tt' responses to successes am failures will be a 

measure of your ability to overcofl'le obst ales, ani 

at the same tine, you will lmow the excitement ot 

advellturing a:rter truth. You will care to realise 

with humility, that ideas can star.d only as long as 

they renein consistent with the observed facts". 
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This quota"[;ion advises teachers to use the scientific method 

along the &nil'? lines as that advocated in this thesis. Thus 

observai;ions arrl hypothesising can take their rigjltful placaa 

:in sci~n.ce oouoati.on. Teaching will be the richer for it. 

The new concepts and methodology adopted in the new curriculum 

put new denands on the teachers who are not prepared for the 

change. In order to meet such challenges am deimn:is, correspon:iing 

changes arxi improvements should also be nade in the cUITiculum and 

DEthodology of training at the MIE for both pre-service an:l in

serv:i.ce cou."t"Ses • 

There is always a gap between the intended arxi the actual 

outcanes of a develoµmntal or training ~. There is 

need far continuous reinforceroont of what is lea.mt by teachers 

in theory am what is practised in classroom situations. 'Ibis 

can be done by developing conceptual literature, illustrative 

materials ani specimen material for guidance of teachers. 

Public examinations (CJSE) set not only the expected per

formance stan:iard of pupi.ls that even engenier inpact on teaahing

learning practices in the classroan. 'Itlerefore, it is essential 

that validity and reliability of these external examinations must 

be ensured to have positive inpact on teaching-learning process. 

Like arw other innovation, success of Ell'lY project of curriculum 
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evaluation would depen:i on the teachers who are not only the 

agents of' change but also the practitioners of change. It is, 

therefore, obvious that for proper implerrEntation of the new 

curri.cu.12. \'is-e-,'is evaluation of curricula, the invol verrent of 

teachers be considered a necessity. For effective participation 

in the evaluation process of textual material, there is need for 

intensive training of teachers in the efficient use of textbooks, 

appraisal of texts, preparation of objective-baaed instructional 

llE.terial and developoont of objective-based test rraterial for 

judging stu.dent's earning am the curriculum. 

me role of the Head of the sohool is not to be minimized.: 

he represents the authority which, in principle, supervises the 

teaching strategies being used inside an:i outside the classroom. 

He, too, is an irrportant factor in the implenentation process. 

6.3 EX.AMINA'.l'IOOS 

One of the IOOst potent seed-beds for a 'modernised' curric 

lum in the local seene lies in the interplay between tm examinations 

and tm schools am. ~he teachers in them. 'lhe examinations will 

provide the ultinBte lever that will help push the curriculum 

t~ when everything else seems to have failed. 'Ihe inpaot of 

Public examinations (CJSE) on the teaching-learning practices 
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in the claBs~cir. l"..as already been mentioned (see 6.2). That is, 

the teacher is bent on covering the syllabus and getting pupils 

through exa.tlnaticns. Fair eno~! It is the teacher 's duty to 

teach the pupils and, to show that he has done it well, he relies 

on the examinations to prove his canpetency. 

'Ilrl.e being so, examinations consequently direct the teaching 

emphasis within the classroom: By using this feedback loop, 

ourriculwn developers can force teachers to teach "Vf .I.S.P along 

the lines of the scientific method already explained provided 

that the examinations test these COil1;)0nents of the scientific 

root hod. Teaching and examining are hence interdependent. 

As M.r,s.P ~ises observation, hypothesising, experim:!n

tation and inference, can examinations test observations and 

hypothesising (they are subjective!)? Although, observations 

BI'e theory-ll:aden and hypothesising gives rise to various answers 

depending on the lens used, correct nE.rking can be done provided 

the examiners have ability a.a examinars. .As Stenhouse (1969) says: 

''Where several thousan:i examinees have to be graded, 

for exanple, a well-constructed objective test as a 

canponent in the reasuring instrument can ftmction as 

a device for stamardization aroong the examiners. The 

existence of an 'objective' mark ioorel.y as a stamard 
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of canpa.rison, as a 'norm' in the descriptive but not 

the prescriptive sense, can serve very usefully as a ... 

yardstick against which those exarniriers who are a-r; va

riance with the ma.j ority will stan:l out. Be · se they 

stand out" their standards and techniques can be scruti

nized; and depanding on the perspicacity and imagination 

of the persons who control the examination, some of the 

"discrepant" group may be dropped fran the panel or 

instructed to amend their procedures, t7hile others may be 

selected as nndela upon whose superior j~nt improve-

rents in overall standard and techniques rrey be built. 

r:nere is nothing whatever to be gained by the bl and 

assurr.ption that all examiners are of equal worth, that 

all do the same sort of job in the sane sort of \'YcJY -

but to rush to the opposite extreme to assert that ~~since 

there are disagreements it is ~sible to know whcm 

t.o trust", is equally fatuous. Examiners must be appointed 

on tne basis of their abil.i.ty to examine :relative to a 

particular end or purpose. In order that those who appoint 

them Il'EY have sare groun1s for maldng t he appointment, it 

is necessary that examiners should have given evidence of 

their ability as examiners. '!be only way in Which this 

can be done is for prospective exand.ners to be gi. ven a 

full-scale opportunity for plyil'lg heir trade am showing 

.1:X>W well ·they can perform. 'Ihey JlllZt, , obviously, be 

M.feguard.8 tort the P.m'l'lUlP.A~ d1.u.-ing the "exam:i.Mtion of 

exmniners"; one safeguard ia A. large scale stama.roized 
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objective-type test as a COOJ?OlEI'lt in the total examination. 

Thus such an objective-type component has a double func

tion in relation to the tndi vidua.ls who are to examine 

by reans of essay-type texts, interviews, practical tests 

of various sorts, or even by other objective-type tests: 

it sinultaneously provides a safeguard for the examinees, 

am gives a context against which the perfonnance of 

the irxli vi.dual examiner can be assessed ••••••• 

• • • • • An examiner who awards ~ n:erks to "laerned 

fools" comemos both himself an:i those who appointed him 

an:l/or fail to rem::>Ye him. At one end of the spectrlml, 

the people favoured by a thoroughly bad judge can safely 

be written off as themselves thoroughly bad; while those 

whan he calla ''bad" may be so, but ney also be very good. 

'Ihus the opposite of "good judgerrent" may be ''bad judge

ment" in that values are simply inverted; but it ~ 

also be "oo jl.ldgemmt", in that one cannot safely infer 

anything at all from the decision of a bad judge. 

(stenhouse 1969: 231) 

'Ihus it is possible to mark questions on observations an:i 

hypothesising. In so doing, science teaching in lower fo:nns can 

mve ~ fran the acquisition of lmowledge am be itself, that 

is, it enables pupils to investigate like scientiets. 'lbe pupils 
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have the opportunity to learn to think critically a.rd take 

decisions. Such lea.rn:irWi outcorres form part of the scientific 

literacy essential for the general broad-based education of 

pupils who will beoone the responsible citizens of tc:qDrrow. 

'!hen and only then, can we have acme degree of congr:'UeilCe bet

ween education and the 3 major institutions basic to a hunBn 

society (see p.5): 

EDUCATION POLITY 

STRATIFICATORY SYSTEM ECONOMY 

6.4 CONCWSION 

'Ihe concluding remarks can be introduced by a quotation 

t'!oan Ramage ( 1967) : 

"Much of the recent work on new schemes for school 

science education has been nerred by exceasi ve attention 

to reans and too little to ends. Much consideration 

has been given to the nechardcs of teaching and learning 

science, but far too little to philosophical Whys ar.d 

wherefores. For e le., the disjointed list or alleged 

aims tor one biology course makes oo distinction bwtween 

those aims which are scientific in general am therefore 

attainable througµ any branch or science, and those 

which are biological in particular am so require specifi

cally a course in biology". 

(Rmmge 1967) 
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The general aims nef er prestllllably to the scientific nethod 

conprising observations arxi l'zy'pothesising in particular whereas 

the specific aims largely include biological knowledge. The 

former airrB have survival value in the sense that it provides 

an opportunity for scientific thinking am decision-naking! 

"Arrl just as many arts graduates have fourrl their 

way into science-based :llxiustry, perhaps the scientist 

should now assert the usefulness of his education 

aa a training for life rather than just a tra:i.ning for 

a job in science •••••• 

• • • • • • In the end, science is a way of looking at 

the world: who can say of any job that it will not 

benefit rran be~ occupied by saneone who looks at 

it f'ran a scientific way?" 

("New Scientist" Vol. 50, No. 752, May 20, 1971: 458). 

'Ways of looking at the world' are inplicitly theoretical. 

It is therefore advisable for science to retain its vocational 

orientation while also incorporating theory into curricula am 

cotn"Ses. Science teaching should be such that it eacourages the 

stuient to think for himYlf. In IJlll1Y parts of the world it is 

row accepted that encouraging a stu:ient to rely on his own reason

ing powers~ to help him to appreciate tow to devise his own 
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ex:per:i.rents to fin::i solutions to problems which are real to him, 

is substantially rrore ir'lp()rtant than learning fonnal. definitions 

or mem::>rising pages of a textbook about Newton's laws of motion 

or the energy levels in a hydrogen at001. 

As the President of Tanzania, Nyerere (1967), has said on 

repeated occasions, the need is for self-relianae. '1hi.s self

reliance does not CC)t'OO through the rote neoory of factual know

ledge, but through experiencing what it is to be a scientist

for-the-day. The solution lies in changing science eduaation 

so that all citizens are eduoatai to make intelligent decisions, 

based on an tn'derstanding of their environm:mt, carried along 

by a constant i.IxJ.uiring mind, am reinforced by the ab ill ty to 

identify am solve problems arising f'ran the needs withing this 

environrrent. 'Ihe ab ill ty to think irrlependently and to reach 

conclusions only on the strength of reliable evidence will then 

help people to share their intellectual resources in conm.mal 

planning where decisions are made. 'Ihese decisions will depend 

on evidence presented, interpretations shared ani the anx>unt of 

urnerstaming acquired. 'Ibis can be contrasted as follows with 

soience education in the past: 

''We E!Jive them answers am. kept the contti.dence to 

ourselves. We ga_ye them JJBIIDrY ani kept the thinking 
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to ourselves. We g/J.Ve them narks arrl kept the 

un:ierstan1int_ to ourselves. 'i'his science education 

0£ the past must change". 

(Wrl.s 1979) 

CUrTiculum Developrent is a dynamic process and its renewal 

after :; oo 5 years is necessary. In fact, they constitute a 

cyclic process . However, if renewal is done on the basis or 

experience am. research finiings, it is likely to be roore rea

listic arx:l f\mctiona.l. It is, therefore, desirable that research 

projects related to curricultun pr->duct, in:pact, processes, 

strategies am inputs nay be undertaken in Integmted Science. 

'llrl.s would mt only ens\ll'e validation of curriculum products an:i 

processes but would also lead to staff developnent at the MIE. 



1.PPrnIDIX A 

List of curricului11 writers: 

M.I.S.P ~ I ~ II 

Dr ~li.aha§l A're.HIA 

Mr Peter DAVIS 

Mrs Devi DYAIL 

nr Eric NICOLAS 

Mr Michel C. rl. SIN YAN TOO 

Scionce Form. III 

1 . lobtter and Life 

Dr ?doh!!l A'roHIA 

Mr Clatda f'!l.ICHEL 

2. il'atter am E~ 

- Biologist 

- Chemist 

- Che.mist 

- Che.."'!dst 

- Physicist 

- Biol.Of!ist 

- Biologist 

fr':r Michel C.H. SIN IAN '100 - Physicist 

Mr Daniel LI KAM WA - Pbyticist 

' · Natter an1 its Reactions 

Mr Pet~ DAVIS 

Mra Devi Of.AIL 

f.\9 Ranoo IIIJ?M\ 

Mr-~o NICXJIAS 

- Che!u1at 

- Chemist 

- Che.mist 

- a.dat 

I 7 :L 
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INTEGRATED SCIENCE 
APPEN~lX B 
Subject Code No. 350 

TEACHING SYLLABUS 

The content of the teaching syllabus for Forms I and II is indicated in the 
CJSE Regulations and Syllabuses under Themes 1-5 (Form I) and Themes 6-16 
(Form II). 

For de.tails of these Themes, please refer to MISP Form I and Form II text
books. 

The detailed teaching syllabus for Form III is separated into three parts: 

Matter and Life; 
Matter and its Reaction; 
Matter and Energy. 

Throughout the course, emphasis is placed on activities carried out by the 
pupils themselves either individually or in groups. It is only through investi
gations that Science is learnt. 

The CJSE Examination in Integrated Science will bear the above emphasis. In 
other words, the objectives to be achieved and the objectives to be tested are not 
only the acquiring of a knowledge of Science (i.e. recall) but also comprehension, 
application, skills, positive attitude and interest in Science. 

MATTER AND LIFE 

I ntlwductlon 

What is life? What does being alive mean? What would planet Earth be without 
living things? How do living things work? What can they do? How did they origi
nate? How do they spread? Where are they found? How do they keep existing? How 
do they relate to each other and to their environment? 

The above are some of the basic questions which will be raised during the 
course. Through activities and experiments, the student will come to find out some 
answers and through this come to learn more about his/her own self. 

Theme 1: Invu:tlga.ti . .t1g Uv.lng Thlng~ 

Examples of living things. Investigating living things by listening, looking, 
tasting, smelling, touching and handling. 

Investigating living things by counting and measuring. What can living things 
do? 

Theme Z: N<Ltltltlon 

Food. Test for starch, glucose, proteins. Energy from food; daily energy 
requirements. Common sources of carbohydrates, fats, proteins, vitamins and mine
ral salts (re8trict the study to vitamins A, B compZ.ex, C, D and to CaZciwn and 
Iron). Alimentary canal; food supply, preparation, eating and digestion. 
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Food production. 

Composition of foodstuffs in conunon use in Mauritius, R~union, Rodrigues and 
Seychelles. Food manufacture in plants (photosynthesis). Conditions necessary 
for photosynthesis (experimental study). 

Theme 3: Ec.olog..i.cal st.udlu 

Animals active by day or night. 

Reaction of plants and animals to light , humidity, heat. Distinction of 
animals and plants (study of the distribution of mosquitoes in Mauritius, of corranen 
plants in relation to altitude). Crowding and dispersal. 

A medium for life (air, land, water). 

Alternative studies (to be carried out over a period of at least one month): 

(a) Study of animals and plants in a bamboo hedge 

OR 
(b) Study of a plot of wasteland . 

Theme 4 : T IUlYt6 po/Lt 

Circulation and heart-beat in man. Effects of activity on heart-beat. Fune
ti~~s pf _heart and blood. Blood-vessels. 

Transport in plants. Absorption of salts and transpiration. 

Theme 5: BJr.eathl..ng and EneJtgy P1toduc:tlon 

··. Breathing in man. 

Effect of exercise on rate and depth of breathing. 

Measurement of lung capacity. Lungs and how they work. Composition of 
inspired and expired air. 

Breathing in fish: gills and gas exchange. 

Theme 6: RepMduc:tlon 

The biological and social aspects of reproduction in man. Population and 
sex education. 

Finding out about your past. 

Male reproductive system; female reproductive system; male and female secon
dary sexual characters. Stages in development - from release of egg through 
fertilisation to birth. 

Reproduction in flowering plants. Life-cycle of a plant; structure of flower 
pollination and fertilisation. Fruits and seeds. 

Structures of some conunon flowers of Mauritius . 

MA'ITER AND ITS REACTIONS 

Theme 1: Some PMpVLtlu 06 Chem.i.c.ai..6 

Occurrence properties and uses of metals and non-metals; differencESbetween 
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mixtures and compounds (illustrated by those of a mixture of iron and sulphur and 
the compound iron sulphide); physical and chemical changes (illustrated by changes 
in state, the action of heat on ·salt hydrates and carbonates, sublimation); deter
mination of the melting point of a solid (naphthalene), using a cooling curve; 
determination of the boiling points of pure and impure liquids; simple explanation 
of the states of matter in terms of the par<ticl·e theory. 

Theme 2: Symbolo, FolUrlU.la.e a.nd EquatioM 

Definition of symbol; symbols of common elements; definition of valancy and 
formula; the writing of simple formulae and equations. 

Theme 3: Catr.bon and CaJtbon Monoude 

Differences in properties of the allotropes diamond and graphite, expla.nation 
of the differences in terms of their structure, uses of diamond and graphite~ other 
forms of carbon (making wood charcoal, coal as a fuel); carbon monoxide and its 
properties, carbon monoxide poisoning and the danger of burning fuels in badly-
ventilated rooms. ' 

Theme 4: Some;thing abotvt Oxygen 

Preparation of oxygen, using hydrogen peroxide and manganese dioxide, burning 
of metals (magnesium, calcium, zinc, iron) and non-metals (carbon, sulphur) in 
oxygen; properties of basic (alkaline) and acidic oxides (reaction with water, 
litmus, acids), amphoteric oxides, neutral oxides; presence of noble gases in the 
atmosphere and the uses of some of these gases; air pollution (sulphur dioxide, 
sulphuric acid, carbon monoxide). 

Theme 5: Some.;t}U,ng abotvt HydJt.oge.n 

The formation of hydrogen by the action of metals (calcium, sodium, potassium, 
magnesium, zinc, iron) on water; the preparation of hydrogen from zinc and dilute 
sulphuric acid; the properties and uses of hydrogen. 

Theme 6: The Ac;tivUy SeM.u o 6 Me.tae.6 

The burning of metals (calcium, copper , iron, lead, magnesium, zinc, sodium, 
aluminium) in air; the action of water on the above metals; the action of dilute 
hydrochloric acid on the metals; an order of activity based on the above three 
properties; the displacement of a metal low down the series from its compounds by 
a metal higher up; the decrease in stability of the compounds of the metals down 
the series. 

Theme 7 : AdcU and Ba.6 u 

Action of acids (mineral acids, ethanoic acid, lemon juice, on _indicators 
(litmus, phenolphthalein, methyl orange, Universal Indicator); action of metals 
(magnesium, aluminium, iron, lead , copper) on acids (hydrochloric and sulphuric 
acids); action of acids on carbonates and bicarbonates (sodium carbonate, calcium 
carbonate, copper carbonate, sodium bicarbonate, zinc carbonate, magnesium carbo
nate); properties of bases and alkalis (potassium, sodium, calcium and ammonium 
hydroxides); precipitation of hydroxides (iron II, iron III, copper II, zinc and 
magnesium hydroxides) from solutions of salts, using sodium hydroxide and potassium 
hydroxide solutions; neutralisation and soil acidity. 

Theme 8: N.l:t.Jwgen a.nd Armon.la 

Preparation of nitrogen from ammonium chloride arid . sodfoni ·nhrite solutions; 
properties of nitroge~ (does not burn, insoluble, neutral, magnesium burns in it); 
fixation of nitrogen and the Nitrogen Cycle; the Haber Process; preparation of 
ammonia from sodium hydroxide and ammonium sulphate; properties of ammonia (solu
bility in water, alkalinity, precipitation of insoluble hydroxides) action of heat 
on ammonium salts (ammonium chloride, ammonium carbonate, ammonium nitrate). Uses 



Theme 9: Atom.6 and I onti 

The particles in the atom (electron, proton, neutron); the arrangement of 
particles' in the atom (hydrogen, helium); the formation of ions by the loss or 
gain of electrons; the formation of ionic compounds by the transfer of el.ectrons. 

Relative atomic mass on the hydrogen standard; forinulamass; calcUJ.ationof 
formula mass; calculation of percentage composition. 

MATTER AND ENERGY 
. - - ~ : . 

Theme 1: Mea6Wtement 06 Le.Y!fJt'.h, AA.ea 
and · Vo.tume 

Theme 2: 

Mass 

D~nsity 

Moment of a force 

Fo!Lc.e. 

Work 

Energy 

Power 

The joule, J. 
The watt, W. 
The newton, N. 

Theme 3: TempVULt.wte. 

Measurement of temperature 

Fixed points 

The clinical thermometer 

· Theme 4: 1helimal Expan6.lon 06 Soli.d6, 
Uqu.ld6 and GcUu · 

. _ .. , 

,, .. _; '• 

I " •, · .~ • 

' .' 

Use of metre rule, burette and 
·· measuring cylinder. · 

A property depending on inertia of 
a body. 

Determination by measurement and 
weighing for liquids and regular 
solids 

and 

by displacement (immersion) for 
irregular solids. 

Illustrated by simple examples with 
forces applied to balanced levers 
(oblique forces excluded). 

Effects of forces. (Qualitative only). 

Examples of work done by and against 
forces. 

Energy acquired when work is ·done. 
Kinetic and potential energy. 

Rate of working. 

Celsius (Centigrade scale). Kelvin 
scale. 

Liquid-in-glass thermometer (mercury 
and alcohol) . 

Determination of ice point and steam 
point. 

Its temperature range. 

Effects and application. (The working 
of thermostat excluded) . 
Ideas of relative orders of magnitude. 
{Gas laws excluded). 



Theme 5: He.at a.6 a. Fo1t1n 06 En.ettgy 

The unit of heat 
Heat capacity, C 
Specific . heat capacity, S 

Latent heats of fusion and 
vaporisation 

Conduction, convection and 
radiation 

Theme 7: Ma.gnw 

Simple phenomenon of 
magnetism 

Method of magnetization and 
demagnetization. 

Theme 8: Uec.tJw.6ta.t<..C6 

Introduction to the idea of 
static charge 

Positive and negative charges 

Theme 9: s..i.mple o!t Vo.tta.i.c. Celt 

Dry cell 

The accumulator 

The ampere 

Development of concept of 
electromotive force 

The volt 

Power 

Ohm's law 

The Ohm 

Resistors in series and 
.......... _ .... ,, .... , 
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The joule, J . . 
Definition in terms of units. 
Simple numerical problems may be set. 
(Experimental determination excluded). 
Definitions only. 
(Excluded - problems involving latent 
heats and the experimental determina
tion). 

Qualitative explanation illustrated 
by simple experiments. 

Properties of magnets, magnetic 
induction. 
Distinction between magnets and unmag-
netized substances. 
Distinction between magnetic and non
magnetic substances. 

Simple experiments with charges 
(friction) . (Excluded induction). 

Include polarization. 

Simple structure only. 

As a storage cell. (Without chemistry 
of charging and discharging). 

The unit in which current is measured. 
A precise definition is not expected. 
Use of an ammeter to measure current. 

Using the flow of water in pipes as a 
rough model. 

The unit in which the potential 
difference is measured. 
Use of a voltmeter to measure the poten
tial difference. 

The relation between the volt, the 
ampere and the watt is expected. 

Application to single conductors and 
whole circuits. 

The unit of resistance. 

Calculation of effective resistance 
- ........... ,..,+,..A 



VI 

Theme. 11: E66e.c.U 06 an Ele.ctlU.c 
Cwvr.mt 

Heating effect 

Chemical effect 

Magnetic effect 

Applications 

Theme. 12: U!Jh:t 

Rays, the rectilinear 
propagation of light 

Theme. 13: The. Re.6.te.c:ti.on 06 Ugh:t 
LaL06 06 Re.nte.ctlon 

Theme. 14: Sound 

Production of sound by 
vibrating systems 

Transmission of sound 

Practical applications - electric 
irons, lamps. 

Distinction between electrolytes and 
non-electrolytes. 
Electrolysis of water. 

Nature of the magnetic field for 
straight wire, soleroid. 

Electromagnets, the electric bell. 
(Excluding the details in the cons
truction of electric bell). 

Formation of shadow, eclipses, the 
pin-hole camera. 
(Excluded - the working of a photo
graphic camera). 

Position and characteristics of the 
image formed by a plane mirror. 
(Excluded - the working of the 
periscope and the kaleidoscope ). 

Violin strings, tuning forks. 

Necessity for a material medium. 
(Excluded the necessary experiment to 
prove it). 

Questions will not be set on the 
determination of speed of sound, 
reflection of sound, etc. 
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1 

1 . Hydrogen can be prepared from 

A copper and ~ilute hydrochloric acid . 
8 copper carbonate and dilutP. sulphuric acid. 
C zinc and dilute sulphuric acid . 
D copper sulphate and dilute nitric acid. 

.4n&u7er ••• •• • • •• •• • 

2 . A metal M has a valency of 3, the for·mula of its oxide is 

A Mz03 

AnsuJer • . • ••. . • • •• • 

3. Which metal will replacP. hydrogen from dilute hydrochloric acid 
but will N01' rep.!.ace zinc? 

A magnesium . 
B lead. 
c copper . 
D iron. 

An..cn.Jer • ••• • ••••• • • 

4. When a car.dle ha~.; beim lit f or some time it becomes lighi:er . 
This is because ·the candle wax 

A evapora"t:es. 
B changes into a liquid . 
C is completely destroyed . 
D changes into a gas which burns. 

5 . Wher~ would you expect to find co~kroaches? 

A in a dark food shop. 
B ~ear a pool of water . 
C near the shore. 
D in an empty cold store. 

Ans-.ver •.• . . . . ..•.. 

Ansiuer • ... . • • •..• • 

6 . What is the part of saliva which is responsible for t he digestion 
of starch? 

A an en zyme . 
B an oil. 
C a t.ri tamin . 
D an amino acid. 

Answer .. . . . .. . . .. . 

7 . Which one of the following practices is not carried out in Maur•i ti us? 

A overhead irrigation . 
B wheat cultiva tion . 
C ploughing with the help of tra ctors . 
D agricultural training. 

A1'28?Jer ............ . 

( oo 
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8. Which of the foll owing gases is a pollutant of air? 

A nitrogen. . 
B carbon dioxide. 
C sulphur dloxide. 
D oxygen. 

Answer 

9. Which of the following forms of euergy on Earth aannot be traced 
back to the sun's energy? 

A energy from food. 
B energy from fuel. 
C hydroelectric energy. 
D atomic energy. 

10. The mass of a body is the 

A space occupied by the body-. 
B ratio of density to volume of the body. 
C amount of inertia in the body. 
D number of paces along the length of 

the body. 

A118't..Ve r . . . . . . . . . . . . 

A 1187.iJer • • • • • • • • • • • • 

ll. The best description of what happens to a bimetallic strip in a 
fire alarm when heated is 

A an increase in length which is useful. 
B .an increase in length which is a nuisance. 
C a decrease in length which is useful. 
D a decrease in length which is a nuisance. 

A ri.swer . . . . . . . . . . . . 

12. Rubidium hydroxide has alkaline prope1.>ties. It will therefore 

A be insoluble in water. 
B dissolve in water to give a solution 

which turns blue litmus i~ed. 
C dissolve in water to give a solution 

which turns red litmus blue. 
D dissolve in water to gi.ve a solution 

which is neutral to litmus. 

13. River water is polluted if it is found to be 

A full of water-weeds. 
B covered with oil. 
C very muddy. 
D full of water-weeds and very muddy. 

ArzBUJer ••••••.••••• 

Answer •.••.••••••. 



14. 

Deflagrating spoon 

Bell- jar 

water 

-·--- - --
---'=-.=-i-.;::;.__:;;'--.;;;..'-"'--~"--" 

When the sol:i d element X was burned in ".:he above appara".:u:>, it 
for•med a solid oxide. Which one of the following wculd you 
expect? 

A the mass of gas in the bell-jar would remain 
the same. 

B the mass of solid in the deflagra"ting spoon 
would remain ·the same . 

C the -r:otal mass of apparatus and its contents 
would remain the same . 

D the total mass of the apparatus and its 
conten~s woU:.d be less than it was ocfore. 

AnsiJer ••• • .••••.•• 

15. In which of the fellowing groups are all the animals devoid of 
backbone? 

A worm, caterpillar, bird . 
B rat, caLerpillar, ant. 
C worm, ant, caterpil: ar. 
D lizard , caterpillar, ant . 

Answer •.••.•.••.•. 

16. Which of t he following does a tree have but which a shrub does 
not have? 

A roots. 
B leaves. 
C trunk . 
D flowers. 

ArzstUer .. .• , •• .• .•• 

17 . If woodlice are able to choose between a dry and moist atmosphere 
they will 

A move to the dry atmosphere. 
B move to the moist atmosphere. 
C be indif:ferent to ·the humidity. 
D keep changing from moi st to dry and back . 

A?18t.Jer . • •.... • .. • . 



..,. 

l8. If some clear sea water is evaporated to dryness in a basin, the 

19. 

basin will be found to contain 

A a brown powder. 
B a white crystalline substance. 
C a large white crystal. 
D nothing . 

1 2 3 

I 

In the pictures above which bulbs will light up? 

A 1, 2, 3 , 4 . 
B 2, 3, 4. 
c 3 , 4. 
D 4. 

Answer ••••• ••••••• 

4 

Answer ••.••••••••• 

20. Some herbicide (a poison used to kill weeds) poured into a 
river in Mauritius 

21. 

A has no effect on whales in Antartica because 
Antartica is too far away. 

B affects whales in Antartica because poisons 
once they reach the sea are spread by ocean 
currents and affect all living things . 

C reaches Antartica but has no effect 011 

whales as heI'bicides only poison weeds. 
D stays in the river and will have nothing to 

do with whales or Antartica. 

1.5 
v 

1.5 
v 

1.5 
v 

1. 5 
v 

An8'Z.Ver •••••••••••• 

The voltage provided by the batteries to the bulb in the picture 
is 

A 6 V. 
B 3 V. 
c 1·5 v. 
r"\ I'\ TT 



22. A thermometer measm'es 

A amount of heat. 
B expansion of mercury. 
C expansion of glass. 
D degree of hotness . 

Answer .••••.••.•.. 

23. When someone walks thr·ough the light beam from a cineprojector, 
a shadow of his head passes across the screen. The shadow is 
black because 

24. 

A the head stops light from reaching the screen. 
B the projector lamp is very bright . 
C tbe light beam is converging onto the screen. 
D the head reflects back all the light. 

Answe:r 

200 kg 

1 
' 100 mm2 

2 
In the pictur·e above the pressure in Kg per mm is 

A 0·5 
B 2 
c 100 
D 300 

Answer ••...••••.•• 

25. A plant grown in a solution that does not contain nitrogen 
compounds shows poor growth because nitrogen is essential for · 

A the making of humus. 
B the formation of proteins. 
C the production of sugar. 
D the ni tr•ogen -fixing bacteria in the roots. 

26. Why is it advisable to use renewable fuels? 

A they supply more joules per gramme . 
B they will make the non-renewable fuels 

last forever. 
C renewable fuels cause less pollution. 
D there is a limited supply of non-renewable 

fuels. 

Answer .••••••••••. 

Answer •••••••••••• 

27. A gas which is not very reactive and a, counts for about 80 per cent 
uf the atmosphere is 

A oxygen. 
B hydrogen. 
C ni tl'O gen . 
D carbon dioxide. 

Answer ........... . 



28. An impurity is dissolved in a liquid. Which is the best method 
of obtaining a pure sample of that liquid? 

A distillation of the solution. 
B crystallisation of the impurity. 
C precipitation of the impurity. 
D filtration of the solution. 

Answer 

29. Arteries are vessels carrying blood from 

A heart to lungs only. 
B hear·t to various parts of the body. 
C various organs to liver. 
D various organs to heart. 

ArisweP ............ . 

30. Pick out the odd word from the list below 

A ovary. 

31. 

32. 

B stigma. 
C ovule. 
D testis. 

A~<nuer ..•••..•.... 

Which are the correct colours for the mains wires in the pictUI'e 
above? 

Live Neutral Earth 

A red green black 
B brown green-yellow blue 
c red blue green 
D brown blue green-yellow 

Answer ............ 

A heavy stone is suspended in water as sho\'m in the pictUl:'e. 
Which of the statement. ' below is correct? 

A the stone weighs the same as it does in the air. 
B the upthrust equals the force of gravity. 
C the stone weighs more than it does in the air. 
D "the upthrust is less than the for·ce of gravity. 

Anmuei• ............ 



33. An electric kettle full of cold water is heated from 20°c to 65°C 
in two minutes. After a further two minutes, the water in the 
kettle will be 

A at ll0°C. 
B boiling. 
C changed completely into steam. 
D at as0 c. 

Arwwer . .. .. . ...... . 

34. Tea grows well in the Midlands and sugar cane in t he Northern Plain. 
This is an example of the way in which 

A plants adapt themselves to their s urroundings. 
B pressure varies wlth height above sea-level . 
C climate affects t he growth of plants. 
D fertilizers affec.t the growth of plants. 

Ansl.Ver •.•.••••. •• . 

35 . A plant needs carbon dioxide, water and ·sunlight to make starch. 
From this information we can infer that the starch i s made from 

A carbon only . 
B hydrogen and oxygen. 
C carbon and oxygen . 
D carbon, oxygen and hydrogen. 

Ariswer .....•....•. 

36 . Carbon dioxide is useful in fire e xtinguishers because 

A it is easily solidified . 
8 solid carbon dioxide is very cold. 
C carbor. dioxide does not support burning. 
D carbon dioxide contains oxygen . 

A 1"?8U)e1" • • • • • • • • • • • • 

37. If a body is accelerating uniformly this is because the force on 
it is 

A zero . 
B constant . 
c i ncreasing with time . 
D decreasing with time. 

Answer 

38 . Which of the following is not a renewable natural resource? 

A trees. 
B water. 
C soil. 
D fish . 

Answer ....... ..... 



39. In which picture below are there two bulbs in series and two bulbs 
in parallel'? 

A 

B 

c 

D 

If •• -- - - --



40. 

9 

) 

soil soil 

A gardener placed some soil in a can . He then pressed the solid 
down thereby increasing the soil's density . From the above, 
whi ch statement best describes the meaning of the term density? 

A the mass of soil increased. 
B the mass of soil decreased. 
C the volume of soil and the mass decreased. 
D the volume of soil decreased but the mass 

remained the s ame . 
Answer ....... . . . . . 
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1. ( a ) 

1 

Mati.:Vt and EnVLgy 

A mercury thermometer is graduat ed so that t he lower f i xed poi nt 
and upper fixed point are marked on it. 

Write down these values in °c. 

Lower fixed point 

Upper fixed point 

(b) What happens to the volume when a solid or liquid or gas becomes 
hotter? 

Give ONE example where this hea ting effect is used. 

(c) Why does your hand feel cool after some acetone or et her has 
been placed on it? 

2 . (a) 

Copper 
plate 

........ .... ....... ......... ....... ... ...... .. ... ........ ........ 

The diagram represents the simple electric cel l (voltaic cell) . 
Label the missing parts. 

Torch lamp 

Swi t ch 

x 

y 

X is ...... ... .. ... .... ... ..... ... ....... 
Y i s ..... ...... .. .. ...... .... .. ..... ... 

I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

I 

I 
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(b) For an electric cell to drive a current through a resistance 
wire, wha~ must the cell exert? 

If three such resistance wires are placed in series with the 
above electric cell, what happens to the current now? 

................................................................ 

(c) Name 1.;a)o effects of an electric current . 

3. (a) 

• • • • • • • • " ....................................... fl •••••••••••• • •••• 

Suppose you are working as a nurse. 

You have just taken the temperature of a patient using a 
clinical thermometer. 

How do you re-set the thermometer? 

(b) You are given a mixture of pieces of copper, wood, iron, glass, 
brass and aluminium. 

4. (a) 

How can you remove the pieces of iron quickly? 

Name -two precautions you must take when measuring accurately the 
length of your book with a ruler • 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ., ......................................... . 

In view of the energy crisis, alternative sources of energy are 
required. 

Can you suggest three inexhaustible sources? 

................ , ............................................... . 
• • e • • • e e e e •• e e e e e • f ••••• t ••• • • e e e •• • e •••••• e e t e ..... e II e •• • e 9 e e • •• 

{b) A businessman wants to buy an engine to be used in his factory. 

Name t/JJo factors upon which he can base his decision for the 
purchase. 



5. (a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

6. (a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

3 

What is respiration? 

................................................................ 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . " .............................. . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 
Through which organs do the following animals obtain oxygen for 
respiration: 

Rabbit 

Tilapia 

Adult Toad 

Water exposed to air contains less than 1% oxygen. 
to air contains about 20%. 

Blood exposed 

What do these figures tell us about one use of blood? 

................................................................ 

. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' ......... . 

Apart from its connection with breathing and respiration name 
three functions of blood. 

.................................................................. 
• • a • • • •••• e a •• • • •• • •• • • a • • ••••••••• I ... • ••• • • • ••• a a • ••• a • a ••• a • a • 

• • • • a • a ••• • • • • • a •• 4' a • • • • •• a • I • a ••• • •• a •• a •• e • • . • a • • I ... • I I •• • • •••• 

7. You are provided with th~ee unlabelled tubes, containing respectively 
glucose solution, starch solution and water. 

Which test would you carry out to find out which is which? 

First test you would do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • ............. ' ....... . 
• • •• ' ••• I I •••••• a •• • •• a • I •• a ••• I ••••• I • I' e • e I a •• e • I a ••• I I • a a •• I a •• " •••• 

Second test you would do .....•.......•.•..•....•••.••.•••••...•••••.. 

. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Conclusion you would draw · ....••.•.•....•..•...•.•.••••••.•..••..•..•• 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 



8. (a) 

4 

Arrange the following in correct order - bud I seed I flOUJer I 
fruit I adult plant I seedling. 

Fruit 

\ 
1 

I 
2 ·~--- Adult 

Plant 

1. . .............................. . 

2 • • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

3. . .....•.•..••..•......•...•.••. 

(b) Explain in not more than five lines how a knowledge of human 
reproduction help in population control. 

9. The diagram represents the apparatus used to prepare and collect a 
few test tubes of ammonia. 

1 
Heat 
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(a) Name buo subs~ances which can be used to prepare the gas. 

( i ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (ii ) ........ . .....•............. 

(b) The test tube is inverted because ammonia is . .••. . .. . .....••.•. 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ._ ...................... .. ................. . 

(c) When a solution of ammonia in water is added to iron (II) 

sulphate solution, a . . . . . . . . . . . . precipitate of . . . . . . . . . . . . is 

formed. 

10. Choose from the following list of substances: 

Sea water 

Mercury 

Sulphur 

Ammonium chloride 

Iron 

Sodium nitrite 

Sulphur dioxide 

Each substance may be used ONCE or MORE THAN ONCE. 

(a) An element which is a liquid metal • 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
(b) A mixture of substances. 

. 
(c) One acidic gas which is formed by burning a non metal in air. 

(d) '.IWo solid elements which combine on heating. 

(e) '.IWo substances which give nitrogen when heated . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' ....... .... ..... . . 

11. A green powder X when heated gave a colourless gas Y which turned lime 
water milky. A residue Z was obtained which dissolved in dilute 
sulphuric acid to give a blue solution. X reacts with dilute sulphuric 
acid to give the same gas . 

(a) What is the colour of the residue Z and give its formula . 

... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 



(b) 

12. (a) 

(b) 

6 

Write balanced equations for the following: 

(i) Z and dilute sulphuric acid . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
(ii) X and dilute sulphuric acid . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 
(iii) Action of heat on X • 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Give two differences in properties between diamond and graphite. 

(i) 

............................................................. 
(ii) 

You are provided with th:ree test tubes containing carbon dioxide, 
carbon monoxide and hydrogen. 

Describe briefly how you would find out which was which . 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • t ••••••••••••••• 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

. . . . .. . . . . •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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QUEST!OtJ 1 

Water ia boil'.td in a t in which ie then aeeled end 
odcl•d i n a sink of cold water. The tin collapses 
ncieily. ·1 h :i.s h"ppens bnr.euRe 

f. . • the wetAr in the t i n boila 

B. the preaeur·e outs id!! the 1in ie greeter 
than that ineide the tin 

c. t ho pressure outside the tin is leae 
than tha ·t inside the tin 

D. the steam has escaped from the tin 

QUESTION 2 

The drawing belo111' rep:reaenta e bicycle pump. 
~M.r 

The plunger servea to . 
A. puah air out of x 
B. puah air out of y 

c. plunge the pump 

n. hold the washer 

ANSWER 
~ 

A 

B 

c 

D 

A 

B 

c 
D 

APPENDIX J) 
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quESTION 3 ANSW~R HERE 

A barometer meaauree 

A. air p:reesltre 

B .. blood preaeu:rC3 

c. tht'! height of the mercury column 

D. air temparatu:ce 

QUESTION 4 

" 
Moat rain will fall on 

,A. the s·ae 

B. the coa11t 

c. the mountain 

' n .. .the plain 

QUESTION 5 

Sea-bree~ea blow 

A. far from tha coast 

B. from the sea to the land 

C. f.rom the lend to the aee 

D. at night 

QUESTION 6 

The approxi:im+.e cc .-,1poai"l;icin of ordinary sir ia 

A. Nit .roQen 791.1 Oxygen 16~; Carbon 'dioxide 4~ 
; 

B. Nitrogun '79':t J Oxygen 2~; Carbon dioxide OJ)\( 
'~ I : 

c. Nitrogen 2~; Oxygen 79<}{;'; Carbon dioxide 0.4~ . 
4";. D. Nitrogen 7~; Oxygen Carbon dioxide l~ 

'• 

QY~STIDr~ 1 

A 

B 

c 
D 

A 

B 

· c 
D 

A 

B 

c 
D 

A 

B 

c 
D 

Which would be the eeai~st t o compreea ( squeeze) into a 
900 cm3 bottle? 

_ _. __ 
A. 1000 cm3 of water A 

B. l.000 3 of wood B cm 

c. 1000 3 
of l'lir c cm 

D. lOOO· cm 3 of ice D 
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QUESTION 8. 

John ble w ur a ball oon, tied it tightly, and 
put it irito a c.::i l d refrig t.: rat. en· . O:ie hour 
later ~e removed t he balloor b nd eaw that it 
had become s rnr.1 l l s1:, fhJ.1' probably . h::?ppened 
becauae 

MJSWER HERE 

D. particles of eir es c aped from the balloon D 

QUESHO N 9 

The air wa breatha out 

A.. con tains no o:<ygen A 

B. is alrnm~ t P ·~l'€ :: <:. 1. !::1.~r , d .: .. J x i ,le B 

C. contains maze uxygcn than unbreathed air C 

D. contains more c3rbo r. dioxi :' } -l;: han D 
unbreathe'd air 

QUESTION 10 

Some flour ie burnt in a spoon i ~ ~ g a~ jar. when 
aome lime water ia poured into the ja~~ it goes 
cloudy~ From this e xpe:drnent _plane, you l earn the t 

A: flrur contains carbohydrate A 

E. carbchydratee con~ain etarrh B 

C. whe :1 flo..rr burns, carbori dioxide is formed C 

D. .!JJ:. corbohydrai:as burn in eir t. o form D 
carbon dicxidc; 

Total marks 40 
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.§._LC T I 0 r~ B 

Answer All QuP. s tiona 

QUESTION 1 

• Diegrema A, B, C end 1) rcpr~~t3nt 4 wei1 l ··k'nown l i vin~~-----.... .... 
things ~ 

. ' 

B 

/ ' ~c,,.,~ 
_/ c: ~·'-~--

~_::-:_ .. _~-----

--- -·""'-- --- - - _;;_.=· - -

·- - --

D -- -. --- ------... _ - :z---- ---- -----.... -

(e} Fill i n the -t:eble belo1o• for a e ch of l iTi. ng thin1'l A, B, C .?nd D. 
Uee ti.cka rv-- I \'Jh e=eVI-":' ne c e s eery 

I A ., E I c n 
l _____ ' ----'--·~___, 
I I l . I L_._L ___ r' ---,..--

1 ! •=t= 1--~--.. -+ ---
. 1-- -~ -·---t-

feeds on ~~~i~.!:~-~nt~--------f~--~-·-+·+--
is covered wi th fur ! J__J __ 
ill covered with f'9athere [__ -~-~- ; ---- ~ 

is covered with scales l,l--- +-. _j_
11 

---+-
1
, 

i e covered wit h none of the above I 
____ d_o_e_e_ not move about - ------- _ _,..L ___ ...... ;---_+l __ J 

l. It 

2. It 

3. It 

4. It 

s. It 

6. It 

7. I t 

e. It 

9. It 

makea its O\om food 

eata seede a~d i~se~ta 

eate pla '"l'l.S 

!_ __ J __ f I --+-----1--

tf-1-----t= 
·---- -- _____ _L ___ . _ _ L=-_ _I__ _ __ , 

10. It 

11. It 

12. It 

13. It 

moves us ing wings 

movea u•ing leq~ 

movee uei~g fins 

movee by cree~ing 

>1 
I 1 
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(b) Animal A is useful because 

It keep a eoil eerated D 
It keepa soil we rm C=1 
It destroys germs I J 

(c) Thia i.e e n example of a food rel&tionahip : 

grass ·-----7 goet ·- -----.. man 

The diagram below repreaente a food r elationship 

grouping three of the fol lawing : 

A, B, C, D and man 

III i [
--, 
____ j 

Which thren? I ..... 
II ••• •• 

!tl • •••• 

;too 

20 mark• 
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QUESTION 2.r 

'. (•) Whet ia the temperature reading on the thermometer ' below? 

• . 1 ... :i .. ..J .. ,,, .... 1 ... :1.:.r: .. ,":.1""'""' • > 
) 

• to 50 

ANSWER ------------------------------------------------

(b) Compiete the mercury column of the thermometer up to 15°C. 

_.. f,11,l. ... l. ... l. ... l:,"1 .. ,,1 ) 
0 10 

(c) ffew ~any grammes is reccrdeo fo r each of t~e divisions on 
~te ~alance scale below? 

0 

IO 

gr~ 

1.o 

ANSWER t --~-~------~----~----------~----~--------~-

(d) Here ere two pe~dulume A ·and B. 

l 
l 

Which pendulum, A or B, wil l ma ke the mo~t ewin~ i n one minute? 

ANSWER : --~--~------~--~~-~---~~--------------~--

clo l 
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(e) Pendulum X takes 15 seconds to make 10 swi ngs and pendulum Y 
takes 20 :seconds ;to make 1 0 swings. 

Pendulum y takc:'ii lonp;l~r beC!au'se 
' 

r J A. the weight of the bob is 'Qigger 

B. the size of the swin3 is grea ter I I 
c. the l ength of the strir:ig is l onger [_ j 

(Place a tick 17l in the square opposite the right answer) 

12 marks 

QUESTION 3 

- A tall tin full of water has three holes X, Y and Z. .Each hole 
is closed with a cork. 

Water .comes out in a jet , as shown, when the cork at Xis removed. 

(i) Complete the diagram to show t he jet of water from hole Y 
when holes X and Z only are closed. 

·1 

)(t 
Y: 

I 

z~ 
I 

(ii) Complete the diagram to show t he jet of water from hole Z when 
holes X anu Y only are closed. 

z.. _,_ 
I - ------· 



' ;·~ 
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(111) · Complete the diagram to show the. 3 jets of water from 
' hqles X, Y and Z with a ll the corkG removed. 

j x j_ ' 

T y J_ 

T 

zl 
T 

~------

(iv.) The difference between the jets froni hol es x· and Z is due 
to 

A. the pressure a t Z being greater than D the pressure at x 
B. the pressure at X being greater than D the Pl'essure at z 
c. the hole x being bigger than the n hole Z 

D. the hole z being bigger than the D hole X 

(Place a tick ~ in the square opposite the right answer) 

14 marks 

QUESTION 4 

Iron filings were sprinkled int o a we t tube, then t he t ube wa s 
inverted over a basin of water, as shown in t he diagram below. 

- · -· 

/.~'\---" . ·~ 
iron filings 

- -----·-·- tube 

........... ----·--- - x 

·- ._. - - -

- . - - --.=;i~--~ 

~- - - _ - I I 

- · · 1,.---~' I - · - ·.:.:;. ::: --

basin 

water 

;lo3 
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Place a t i ck I l I in the squar e opposi te t he correct ~nswer . 

( a) The substance X i n t.he tube is 

(1 ) vxygen 

(ii) water· 

( iii ) ai r 

[l 

D 
(b) Complete the di agram below to show the changes which 

occurred after t he appar atus had bee:n l ef t aside f or 
a f ew days: 

.. -... ·-
/ ' 

l 

---·-1 

( c ) Place a tick LL.1 c:igainst the corr ect statement in t he 
exampl es below. 

( i) The change i n (b) occurred be~ause 

s ome of x escaped from the tube 11 
some of x r eacted wi th th<.: i.run filings 0 
some of x reacted with the iron filings I_ ] 

(ii) '.rhe iron fil i ngs chr.inged col our f ! 'Om 

gr ey to gr e en D 
grey to r eddi s h brown I ! 
whi t e t o grey CJ 

(iii) '.l'h P <>llanp;e whi ch <.'ccurrcd was 

a chemi cal change n 
a phys i cal change D 
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(iv) The name given to the change is 

solution 

, (v) 

rusting 

evaporation 

Iron can oo protected from the above 
change by 

hammering 

painting 

heating 

CI 
D 
CJ 

14 marks 

Total mar ks - Section B - 60 



ftPPt NJ:> f x E 
Table 8: ' Ne w' Beha viour - Test Content Grid 

(with overt behaviour specifications) 

~Behaviour · 
Knowledge Skills (process) 

ffiST ~ Understand in;3; 

CONTENT r ec . app . inter . obs . ·;1eas . class. se l. inf. com. 

Marks 
Allotted 

--- -· -·-- - ···-· - - . - ---- -- . ~-·- - -- - . - . -· .. . -- .. - --·--·--- . .. -

I 1 J 
s j 
E 2 

4 

4 

' c 3 J !+ 
T 

4 J 
I -- 4 

0 5 j 4 
}; 

6 .j 4 

7 
j 4 

I~ 
8 J 4 

9 j l.j. 

\ 
10 ' j 

1 (a) / 

(b) j 

( c) j 

4 

13 

1 

6 
s 2 (a) j 
5: 
(' (b) j 
,. 

2 

2 
T ( c) j 
T 
0 ( d ) / 

2 

3 
~; ( e) j 3 

3 ( i ) j ) 

(ii) I 
' 3 

(iii) j . 4 

(iv) j 4 
B 4 (a ) j 

2 

( b) j 2 

(c)(i) j 2 -
(i i ) j ~ 

.__ _ _: · 

(iii " 
I 

-- 2 -·----
(iv) ./ 2 

(v)_Jl-/ 
-· 

____ _L_ 2 

j, ... -
l tAfii{S per behaviour 1~4 I 31 I I 8 I I 6 I 10 I I 6 I sµecification 4 2 9 100 I 

'- .... ......__ __,....... - _,..,.___ -J 

l 
8 g 
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